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Chapter 0

Introduction
0.1

Ontology, Modality, Intentionality

In this thesis, I want to contribute to an ongoing discussion in contemporary
analytic metaphysics. This discussion surrounds ‘impossible worlds’, or rather,
the semantics for impossibility discourse and its ontological requirements. Under
‘impossibility discourse’, I understand the totality of possible linguistic utterances that in one way or another express some ‘impossible state of affairs’. (I
bracket ‘impossible state of affairs’ with scare quotes, because depending on
what we take states of affairs to be, it can turn out that either there are no
strictly impossible states of affairs at all, or that the only ones who one might
want to call impossible merely simulate impossibility.)
I want to express my reservations regarding the label ‘impossible worlds’
straight away. Most of the objects that have been proposed under this name
are neither worlds nor impossible, which is why I do not see much appeal in
this denomination except for its use as a practical shorthand. (I will, however,
also enclose this useful shorthand in quotes.) Beyond these mis-attributions, I
have become weary about some aspects of how the topic has been approached in
recent years. One of these aspects is the unclear relationship in many writings
on the topic between
logic and ontology. As a logician-turned-metaphysician, I came to distrust
many of the contemporary arguments for ‘impossible worlds’, because I find
them simplistic. They derive one the one hand from the logician’s perspective on
truth, which often enough is simply truth-in-some-model, though not necessarily
9
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any model that actually describes the world. On the other hand, they frequently
derive from the (usually tacit) assumption that logic is not only informative
about metaphysics, but even its prerequisite.
Let me illustrate this with an example. In his introduction to the special issue
of the Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic dedicated to ‘impossible worlds’,
guest editor Graham Priest raises the question‘[W]hat is meant by “a logically
impossible world”?’, and answers:
‘There are several things that might be caught by this rubric. One
thing, probably the most obvious, is simply a world where some
contradictory sentences, of the form α and α, hold. A rationale
for calling such a world impossible is simply that such a pair of
sentences can be true in no classical interpretation.’ (Priest 1997,
481-2)
There is nothing intrinsically wrong with the cited passage. For the working
logician’s means and purposes, this certainly suffices to answer what is meant
by ‘logically impossible worlds’.1 But let me ask, what does it mean for a contradiction to ‘hold’ ? It seems that to Priest, for a sentence to ‘hold’ at a world
just means to be true at that world. But then, what does it mean for a contradiction to be true at some world?—The appeal to classical and non-classical
interpretations cannot answer this, as it merely gives us a reformulation of the
question: what does it mean for a non-classical interpretation to be true? And
that seems to depend on which subject matter we are talking about. I can see
how the Liar Sentence can be both true and false, or how other semantic or
set-theoretic paradoxes force us to consider true contradictions. But semantic
and set-theoretic paradoxes have these properties here, in the actual world. If
they force us to accept true contradictions, so be it; but as Priest himself argues at length in (Priest 2006), these are very special cases, which are not the
reason why ‘impossible worlds’ have been proposed in recent years. The task
of such objects is usually to provide positive, non-trivial content for arbitrary
impossibility statements, be it in order to differentiate between classically equivalent propositions, to devise fine-grained counterfactual semantics, to provide
content for propositional attitudes, or to devise paraconsistent conditional semantics. Yet, none of these applications can answer the ontological question we
1 Also, for other intents, there are other ways to define ‘impossible worlds’—cf. (Berto
2013). All of these alternatives, though, have the same explanatory duties as the presented
case.
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raised above. My own sympathies with paraconsistency notwithstanding, I can
but wonder how e.g. the same object can truly be both round and not round,
or how a chair could be blue all over and red all over at the same moment in
time; yet, these scenarios have to be the case if the corresponding contradictory
statements indeed ‘hold’ (or are true) anywhere.2 But how can we make sense of
the ‘truth’ of non-paradoxical contradictions at impossible worlds? The answer
to this seems to depend crucially on how we understand the word ‘world’, and
the relationship between worlds and truth.
In this thesis, I pursue the notion of impossible worlds in the context of one
very particular such relation between worlds and truth. For reasons I lay out in
chapter 1, I think that the best semantics for possibility discourse is committed
to non-actual realities in the strictest sense. That is, for better3 or for worse4 ,
I will discuss the question of the semantics for impossibility statements (the
linguistic items that together constitute impossibility discourse) in the context
of a Lewisian Realism about possibility.
Lewisian Modal Realism can be seen as a ‘ontology first’ doctrine. As Lewis
observed,
‘[f]or [the metalogical “semantical analysis of modal logic”], we need
no possible worlds. We need sets of entities which, for heuristic
guidance, ‘may be regarded as’ possible worlds, but which in truth
may be anything you please. We are doing mathematics, not metaphysics. Where we need possible worlds, rather, is in applying the
results of these metalogical investigations. Metalogical results, by
themselves, answer no questions about the logic of modality. They
give us conditional answers only: if modal operators can be correctly
analysed in so-and-so way, then they obey so-and-so system of modal
logic. We must consider whether they may indeed be so analysed;
and then we are doing metaphysics, not mathematics.’ (Lewis 1986,
17)
Here, Lewis is talking about the lack of informative value the systems of (clas2 Examples of this kind of formulation abound in the literature. Cf. Dunn’s ‘intuition [...]
that a contradiction can be true in some situation (of course unrealizable)’ (Dunn 1976, 155),
which even acknowledges that putative truth and ‘realization’ (which remains unexplained,
but probably is meant to correspond to what amounts to literal truth outside of the context
of logic) come apart.
3 By which I mean the philosophical reasons I will lay out.
4 By which I mean that both supervisors of this thesis find Lewisian realism about possible
worlds outrageous.
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sical) modal logic have for metaphysics. In his view, we need to settle the
ontological foundations of modality first, and then can choose our ‘correct’ logic
of modality as the one that conforms with the ontological base. Approaching
things the other way around has no value: no logic can tell you what there is
in reality, though it can, of course, tell you which constraints we impose on its
quantificational domain. That, however, is an altogether different issue, as such
constraints can be arbitrary.
But just as the ontology of possible worlds has ‘metaphysical priority’ over
any system of modal logic, also the ontology of impossible worlds should have
priority over systems of non-classical logics. Hence my dissatisfaction with the
purely logical approach to impossibility, and hence my question about what it
means for impossibilities to be true (or to ‘hold’) at a world. Shouldn’t the
question what it means for an impossibility statement to be true at a world be
settled before we define impossible worlds in terms of models of non-classical
logics?
In this thesis, I want to urge the reader to acknowledge a distinction between
different ways of calling things true. Lewis with his postulate of a plurality of
concrete worlds calls things by their name (or as Jago (2012b) puts it, ‘Lewisian
worlds walk it like they talk it’): non-actual worlds are worlds, and non-actual
donkeys are donkeys. If it is possible that some donkey talks, then it is literally
true somewhere (a different world) that a donkey talks. Call this the literal
truth, and compare it to those semantics of ‘Possibly, a donkey talks’ that claim
to make do without the involvement of any donkeys. What is called ‘true’ in
such a semantics seems far from the l. Nevertheless, most of the approaches
with non-literal semantics for modal statements do not claim to be fictionalist,
who would accept that modal statements are literally false, but which may be
treated ‘as true’ for heuristic purposes. There is usually no mention of the literal
falsity of such statements in these approaches, which is why I believe that an
equivocation that stems from logic has gained a foothold in metaphysics. In
order to distinguish truth from falsity, I will hence call this way of using the
word ‘truth’ in one’s semantics ‘merely assigning truth’.
In logical semantics, the literal truth, i.e. the one where ‘donkey’ refers to
donkeys, plays little to no role, which is finally why I do not wish to put my
money on arguments from logical semantics in the context of metaphysics, and
accordingly neither in arguments for the postulation of ‘impossible worlds’. I
go along with Lewis, and insist on being shown the donkey before accepting it
as true that it (possibly) talks.
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My reasons for distrusting commonly called-upon notions of truth lead me
to equally distrust a very common appeal to notions of
theoretical utility when ‘impossible worlds’ are evoked. Lewis in his (Lewis
1986) argued for concrete possible worlds by demonstrating the theoretical utility of their stipulation. Lewis argued:
‘[T]alk of possibilia has clarified questions in many parts of the philosophy of logic, of mind, of language, and of science—not to mention
metaphysics itself. Even those who officially scoff often cannot resist
the temptation to help themselves abashedly to this useful way of
speaking. [...] We find the wherewithal to reduce the diversity of notions we must accept as primitive, and thereby to improve the unity
and economy of the theory that is our professional concern—total
theory, the whole of what we take to be true. [...] If we want the
theoretical benefits that talk of possibilia brings, the most straightforward way to gain honest title to them is to accept such talk as
the literal truth. [...] The benefits are worth their ontological cost.
Modal realism is fruitful; that gives us good reason to believe that it
is true.’ (Lewis 1986, 3-4; italics removed, my emph.)
Theorists of ‘impossible worlds’ have picked up on the buzz of fruitfulness and
theoretical benefits, of theoretical unity and economy:
‘[I]f we should accept the Lewisian analysis and therefore Lewisian possibilia because of the Lewisian virtues, then we should accept impossibilia,
because doing so will give us a better analysis with a higher degree of the
Lewisian virtues.’ (Yagisawa 1988, 182-3)
‘Those who are inclined to accept the argument from utility and to think
that it provides an important reason for believing in possible worlds will
find a very similar argument for impossible worlds, since impossible worlds,
like possible worlds, bring the benefits of unity and analytic power to our
total theory.’ (Vander Laan 1997)
‘We accept possible worlds because they are useful in a variety of ways,
so, similarly, given the uses we could put impossible worlds to, we have
good reason to accept impossible worlds.’ (Kiourti 2010, 15)

14
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What these approaches overlook is how much emphasis Lewis puts on truth
in his notion of utility. It is the acceptance of the literal truth of possibility
statements that enables Lewis to reduce modality to non-modal facts, as I will
argue in chapter 1, which in turn is precisely what makes it so useful—and
not least, his notion of truth respects the boundaries of consistency. But if
the truth about impossibility cannot without further ado be understood as the
literal truth at some impossible worlds, as I indicated above, their stipulation
does not at all seem to be as serviceable as the cited authors make it sound.
Are impossibility statements part of ‘total theory, the whole of what we take
to be true’ ? Can we ‘gain honest title to impossibilia and accept talk about
them as the literal truth’ ? And even if their postulation is fruitful in theoretical
applications, depending on what we take ‘impossible worlds’ to be, it can be very
far from obvious that ‘that gives us good reason to believe that it is true’. It is
thus that I came to view the topic of impossible worlds with some reservation.
Yet, that I am approaching the topic with reluctance does not mean that I do
not see the theoretical need to provide a semantics for impossibility discourse. I
can even agree with the cited authors about the areas where such a need is particularly pressing. One of these is without doubt the semantics of intentionality
statements, i.e. of sentences attributing attitudes such as belief, fear, or desire
to cognitive agents. It appears to be perfectly possible to have such attitudes
towards impossible objects or states of affairs—after all, it does not only seem to
be literally true that Meinong frequently thought about round squares, but also
that mathematicians throughout history have tried to square the circle. But
beyond such striking attempts to straight away prove the impossible, proofs by
means of reductio ad absurdum, i.e. refutation of assumptions by deriving a
result that is deemed to be impossible, are the bread and butter of virtually
all mathematicians. Even subtler cases arise in philosophy, and in particular in
metaphysics. We are never in a position to know whether or not we are adhering
to the one, true, metaphysics (or if in fact there is such a thing); but if we fail
to believe the ‘right’ one, we happen to believe the impossible. But regardless
of their possible necessary falsity, we can believe or disbelieve metaphysical theories and disagree about which one can claim to be true, and which ones have
to be false. People’s intentional acts5 can thus have various impossible subject
5 Alan Thomas has pointed out to me that talk of ‘intentional acts’ invites misunderstanding, and that it would be more appropriate to speak of ‘intentionally directed mental acts’
instead. I have to agree with that. However, it has become commonplace to speak of ‘intentional inexistence’, ‘intentional objects’ (which strictly are meant as the objects and not
the subjects of intentional acts!), and ‘intentional relations’, the reason for which seems to

matters, it seems, and if we want to model intentional content, it has to account
for intentional acts whose content is not possible. Content is usually modelled
by means of worlds or ‘worlds’, and we see how without ‘impossible worlds’ at
hand, it can be impossible to do justice to impossible content: it turns out void
when analysed in terms of correspondence to possible worlds only.
Alas, acknowledging a need does not entail knowing how to satisfy it. How
is Lewis’s literal truth combinable with worlds which in one way or the other
have to claim that impossibility statements are true? How do literal truth and
mere truth-assignments in a world-semantics for intentional content affect the
attitude? And how is it possible to achieve an account of content for any possibly
held intention? These are the questions that guided me in this thesis, and here
is how I tried to answer them.

be that all more adequate formulations are terribly cumbersome. Since all of the mentioned
formulations are taken from Jacob’s entry on ‘Intentionality’ in The Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy (Jacob 2014), I feel I have authority on my side when I align myself with the
usage in there and continue throughout this work to rely on such useful albeit inaccurate
shorthands.
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0.2

Outline

Chapter 1 The Ontology of Possibility presents Lewis’s modal realism (LMR)
and its analysis of possibility. In particular, it discusses Lewis’s stance on modal
truth, which he takes to be absolutely literal. For Lewis, if it is true that there
could have been talking donkeys, then it is literally true that there is world
where there are real donkeys that talk. I argue that it is this view on truth
that lies at the heart of Lewis’s rejection of representational, so-called ersatz
approaches to modality and possible worlds, as it is only in virtue of the literal
truth at Lewis’s worlds that he can reduce modality to non-modal facts.
This has been challenged, of course. Scott Shalkowski in ‘The Ontological
Ground of the Alethic Modality’ maintains that no such reduction is possible.
According to Shalkowski, also LMR has to presuppose an unanalysed notion of
possibility, since if it doesn’t, its ontological foothold for modality—the plurality
of concrete possible worlds proposed by Lewis—is arbitrary. In the section ‘On
Bottlecaps in Hackensack’, I show that Shalkowski’s argument is unsound, as
it fails to appreciate what Divers has called ‘extraordinary’ modalities. These
extraordinary cases are exactly the point where modal notions reduce to nonmodal notions in LMR, and this is ultimately why Lewis’s reduction succeeds.
Chapter 2 LMR and Impossibility embarks on the actual topic of this thesis,
which is, after all, not possibility but its contrary. It first discusses whether
Lewis in his argumentation for concrete possible worlds accidentally committed himself also to impossible worlds. After debating the (few) strengths and
(manifold) weaknesses of the so-called ‘argument from paraphrase’ of everyday
language quantifications over ‘ways things could, and could not have been’, it
turns to a critical evaluation of the most elaborate proposal for concrete worlds
that are not possible: Kiourti’s ‘Impossibilist Genuine Realism’ (IGR). It is argued that even though LMR’s literalness provides the strongest motivation to
introduce concrete impossible objects into ones ontology, IGR fails to elucidate
what the literal truth amounts to in inconsistent descriptions. It falls prey to a
dilemma: either, truth at its non-Lewisian6 worlds is merely assigned, or IGR
itself is literally inconsistent.
But that IGR is unsatisfactory as an extension of LMR does not mean that
LMR has no need to incorporate impossible content. The second half of the
6 IGR relativizes the notions of possibility and impossibility so that none of the worlds
are per se possible/impossible. However, given that IGR makes the assumption that LMR
captures possibility, I decided to refer to the worlds it ‘adds’ to LMR’s ontology as ‘nonLewisian’.
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chapter therefore addresses LMR’s virtues and drawbacks as a foundation for a
semantics of intentionality. It is argued that one of LMR’s biggest virtues as such
a foundation is that its ontology does not distort the intentional content—or, as I
will call it, that it is faithful to the intentional act in question. Nevertheless, it is
unable to do so in many cases of impossible content. Despite Lewis’s ingenious
attempts to incorporate impossible content into his possibilist setting, some
impossible content cannot be accounted for. This content includes what I have
called ‘extraordinary impossibilities ’, which are negations of a specific class
of literal ontological truths of LMR, over which already IGR stumbled. Since
IGR cannot fulfil its ambition to provide a literal semantics for impossibility
statements, and it seems that ersatz ‘impossible worlds’ are in principle unable
to do so, the discussion turns to a very different approach to intentionality which
nevertheless promises the literal truth of impossibilities: Meinong’s theory of
objects.
Chapter 3 lays out the foundations of Meinong’s Gegenstandstheorie and
the intentional semantics built on them. It elucidates how Meinong’s theory,
though very different from Lewis’s, is driven by similar considerations on truth
and literal predication. One of Meinong’s core principles is the so-called Principle of the Independence of the Sosein from Being, according to which objects
need not exist in order to literally possess (or instantiate) the properties intentionally attributed to them—the totality of these properties being what he
calls the object’s ‘Sosein’, its ‘being-so’. This principle is similar to Lewis’s approach to truth as explained in the discussion of his rejection of representational
approaches to modality in chapter 1, and, as will be shown at the end of the
chapter, the demand of literalness leads to the demise of object theory.
Furthermore, Meinong’s theory stipulates a plenitude principle for objects.
His Intentionality Thesis claims that every intentional act is directed to an
object. However, this object need not exist, and may well have incompatible
properties, i.e. it can be an impossible object. It is this principle that together
with the Principle of Independence of the Sosein from Being of the Sosein
from Being leads the theory of objects into a dilemma it cannot solve without
sacrificing its demand of the literal truth of intentional property ascriptions.
This dilemma is in fact very similar to the problem IGR encounters: IGR had to
accept that either, it cannot claim that every (impossible) statement whatsoever
is true at some of its concrete worlds, or it is an inconsistent theory. In both
cases, then, it is the double burden of literalness and plenitude that leads to a
dilemma.

18
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Chapter 4 Plenitude and Faithfulness returns to the question of how LMR
can be amended to account non-trivially for impossible content. It assesses
which of the two demands—literalness or plenitude—ought to be given up. I
argue that plenitude should not be abandoned if the aim is to provide a materially adequate semantics for intentionality, and I also argue that this should be
our aim. Since literalness is what prevents both IGR and object theory from
providing a sufficient plenitude of impossibilities to do justice to intentional phenomena, the conclusion that intentionality and impossibility discourse require
a representational semantics is inevitable. However, the sacrifice of literalness
requires some adjustments in the interpretation of intentional content, i.e. what
was called intentional faithfulness in chapter 2. These changes are discussed in
section 4.2.
Chapter 5 Veracity, Mendacity, and Granularity then discusses so-called ‘hybrid’ approaches to ‘impossible worlds’, viz. theories that add abstract representational world-surrogates to LMR in order to account for impossible content.
Surprisingly, it turns out that a representational interpretation of ‘impossible
worlds’ on its own is still insufficient for providing plenitudinous impossible content while maintaining Lewis’s analysis of possibility and its literal account of
truth. The proposals by Greg Restall (1997) and Francesco Berto (2010) build
their truth about impossibility on Lewisian literal truth, and thus inherit the
expressive limitations that derive from it. A different approach by Edwin Mares
(1997) is much better equipped to overcome those obstacles, as it provides the
means to systematically misrepresent the Lewisian ontology, or, as I want to call
it, to lie about it. Section 5.2.3 Systematic Mendacity at Work develops a formal
system along the lines of (Mares 1997) and (Priest 2005), which incorporates
these systemic misrepresentations.
As Mares’s theory is coached in the framework of Barwise and Perry’s theory
of situations, Barwise and Perry’s situation semantics is discussed to answer
the ontological questions that Mares leaves open about his approach. Lastly,
I will reply to an objection put forward by Kiourti against Mares’s approach,
which claims that its expressive power is too limited to provide an impossibilist
plenitude.
The concluding chapter of this thesis summarizes its most important points
and the advantages of (Mares 1997) over its competitors. The main conclusion
to be drawn is that there is no literal truth to tell about impossibility, but that
this is not all there is to say about it.
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Chapter 1

The Ontology of Possibility
1.1

Lewisian Modal Realism in a Nutshell

1.1.1

The Nutshell

Lewisian Modal Realism1 is a rather special theory of modality. Not only has its
ontology of concrete non-actual worlds had the reputation of being particularly
outrageous, ever since its first sketch in 1973 (Lewis 1973). It is also the selfproclaimed only contender to provide a genuinely reductive and non-circular
theory of modality. As a matter of fact, it is its very outrageous ontology that
makes LMR a thoroughly non-representational theory of modality, and this in
turn is what puts it ahead of its putative theoretical rivals: representational,
or ersatz 2 , theories of possible worlds. Ersatz theories take actual, abstract
objects to fill the role of providing the truth-conditions for modal statements,
such as sets of sentences or propositions, maximal properties, maximal states of
affairs or the like. The truth of a modal proposition such as ‘Possibly, P ’ for the
ersatzer depends on there being some such abstract object according to which
P is ‘true’ (in a sense to be clarified).
Lewis rejects this approach. He suggests to straight away embrace an ontology of non-actual objects—non-actual from our perspective, that is, and actual
from their own, as ‘actual’ is an indexical term for Lewis, just as ‘you’, ‘I’,
1 In what follows often referred to as ‘LMR’, or if not otherwise indicated simply ‘modal
realism’ or ‘Lewisianism’.
2 I will stick to Lewis’s terminology, and speak consistently of ersatz theories and theorists,
rather than e.g. actualism and actualists. The required capitalization of German nouns was
dropped by Lewis in (Lewis 1986), and I will here follow this convention. I will also use his
term ‘ersatzer’ for ersatz-theorists instead of the grammatically more appropriate ‘Ersetzer’.
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‘today’ and ‘tomorrow’ (cf. Lewis (1986, pp. 92)). ‘Possibly, P ’ is true for
Lewis only if there is a world where P is true, and if this world is not ours, any
non-actual but merely possible P must be true at some other world.
The worlds Lewis proposes are worlds in the strictest literal sense: like our
world, they are mereologically maximally interrelated wholes3 , and just as concrete. It is thus that this-worldly, abstract objects to ‘stand-in’ for worlds are
mere ersatz, viz. replacements or surrogates, in Lewis’s eyes. The non-actual
worlds of LMR are not part of our world in any way—indeed, mereological
overlap is prohibited in LMR (cf. Lewis (1986, pp.2)).4
A consequence of this is that there is no trans-world identity in LMR, i.e.
all individuals are part of only one world and of no other. Possibilities for individuals to be can therefore only be analysed in terms of counterpart relations
in LMR. While it is true that Oliver North could have been, say, a doctor,
there is no other world than ours where Oliver North himself exists. Oliver
North is exclusively our own. The possibilities constituted by his alternative
vocational choices are captured by there being worlds where someone just like
him, i.e. a counterpart of his, exists, who chooses the medical (or some other)
profession over a military career. And of course, counterpart theory applies not
only to people, but to all individuals. That *there is no mereological overlap
between the worlds entails that two distinct worlds do not have a single particle
in common. All individuals are, in this sense, world-bound. Two individuals
that inhabit the same worlds are what Lewis calls ‘worldmates’ (Lewis 1986,
69). ‘Worldmatehood’ between two objects is defined in terms of standing in
spatio-temporal relations to each other. Together with the prohibition of mereological overlap, this entails that the worlds are spatio-temporally isolated from
one another: all individuals x1 , x2 , ... at world w1 are worldmates and hence
by definition spatio-temporally related; no individuals y1 , y2 , ... at world w2 are
worldmates of x1 , x2 , ...; accordingly, there are no temporal relations between
x1 , x2 , ... and y1 , y2 , .... As worlds are ‘made up’ from (and themselves) individuals, all worlds are therefore pairwise and spatio-temporally isolated. And assuming that causality requires spatio-temporal relations, the worlds are thereby
3 Mereology is the study of part-whole relations. The mereological sum, or fusion, of two
objects a and b can be defined as the least inclusive object that has both of them as parts,
i.e. it is composed of a and b and nothing else (cf. Lewis (1986, 69)). A maximal sum is
such that it overlaps with all there is, i.e. everything is a part of it. Note how this implies
that not everything van be said in the same way to exist in LMR—the phrase ‘all there is’ in
the sense given here is restricted to one world. Talk of other worlds requires a corresponding
‘unrestriction’ of a quantifier. This will be discussed at length below.
4 Lewis’s reasons for this interdiction will be discussed in detail below.
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also pairwise causally isolated.
Not all objects are individuals, though, and some objects exist even though
they are impossible on Lewis’s terms. For instance, sets are not considered to be
individuals by Lewis. Lewis thinks that sets are at least partially located where
their members are (Lewis 1986, 83), and ‘impure’ sets (i.e. sets containing nonset-members) can comprise objects from different worlds. Accordingly, they are
located at different worlds. Lewis requires that all possible objects exist wholly
at one world only, and many sets are therefore not possible, but impossible
objects in LMR (see Lewis (1986, 83, 211)).
The same applies to mereological fusions of parts of different worlds. Such
trans-world fusions have to exist, as Lewis embraces the Principle of Unrestricted
Composition, according to which the mereological fusion of any two arbitrary
objects exists5 . But just as in the case of sets, if a fusion’s parts are located at
different worlds, the fusion itself does not fully exist at a single world and hence
has to be considered an existing, but impossible object in LMR.6
In what follows, this group of impossible objects in LMR shall be referred
to as ‘concomitant impossibles’, as their impossibility follows idiosyncratically
from Lewis’s views on existence (and the location of sets), and his endorsement
of the Unrestricted Principle of Composition.
Let us call any statement (sentence, proposition, ...) that either explicitly
(e.g. ‘It is possible that swans are blue’) or implicitly (e.g. ‘Some donkey talks’)
expresses a possible state of affairs in LMR7 a possibility statement. For the
semantic analysis of possibility
(P-sem) ‘Possibly, A’ is true iff there is a world where A is true
to be materially adequate, there have to be enough worlds to account for all
true possibility statements. For every true possibility statement A then, there
must be some world in virtue of whose goings-on A is true. In particular, this
applies to all existential possibility statements, too. If it is true that ‘Possibly,
there is an F is true, then there must be a world where there exists an F .
Every possible object therefore exists at some world or other, and even alien
5 Or as Lewis himself puts it: ‘[A]ny old class of things has a mereological sum’ (Lewis
1986, 211).
6 Note that trans-world sums are nevertheless considered to be individuals in LMR (Lewis
1983, 40). The same holds for universals, which, if they exist, ‘are multiply located among
the worlds in just the same way they are multiply located in time and space’ (Lewis 2001b,
604).
7 This is an important restriction. Kripke (1981) argued that in fact it is impossible for
donkeys to talk, for swans to be blue, or for pigs to fly, which are Lewis’s go-to examples of
possibilities in his (1986).
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possibilities—possible objects, but also properties and states of affairs so remote
that they do not resemble anything we are acquainted with—are accounted for
by this plenitude principle.
Most topics of this very brief outline of the complexities of LMR will be
taken up and discussed in more detail later, which is why in all its brevity it
suffices for present purposes. The first aspect to be discussed in detail is the
relation between truth and ontology in Lewis’s theory, to which we now turn.

1.1.2

The Truth about Donkeys

Lewis once rightly observed that
‘what’s true [...] depend[s] on the way the world of existing things
is, or on the way some part of that world is’ (Lewis 2001b, 603-4)8 .
While this observation may appear rather trivial, it is not trivial in the context
of Lewis’s modal metaphysics. As we have seen, this semantic dependence of
truth on reality for Lewis is not confined to actuality, there is just not one
world of existing things. Instead, there is a much ‘bigger’ realm of existing
things distributed among (and between) a vast plurality of worlds. The semantic
possibility schema
(P-sem) ‘Possibly, A’ is true iff there is a world where A is true
is to be taken literally, i.e. there is no deviation in the prima facie interpretation of the right-hand side of the biconditional. ‘World’ means world, and ‘truth’
means truth. This literalness of the modal truth-conditions is what makes
Lewis’s modal semantics non-representational, which in turn makes Lewisian
modal truth the literal truth about other worlds. For Lewis, ‘Possibly, a donkey
talks’ is true if and only if there is a world where a donkey talks, and, most importantly, an ‘other-worldly talking donkey really is literally a talking donkey’
(Lewis 1986, 168).
8 In the cited passage, he calls this rather vague relation between truth and the world
of existing things ‘existential grounding’. Talk of grounding, however, has become more
closely associated with a different research agenda than the one pursued here—Fine (2012,
37) understands ‘ontological ground’ as ‘a constitutive determination’ that connects some
explanans with its explanandum. This prominent understanding of ‘grounding’ is obviously
different from Lewis’s semantic observation, which comes much closer to a variant of the
correspondence theory of truth (cf. however Lewis (2001a)). Grounding’ will here be avoided,
and on the few occasions where it is used, it signifies Lewis’s vague correspondence relation,
and not Fine’s explanatory relation.
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This is of course different in ersatz theories that not only replace worlds,
but also ‘smaller’ individuals with abstract surrogates. Among the surrogates
that have been proposed as stand-ins for concrete possibilia are e.g. abstract
individual essences (cf. Plantinga 1979) and contingently non-concrete objects
(cf. e.g. (Linsky and Zalta 1994) or (Williamson 2013)). But no matter what
they are, as Lewis points out, ‘an abstract ersatz donkey, talking or not, is no
donkey’ (Lewis 1986, 168)—just as abstract ersatz ‘worlds’ are no worlds. Even
though ersatzers fulfill the existential side of (P-sem) by providing actually existing ersatz objects (‘worlds’) to account for the truth of possibility statements,
it seems that more needs to be said about how these surrogates relate to (a)
literal truth, and to (b) the prima facie content of the possibility statement. If
‘Possibly, a donkey talks’ is true in virtue of some ersatz ‘world’ (so, without
the help of any donkeys), in how far is it about donkeys at all?
Despite Lewis’s insistence that LMR is ‘not a thesis about [...] the nature
of truth’ (Lewis 1986, viii), this ontological discrepancy between ersatzism and
LMR sheds some light on how semantics work in LMR, and hence also on how
Lewis views truth. Literalness is a recurring theme in (Lewis 1986). Lewis
claims that ‘if we want the theoretical benefits that talk of possibilia brings, the
most straightforward way to gain honest title to them is to accept such talk as
the literal truth’ (Lewis 1986, 4); that Lewisian worlds are ‘not like stories or
story-tellers. They are like this world, and this world is no story, not even a
true story’ (Lewis 1986, 7); that ‘there is no other world of which we ourselves,
literally, are part’ in his argumentation for counterpart theory (Lewis 1986, 129)
and so on and so forth.9
In contrast, ersatzisms are from the same alethic angle characterised as ‘false
abstract representation[s]’ (Lewis 1986, 139, my emph.), where falsity is understood as their ‘misrepresent[ing] the concrete world as it is. They could have
represented other concrete worlds correctly, but ex hypothesi there are none of
those to represent. [...] [T]here is nothing they [the ersatz worlds] represent correctly’ (Lewis 1986, 137; rearr.). For Lewis, the correctness of representations is
9 Infamously,

Lewis has attempted to argue for LMR by proposing a literal reading of
everyday talk of ‘ways things could have been’ as (concrete) worlds since (Lewis 1973). There
are good reasons to reject this argument from paraphrase, not the least of which is that
everyday expressions are not a reliable guide to ontological questions. Furthermore, it seems
to me that it is a difficult question when and where natural language expressions should be
understood as ontologically committing, which cannot usually be evoked in argumentations
in favour of one’s preferred ontology without begging the question. Nonetheless, Lewis’s
argument from paraphrase will be discussed in more detail below, in the context of theories of
concrete impossible worlds, where some philosophers have apparently found it more convincing
than in the context of possible worlds.
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their correspondence to some fact—e.g. a correct representation of our world is
such that it represents it as it is. A correct linguistic representation of our world
thus describes it (or its parts) as it is (as they are), i.e. it describes it truly.
The representation ‘lists’ (some of) the facts that obtain in it and includes no
descriptions of states of affairs that are not. A misrepresentation, on the other
hand, at some point goes awry of such a correspondence. It includes a description to which there corresponds none of the obtaining facts in our world, e.g.
‘Some donkey talks’. Pace Lewis, a representation including this description is
a false representation of the actual world, if (as the ersatzer claims) our world
is all there is. The ersatzer, however, still has to maintain that the actually true
‘Possibly, a donkey talks’ is true in virtue of ‘a donkey talks’ being true at some
possible ‘world’—‘world’ of course meaning ‘abstract representation’.
If our world is the only world there is, it is indeed so that other worlds
and their inhabitants cannot be represented correctly if we assume with Lewis
that the correctness of representation depends on some form of correspondence
between representation and represented. Lewis claims that all characterisations
of merely possible goings-on turn out to be literally false in ersatz theories,
as all representations of any putative merely possible reality turn out to be
misrepresentations of the only reality there is—our actual world. But how
can the misrepresentations of the world account for the truth of possibility
statements such as ‘Possibly, a donkey talks’ ? If neither any actual nor nonactual donkey talks, doesn’t this imply that ersatzers have to sacrifice the truth
of such statements altogether? Lastly, if all possibility statements do is to state
literally false things about the (only) concrete world, what is it that makes
them statements of possibilities? After all, the claim that there could have been
round squares certainly misrepresents the actual world, but it does not express
any possibility.
But of course, ersatzers do not usually leave modal truth to Lewisians. Their
aim is, after all, the same: to give truth-conditions for modal statements. But
how is it then that ersatz theories of modality account for their truth? An easy
answer seems to be to recast one’s complete semantics in terms of representations, so that neither actual nor non-actual donkeys ever play a role in the evaluation of sentences. Also talk of actual donkeys is never true in virtue of any donkey’s serving as the semantic values of the term ‘donkey’; rather, also statements
about actual donkeys are true in virtue of abstract donkey-representations. In
terms of standard quantified logic this amounts to not having a quantificational domain of both concrete objects and representational abstracta, but to
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replace all concreta with abstracta that represent them. Truth-conditions for
both actuality- as well as possibility statements are then uniform in this respect. And prima facie it is irrelevant for the evaluation whether there exist
any objects ‘behind’ the representations or not, as truth is assigned according
on the basis of the representational interpretation of the individual domain: it
is true by assignment that donkeys talk iff the intersection between the predicate extensions of Being-a-Donkey and Talking is non-empty, and that can
be so also if the whole domain contains nothing but representational abstracta.
The correspondence to some non-representational reality is thus irrelevant to
the assignments of truth, and this is already where the story ends. Let us call
this strategy by the shorthand ‘general representationalism’.
This general representationalist strategy regarding worlds is hence to quantify exclusively over ersatz ‘worlds’, but to add an extra clause about actualisation, as e.g. Plantinga, when he declares ersatz ‘world’ α as the unique
representation of our world:
‘α is the one possible world that obtains or is actual; the rest are
merely possible’ (Plantinga 2003, 104).
The actual world and merely possible ‘worlds’ are treated on par by Plantinga,
despite the ontological dissimilarity of the former’s being actualized (and thus
representing a concrete entity) and all others’ being non-actualized and ‘purely
abstract’, i.e. their lack of correspondence to any non-abstract object. Actualization is only ever the case for the one ‘world’ that represents our concrete
world, whereas it could have been the case for others, but isn’t. While actualization and concreteness are distinct properties, they are, in this sense, interchangeable. Here, we see how the ersatz approach fails to analyse possibility.
The merely possible ‘worlds’ could have been actualized, but weren’t; what is
said to be true at them could have been the case, but as a matter of actual
fact isn’t. Though what is said to be true at them isn’t strictly speaking true,
the ersatzer has to claim that it could have been true—otherwise, some of his
‘worlds’ would not be possible after all. Hence, this is one spot ‘where primitive modality will not go away’ (Lewis 1986, 154) (cf. also Menzel (2016)).
To answer our question above, ersatzism distinguishes possible from impossible
misrepresentations of our world by stipulation, i.e. it has to presuppose this
distinction.
I want to call this strategy the ‘model-theoretic approach’ to modal semantics. It relies on the notion of model-theoretic truth,
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‘which is truth in a particular interpretation. If [an] interpretation
I happens to make S state something true, we say that I is a model
of S [...]. Another way of saying that I is a model of S is to say that
S is true in I [...]’ (Hodges 2013, rearr.),
as it is defined in Hodges’s entry in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.
Ersatzers now seem to appeal implicitly to this notion of truth by claiming
possibility statements to be true in virtue of their interpretations of (P-sem)
in representational terms. They account for the assumed truth of possibility
statements by appeal to one particular model—the idiosyncratic one, which
interprets ‘world’ in terms of their chosen representational kind.
Let me make very clear that I am not suggesting that there is anything at
all wrong with the model-theoretic notion of truth or the notion of truth-ina-model. What I want to insist on, however, is that the ersatzer’s appeal to
it does nothing to answer to our question about the literal truth of possibility
statements. Truth-in-a-model is not necessarily true, after all, as Menzel makes
clear:
‘A semantics for a language provides, in particular, an account of
how the truth value of a given sentence of the language is determined
in a model by the meanings of its semantically significant component
parts, notably, the meanings of its names, predicates, and quantifiers. Now, truth-in-a-model is not the same as truth simpliciter.
However, truth simpliciter is usually understood simply to be truth
in an intended model, a model consisting of the very things that the
language is intuitively understood to be “about”.’ (Menzel 2016)
‘Possibly, a donkey talks’ may now have models in terms of, say, sets and sentences as proposed by linguistic ersatzers and thus be evaluated as true. But
what we know that this is not the intended interpretation, i.e. the interpretation that adequately describes reality. If actuality is all there is, ‘a donkey talks’
is literally false, and no set of sentences can change that. It thus seems that
the alleged truth of ‘Possibly, a donkey talks’ in ersatzist terms is necessarily
just truth-in-a-model, since after all, the intended interpretation is ex hypothesi
not even among the ones ersatzers find acceptable. Ersatzers thus do not only
provide world surrogates: they also have a surrogate for the literal truth, which
is truth-in-a-model.10
10 Cf.

(Linsky and Zalta 1994, 444), who put forward a very similar point against Menzel’s
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The Lewisian objection to this model-theoretic approach to modality is hence
that despite its being beyond any reproach from a purely semantic perspective,
it is unsatisfactory from the ontological point of view. It is always possible to
assign arbitrary extensions to names and predicates, as a purely mental exercise
or game of pretence: ‘imagine/assume/pretend/... that X’. For sure, many
such X will have models. To illustrate, let all proper names refer to Oliver
North. Then it comes out ‘true’ that Bob Saget was involved in the Iran-ContraAffair, which is of course not literally true. Or give the predicate is-a-dog the
extension of is-an-agama. Then, other things being equal, ‘some dogs are
lizards’ is evaluated as true.
Similarly, for modal models, it is irrelevant what the worlds we quantify over
in (P-sem) are. As Lewis observed,
‘[f]or [the metalogical ’semantical analysis of modal logic’], we need
no possible worlds. We need sets of entities which, for heuristic
guidance, ‘may be regarded as’ possible worlds, but which in truth
may be anything you please. We are doing mathematics, not metaphysics.’ (Lewis 1986, 17; rearr.)
For Lewis, the questions surrounding modality cannot be answered by logic
alone. Rather, he suggests that the proper analysis of the modal operators
depends on metaphysical considerations, and not the other way around:
‘Where we need possible worlds, rather, is in applying the results of
these metalogical investigations. Metalogical results, by themselves,
answer no questions about the logic of modality. They give us conditional answers only: if modal operators can be correctly analysed in
so-and-so way, then they obey so-and-so system of modal logic. We
must consider whether they may indeed be so analysed; and then
we are doing metaphysics, not mathematics.’ (Lewis 1986, 17)
For Lewis, logical models do not by themselves answer any metaphysical
questions, since they are, on the bottom of it, arbitrary, which cannot alleviate
the need for realistic underpinnings. As he illustrates,
‘[i]f modal operators were quantifiers over towns restricted by the
relation of being connected by rail, that would validate some system
so-called ‘no-worlds’ approach which analyzes modalities without quantification over world of
any kind. (And note that even Menzel himself in (Menzel 2016) concedes that ‘it is hard to
see in what sense the no-worlds approach accounts for modal truth at all’.)
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or other of modal logic.—So what, since modal operators are nothing
of the sort? What good is it to know which misinterpretations would
validate a system? ’ (Lewis 1986, 20; my emph.)
That there are interpretations that enable us to evaluate possibility statements as true does not mean that they are literally true—especially not, if the
intuitive intended interpretation is not among the models at all, as in the case
of the literal interpretation in case of the ersatzist’s approach. They are hence
on par with an interpretation of the modalities in terms of the rail connections
in the Netherlands, or the trade relations between states of the EU and the
USA—which certainly have nothing to do with whether donkeys could have
talked or not. The problem with assignments like these is that they do not
reflect the truth and thus have little (or even nothing) to say about reality. Not
just any anchoring of our representations to the world will do to tell the truth
about it, as arbitrary assignments simply obscure whether we truly speak about
the world, or whether we are, in fact, talking past it11 . In this regard, what’s
true indeed depends on the way the world(s) of existing things are, and ontologists are by profession interested in exactly these real arrangements of things.12
Worlds and donkeys aren’t sets or other abstracta. The turn towards general
representationalism hence does not answer the question of how it is that some
possibility statements are literally true.
To speak of truth in both the case of LMR and ersatzism then appears
as a mere equivocation. For this reason, only what has so far been described
as the literal truth will from now on be called ‘truth’, ‘the literal truth’ or,
following Lewis, ‘ontological truth’13 . It will be distinguished from ‘(mere)
truth-assignments’14 , i.e. are assignments of some value ‘true’ that does not
reflect the facts in any actual (or non-actual) reality.
It is clear then what the difference between the ersatzer’s and Lewis’s view
on truth amounts to. Lewis demands literal truth, while the ersatzer gladly
trades the literal truth for mere truth-assignments.
So far, not much has been said about why the literal truth should be favoured
over mere truth-assignments. As we will see in the following paragraph, LMR’s
11 I

want to insist that in reality, dogs are not lizards.
laconic question to the ersatzer how we know that it is our world that is the
actualised one (cf. e.g. Lewis (1986, 93)) is but a special case of this general point.
13 Lewis distinguishes between what he calls ‘ontological’ truth and falsity from truth according to a corpus (Lewis 1982, 435), which I take to be the very same distinction between
truth and truth-assignments.
14 To avoid confusion, I will resist the temptation to call it ‘non-literal truth’.
12 Lewis’s
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literalness lies at the root of its two of the main advantages over linguistic and
pictorial15 ersatzism.

1.1.3

On The Ontological Base of Possibility

An immediate difference between LMR and ersatzism lies in one’s reasons to
stipulate possible worlds; whether one wants to use them only as semantic tools,
or also for a metaphysical analysis of possibility. That is, if one does not only
aim at an answer to ‘When are possibility statements true?’, but also to the
questions ‘What is a possibility? What does it consist in?’, one has good reasons
to favour LMR over ersatzism. Given the distinction between literal truth and
mere truth-assignments as explained in the foregoing section, these semantic and
ontological questions do not necessarily have the same answer—for instance, we
have seen that an analysis of possibility in terms of ersatz ‘worlds’ does not
enable us to explain possibility in non-modal terms.
As indicated above, both ersatzers and Lewisians about possibility can (and
usually do) accept some form of the semantic possibility schema
(P-sem) ‘Possibly, P ’ is true iff there is a world where P is true,
where P is a statement, a proposition, or any other appropriate truth-bearer,
and where actualistic ersatz theories will amend it with some ‘actualisationclause’ like e.g. Plantinga’s above. However, as pointed out, ‘world’ on the righthand side means different things in these theories, i.e. a non-representational,
in large parts concrete, and causally as well as spatio-temporally self-contained
object in LMR, and some abstract object in ersatz theories. LMR’s literal interpretation now enables it to reduce modality to ontology: it affords a purely
extensional analysis of the intensional notion of possibility. LMR can supplement (P-sem) with
(P-ont) S is possible iff there is a world where S is the case.
In this ontological possibility schema, S is not a linguistic item but what will
be called a ‘state of affairs’ or a ‘situation’. States of affairs will here be treated
15 The brief discussion here focusses on linguistic ersatzism and only touches very lightly
on the pictorial version. It completely ignores the variant Lewis called ‘magical’. I (just like
Lewis) ‘know of none who explicitly support the pictorial or magical versions’ (Lewis 1986,
141). In addition am not sure whether I fully understand the magical variant (—the ‘magic’
involved to me seems to amount to a refusal to explain how the chosen representation works).
Regardless of this uncertainty, an exemplary discussion of one form of ersatzism will suffice
to establish why LMR’s literal truth should be favoured.
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simply as arrangements of actual or non-actual things, which themselves may be
actual, such as Oliver North being involved in the Iran-Contra-Affair
or a donkey hee-hawing, or non-actual, such as a donkey talking or Oliver
North founding a religion. Possible states of affairs can now be understood
as those and only those which are the case at some world16 .
The objects in LMR are in no way tied to what exists at our world, as
other worlds have their own unique domains. Accordingly, nothing prevents the
worlds from having inhabitants that are completely different from us and our
actual surroundings, ‘no part of which is a duplicate of any part of this world’
(Lewis 1986, 91) which Lewis for this reason suitably names alien individuals.
The possibility of the existence of such aliens is captured in LMR by there
being worlds where they literally exist. Further, also alien properties, which are
natural properties17 not instantiated at our world, turn out to be possible in
LMR, as properties are understood as their ‘trans-world extensions’, i.e. the
sets of all things that have the property in question. Lewis claimed that
‘[i]t is reasonable to think there are some such possibilities; and I
do not see how we could have words for the alien properties they
involve. Therefore these possibilities cannot be identified with their
linguistic descriptions in any language that could be available to us.’
(Lewis 1986, 159)
Importantly, (P-ont) enables us to capture the possibility of states of affairs
which we cannot distinguish by linguistic means. LMR thus provides an ontological answer to the question what possibility amounts to. This way it is able
to transcend the limits of our language and to go beyond the semantic task of
providing truth conditions à la (P-sem).
Ersatzers on the other hand have no such ontological analysis available. One
problem which was already mentioned above was that because ‘world’ means
some kind of abstract representation for them, there are no worlds for merely
possible states of affairs such as a donkey talking to literally be the case at,
and neither are there any concrete possibilia to make up for non-actual states
of affairs. Their analyses of possibility are thus tied to their representational
16 Note here the unrestricted quantification—any world will do, and the quantifier ranges
over the complete set of worlds. ‘Possible’ therefore means ‘absolutely possible’ in Divers’s
sense (Divers 2002, 47). Note further the difference to e.g. Plantingan states of affairs which
are all actually existing abstract entities.
17 Natural properties for Lewis are ‘fundamental physical properties’, the name of which ‘is
borrowed from the familiar term “natural kind” (Lewis 1986, 60).
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machinery: arguably, if their representational reach is in any way limited, so
will be their analysis of possibility.18 For example, let us say that linguistic
ersatz ‘worlds’ are conceived as maximally consistent sets of sentences or Carnapian state descriptions (viz. maximally consistent sets of atomic sentences).19
Immediately, two problems appear. First of all, as Lewis noted, not all maximally consistent sets of sentences can represent possibilities, as mere syntactic
non-contradiction does not automatically rid us of implicit contradictions:
‘[I]t is consistent, in the narrowly logical sense, to say that something is both positive and negative. If our ersatz worlds were statedescriptions in the given language, for which the only test of consistency is that no atomic sentence should be included along with its
own negation, we would have ersatz worlds according to which some
particles are both positive and negative.’ (Lewis 1986, 154)
If possibility were a matter of the consistency of sentence-sets, it would turn out
possible that some particles are both positive and negative, which quite simply
appears to be impossible. Inclusion in just any maximally consistent sentence
set hence cannot serve as a proper condition on what it means to be the case.
But in order to disqualify ‘worlds’ that include both predications to the same
object from entering the evaluation, so Lewis, one has to presuppose a notion
of possibility. The ersatzer therefore cannot use his ‘worlds’ to analyse what it
means to be possible.
Secondly, if this proposal of linguistic ‘worlds’ were taken as metaphysical
analysis of modality, it would let the limits of possibility coincide exactly with
the limits of our language: what we cannot express cannot be possible20 , for
what is not expressible in a sentence cannot be included in (or ‘be the case’
at) any ‘world’. Aliens in the Lewisian sense are accordingly precluded from
possibility. Even worse, they do not even qualify as impossible in linguistic
ersatzism; they are simply intangible. Linguistic ersatzism draws an arbitrary
line into logical space—why should possibility in any sense be contingent on the
18 A

caveat: as mentioned, ersatzer’s do not have to agree with Lewis about what is possible.
They are hence free to reject certain ‘possibilities’ Lewis uses in his argumentation, and to
deny that they are limited in any way if they fail to capture some of Lewis’s possibilities.
However, these cases have to be argued for individually, and furthermore, in many cases, such
as the possibility of alien individuals of alien properties, there is enough intuitive common
ground to make this strategy unappealing to most ersatzers.
19 Maximal consistency is the property of a set of (atomic) sentences that if one more
(atomic) sentence were added, it would become inconsistent.
20 Obviously, this does not hold the other way around: we are very much able to express
impossibilities.
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expressiveness of our language? Again, the linguistic ersatzer cannot answer
what possibility amounts to. LMR has therefore a metaphysical edge over linguistic ersatzism, as it does not impose arbitrary (or at least highly contingent)
limits on possibility.
Nevertheless, as Lewis notes, this problem can be overcome if pictorial representations are chosen over linguistic ones:
‘The big advantage of pictorial over linguistic ersatzism is that there
is no problem about possibilities that involve alien natural properties. Just as I say that alien properties are instantiated by parts of
other worlds, so the pictorial ersatzer can say that they are instantiated by parts of his abstract pictures. He can have his alien ersatz
worlds, full of ersatz individuals instantiating diverse alien natural
properties beyond the reach of our thought and language.’ (Lewis
1986, 167)
In pictorial ersatzism, the ‘worlds’ do not represent by linguistic description but
by means of ‘idealised pictures’ (Lewis 1986, 166). These pictures are claimed
to be isomorphic to their subject matter, i.e. the part of the world they are
representing. Even though Lewis uses a generalised notion of ‘picture’, which
includes multidimensional representations such as statues and working models,
the pictorial representations obviously need to go beyond the representational
capacities of any such everyday pictures, as the isomorphism is inevitably limited. As Lewis points out, a picture of a furry cat is not furry anywhere; it
represents its fur by a certain structure in its colour distribution. And even in
a three-dimensional picture, its innards are usually (and luckily) not depicted
at all, though they are assumed to be there by default. Similarly, distances are
lost and made-up for by means of a scaling factor; and the back-side of things is
not depicted at all in two-dimensional representations (cf. Lewis (1986, 166)).
Lewis proposed idealisation now stipulates that the isomorphism be complete:
all parts and all properties of the actual world must be captured in the pictorial actual ‘world’. The parts it is composed of can be arranged in other,
non-actualized, ways, which are the non-actual pictorial ersatz worlds. Nonactualised parts need not be named or even nameable, which is why pictorial
ersatzism can allow for alien individuals and properties.
The non-actualized pictorial representations again rely on misrepresentations
of the actual world, and hence on mere truth-assignments.We encounter the
same difficulties as in the linguistic case:
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‘In the case of [the actualized] ersatz world, the abstract picture and
the concrete world really are isomorphic. Any other ersatz world
pictures the concrete world incorrectly. It misrepresents the world
as isomorphic to it, but in fact the concrete world is not isomorphic
to it, and nothing else—or nothing an ersatzer would believe in—is
either.’ (Lewis 1986, 166)
By allowing for the possibility of alien individuals and properties, pictorial ersatzism fares better in reaching a plenitudinous account of possibility than the
linguistic variant. But just as linguistic ersatzism, also pictorial ersatzism has
to rely on primitive modality. Since all representations of non-actual states of
affairs are in fact misrepresentations there simply is no isomorphism available,
but just one half of it, as one might say: instead of a one-to-one correspondence
between representation and represented, in the non-actualized cases we have
a one-to-nothing relation. An ersatz talking donkey for the pictorial ersatzer
should per hypothesis be isomorphic to an existing talking donkey, but ‘it is not
isomorphic to any talking donkey, because there is no talking donkey for it to
be isomorphic to’ (Lewis 1986, 168). Indeed, if the only objects that exist are
the actual ones, there is no such thing. Accordingly, the picture of a talking
donkey is only a possibility insofar as it could have been isomorphic to an actual
talking donkey. And this blatantly presupposes modality.
Both linguistic and pictorial ersatzism thus come with drawbacks that are
rooted in their representations. Linguistic ersatzism can only account for possibilities we can express linguistically. In contrast, LMR claims to be plenitudinous with respect to possibility, i.e. to account for all possibilities regardless
of whether we can, or cannot, represent them. Its worlds and other non-actual
individuals are literally there and literally have their properties. Since nothing
else is relevant for the satisfaction of the ontological possibility schema (P-ont),
there are prima facie no limitations on its grasp of possibility. Furthermore,
there is no semantical ‘trickery’ involved when we consider the satisfaction of
the semantic possibility schema either. LMR allows for a straightforward correspondence between between both actual and non-actual states of affairs, and
modal truth.
Pictorial ersatzism could now claim not to leave out any possibilities as
it overcomes the limitation linguistic ersatzism stumbled over by claiming its
abstract representations to be unlimited in their representational power. Yet,
just as linguistic ersatzism, it cannot explain what it is that makes its ‘worlds’
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adequate representations of possibilities without resorting to modal notions:
both linguistic as well as pictorial ‘worlds’ represent what is possible only by
possibly having been actualized. It is thus that LMR’s literalness allows an
ontological analysis of possibility, which representational accounts of ‘worlds’
do not seem to afford.
I will now turn to defending LMR’s literal reading of the modal truthconditions against a complaint by Scott Shalkowski, according to whom LMR
is either not plenitudinous, or it must be circular.

1.2

An Answer to Shalkowski

1.2.1

On Bottlecaps in Hackensack

As we have seen, LMR appears to offer a plenitudinous analysis of possibility
without any presupposition of modal notions. Unlike the ersatzisms dicussed
in the last section, it is fundamentally non-representational and hence cannot
fail to fulfil the task of explaining how its representations work. Nevertheless,
Scott Shalkowski has claimed that that all ambitions to provide an ontological
ground21 for modality have to fail. He maintains that there are two demands
that LMR has to meet in order to warrant its adequacy, but when they are met,
they have to presuppose a notion of possibility and hence render LMR’s analysis
of modality circular. These two constraints are
The Possibility Constraint: Each individual stipulated by the theory (such as
worlds in Lewis’s case) has to meet ‘the modal condition of being possible’
(Shalkowski 1994, 679-80), meaning that the proposed analysis has to
capture only possibilities.
The plenitude Constraint: The set of all stipulated individuals has to meet ‘the
modal condition of being exhaustive’ (Shalkowski 1994, 680), meaning
that the proposed analysis has to capture all possibilities.
In what follows, I will discuss the viability of these constraints one by one,
21 To Shalkowski, ‘[t]he question of what, if anything, is the ontological ground of modality is
the question of what in the world provides for modality, or what is the nature of modal reality.
I assume that there are truths involving modal qualification and (not uncontroversially) that
truths, in general, are connected with reality. There is something in virtue of which they
are true—that is, they have truth conditions’ (Shalkowski 1994, 671). Shalkowski’s notion of
‘ground’ thus comes very close to the reading of Lewis’s ‘existential grounding’ proposed here
(cf. footnote 8 on p. 26).
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and show that Shalkowski’s conclusion that also LMR is a circular account of
modality is unwarranted.
1.2.1.1

The Possibility Constraint

The possibility condition is argued for as follows:
(1) ‘Assume for the moment that modal realism is correct’. (Shalkowski 1994,
676)
(2) ‘From the use of the possibilist quantifier, it follows that there are objects
that are not actual.’ (Shalkowski 1994, 676)
(3) ‘Now, the fact that there are other objects besides actually existing objects
is not incompatible with the fact [sic] that some or all of these others are
impossible.’ (Shalkowski 1994, 676)
(4) ‘This suggests that one constraint on any reductive theory of modality is
that all objects in the reductive base, those things whose existence and
nonmodal attributes are to ground modality, must be objects that possibly
exist. A set of objects that just happens to be “lying around” is inappropriate for grounding modality unless all the objects meet the prior modal
condition that they are possible.’ (Shalkowski 1994, 677)
With this argument, Shalkowski tries to establish that also the Lewisian worlds
are just ‘some among many’. His claim is that LMR has to implicitly pressupose
a notion of possibility to settle which objects in its ontology qualify as worlds
and possibilia. As (1) and (2) are acceptable for the modal realist, the critical
premise in Shalkowski’s argument is (3).
In premise (3), Shalkowski claims that acceptance of non-actual objects can
include the acceptance of some impossible objects. As precedent for such a view
he cites Meinong’s infamous theory of objects (Gegenstandstheorie) (cf. e.g.
Meinong 1902, 1899, 1904, 1907, 1910, 1915, and chapter 3), which accepts that
‘there are’ (in a sense to be clarified) impossible objects such as a round square.
As a second precedent, Shalkowski cites one of the modern resurrections of
object theory: Terence Parsons’s theory of non-existent objects (Parsons 1980).
Parsons presents the ‘orthodox view’ according to which all objects exist, as
‘a kind of special case of the more libertine [i.e. Meinongian] one’ he develops.
The ‘libertine’ view is the claim that we can quantify by means of an ontologically neutral quantifier also over things that do not exist in our actual world.
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Parsons claims that ‘the more libertine view should “reduce” to the orthodox
view when applied to old and familiar (i.e. real) objects [...]’ (Parsons 1980,
12). This strategy is familiar from free logics (cf. e.g. (Lambert 2003, Hand
2007)), where an individual domain of existing things, the so-called ‘inner’ domain, is complemented by an ‘outer’ domain that is interpreted as comprising
non-existing objects. With such a dual domain semantics, it becomes possible
to provide denotations for actually empty names (e.g. ‘Pegasus’) and to allow
predicative statements about them to be true without being committed to accept their existence. This is usually achieved by defining an existence predicate
E, whose extension is the complete inner domain. The interpretation of the
previously existential quantifier is then changed that that of a neutral ‘particular’ quantifier, which on its own no longer asserts the existence of the objects
quantified over. The existence of objects is expressed instead by restricting the
quantifier by means of E to the inner domain.
Parsons opts for precisely this strategy, and thus can ‘save’ all our intuitive
talk which is about what actually exists, so that ‘Everything is such that it is
not round and square’ is true when the quantifier is restricted to the domain
of ‘real’ (actual)22 objects. On the unrestricted, ‘libertine’ quantifier reading,
though, it is not necessarily true that everything is not round and square: in
Parsons’s ontology, there are round and square objects beyond the realm of
actuality. Also Lewis works with quantifier restrictions. In the terminology of
dual-domain semantics, we could reasonably claim that his outer domain is the
domain which includes all non-actual worlds and individuals, while his inner
domain is the actual world with all its inhabitants. Thus, it is restrictedly
speaking true that there are no talking donkeys, while in absolute, unrestricted
terms there are talking donkeys—‘on a par with saying that all the beer is in
the fridge and ignoring most of all the beer there is’ (Lewis 1986, 3). But this
seems to be already where similarities end, as Lewis vehemently rejected any
commitment of LMR to either impossible objects or non-existent ones, for that
matter. Prima facie at least, mere quantification beyond actuality thus does
not suffice to establish Shalkowski’s premise (3).
As Shalkowski notes, a further
‘difference between Lewis on the one hand and Meinong and Parsons
on the other is that the [non-actual] objects admitted by Lewis do
not inhabit this world at all. The objects admitted by Meinong and
22 Parsons

uses both ‘real’ and ‘actual’ as synonyms for ‘existent’ 1980, 13.
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Parsons inhabit the actual world. They do not exist in the actual
world, though. They subsist in the actual world.’ (Shalkowski 1994,
676, FN 12)
The dissimilarities in the respective quantifier restrictions—a restriction to the
actual world in Lewis’s case, and a restriction to a different way of being in
the Meinongian one—also seem to weaken the analogy between Lewisian- and
Meinongianism. It seems that the discussion is becoming rather complicated.
Unfortunately, Shalkowski’s characterisation in addition distorts one of the
central ideas of Gegenstandstheorie, which adds further complexity: as Meinong
never tired to repeat, the impossibilia he recognized as objects of thought neither
exist nor subsist in his theory.23 They are said to have no being whatsoever.
Subsistence, however, is indeed understood as a way of being in the theory of
objects, where it is claimed to be the form of being mainly had by abstract
objects. The question is hence not whether Meinong’s impossible objects fall
into the range of some non-actual quantifier24 , but whether the quantifier that
should be used to express their stipulation is ontologically loaded or not, i.e.
whether or not it carries ontological commitment. Given that Meinong claimed
that an impossible object ‘carries in itself the guarantee of its own non-being
in every sense’ (1981, 86)25 , the theory of objects is most naturally rendered
by formalizations where the objectual quantifier over all objects is interpreted
as ontologically non-committal. Lewis’s quantifier beyond the actual, however,
is ontologically charged—according to Lewis, the worlds and their inhabitants
exist beyond the domain of the actual world, just as the actual world exists on
the outside of their respective domains.
It therefore seems that Shalkowski’s Possibility Constraint simply rests on
mistaken assumptions, and his analogy with Meinongianism fails to establish
what it set out to establish: that quantification beyond the actual alone determines whether or not any impossible objects are incurred.
However, there is a reason why Shalkowski might after all be right in suspecting LMR to rely on implicit modal notions. The differences in quantification
have pointed to a major difference between Lewis’s and Meinong’s theories:
while the latter maintains that no impossibilia exist, Lewis accepts the existence of some impossible objects: trans-world individuals, viz. mereological
23 And

Parsons eschews the notion of subsistence altogether: (Parsons 1980, 10).
us also recall that Meinong conceived Gegenstandstheorie before the advent and
general acceptance of formal logic. He thus never refers to quantifiers or the actual world in
these terms anyway.
25 ‘...die Gewähr seines Nichtseins in jedem Sinne...’ (Meinong 1904, 12).
24 Let
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fusions of parts of different worlds, which are hence not fully part of any world.
As mentioned, Lewis subscribes to the Principle of Unrestricted Composition
which states that the mereological sum, or fusion, of two objects always exists
and is itself an object26 . Fusions of all possible objects therefore exist; their
existence is nevertheless not always possible, as (P-ont) requires states of affairs
to (wholly) obtain at one world. Lewis is thus obliged to accept the existence
of impossibilia; however, he also suggests that we should ‘think of them just as
oddities that we can mostly ignore’ and confirms that he himself ‘think[s] they
are exactly that’ (1986, 96). In this sense then, Shalkowski, while being wrong
about Meinong, seems to be right about LMR: isn’t it necessary for Lewis to
distinguish the possible worlds from the impossible objects from the outset on,
in order to develop his analysis of possibility?
But this worry is answered by the way worlds are understood in LMR. The
worlds are maximal spatio-temporally interrelated wholes, i.e. all their parts
stand in spatio-temporal relations to each other (cf. Lewis (1986, 71)). Possibility is built upon this definition: the possible objects in LMR are those and
only those which fully exist at some such interrelated whole. The impossible
objects in LMR on the other hands are as disparate as can be, as they contain
parts from altogether distinct space-times. This definition of ‘world’ in terms of
maximal spatio-temporal interrelation is thus able to distinguish LMR’s possible
from LMR’s impossible objects without any recourse to unanalysed modal notions.27 Shalkowski’s Possibility Constraint is hence met by LMR, but without
that its satisfaction renders the theory circular.
1.2.1.2

The Plenitude Constraint

Let us now turn to the plenitude constraint. Shalkowski puts the challenge it
poses this way:
‘For the set of nonactual objects to be sufficient for grounding modality it must [...] be exhaustive, and it is exhaustive only if it cannot
26 Or in Lewis’s own words, ‘patching together parts of different possible worlds yields
another possible world’ (1986, pp. 87). The principle of course reflects the Humean denial of
any necessary connections between distinct entities.
27 Shalkowski’s complaint had been forestalled by Lycan a few years earlier: ‘Lewis mobilizes
a modal primitive nonetheless. It is “world”. “World” for him has to mean “possible world,”
since the very flesh-and-bloodiness aforementioned prevents him from admitting impossibilia.’
(Lycan 1988, 46). (NB: What Lycan calls ‘flesh-and-bloodiness’ is usually referred to as
‘concreteness’.) I take it that the answer given here to Shalkowski also serves as a reply to
Lycan.
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have any more members. It is insufficient that the set simply contain all of the nonactuals. If there might have been more, then the
set of objects is too impoverished to ground modality. The modal
realist’s claim that there are no more worlds is irrelevant apart from
the claim that there cannot be any more.’ (Shalkowski 1994, 679)
He argues that if there could have been more worlds than there in fact are,
an analysis of possibility built on the existing worlds would leave out genuine
possibilities and would hence be materially inadequate. He furthermore claims
that insisting on this analysis in terms of worlds without any warrant of their
exhaustiveness would render it as arbitrary as an analysis of possibility in terms
of the pencils in his drawer or of the bottle caps in Hackensack:
‘One could easily claim that plausible modally qualified propositions
that remain ungrounded by these entities simply highlight that some
genuine possibilities are not captured by any of these things that
happen to be lying around’ (1994, 679).
And if there could have been more worlds, so his argument, the worlds themselves would also just be things that happen to be lying around.
But also this putative constraint rests on faulty assumptions. A curious
aspect of LMR is that modalities ‘bottom out’: no matter how many worlds
there are, ‘the modal realist’s claim that there are no more worlds’ is always
trivially equivalent with the claim that there couldn’t be more. And this is
precisely because Lewis’s worlds are (in this respect, at least) not like the pencils
in Shalkowski’s drawer: if the worlds exist, they exist necessarily. The discussion
of this feature of LMR will lead us temporarily astray from Shalkowski’s critique,
which is why it deserves its own paragraph. We shall return to Shalkowski’s
plenitude constraint shortly.

1.2.2

Extraordinary Cases and Contingency

The reasoning behind the necessary existence of worlds in LMR is rather simple, and it requires only very modest assumptions about the properties of LMR.
As we have seen, the main claim of LMR is that there is a plurality of spatiotemporally isolated concrete worlds. The truth of the following theses is therefore a necessary condition for the truth of LMR:
(1) there are at least two worlds (Existence)
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(2) all worlds are concrete particulars (Concreteness)
(3) any two (non-identical) worlds are spatio-temporally and causally isolated
from one another. (Isolation)
The conjunction of (1), (2), and (3) shall henceforth be referred to as ‘the
Existential Claim’, or simply EC. Obviously, EC has to be true in order for
LMR to be true.28
Now, let us assume that EC is true at our world @. Then there is a concrete
world w non-identical to and causally as well as spatio-temporally isolated from
@. Now assume that, at some w , EC is false. Then there is no concrete world
non-identical to and causally as well as spatio-temporally isolated from w . But
we have already assumed that @ exists, and @ is a concrete world. We thus
obtain a contradiction, which leads our last assumption to absurdity. Therefore,
if there is one world where EC holds, no matter how many there are in total,
it holds at all the worlds and thus it is a necessary truth of modal realism (cf.
Reinert (2013, 678)).
The collapse of possibility into factivity in the case of talk about the plurality
of worlds itself within LMR as demonstrated here makes it what Divers has
called an ‘extraordinary case’, i.e. a modal claim for which (P-ont)29 amounts
to the general collapse schema
(A) It is possible that A iff A (Divers 2002, 47).
The extraordinary content for which (A) holds includes all modalizations of
LMR’s basic ontology, i.e. cases of ‘advanced modalizing’ in Divers’s 1999 terminology. Accordingly, it includes
‘modal claims that are explicitly about sets (say, that each has its
members essentially); modal claims that are implicitly about sets
(that every proposition is thinkable, that there could be natural
properties) and claims about the plurality of worlds itself (it is not
28 ‘LMR with overlap’, i.e. the theory of a plurality of concrete world that do have parts
in common has been debated (cf. McDaniel (2004)), and arguably, these theories are in a
sense still at least ‘Lewisianesque’ modal realisms. One could hence maintain that Isolation
and consequently also EC do not have to be true for LMR to be true. I disagree, because
on the one hand, Lewis made very clear in his (Lewis 1986) why he is not indifferent, but
rejects mereological overlap between the worlds. I am here concerned with LMR as sketched
in (Lewis 1986), and hence include Isolation among the conjuncts of EC. On the other hand,
I want to point out that it does not matter much for what follows anyhow: nothing in the
argumentation below depends upon Isolation; whether or not it is quintessential for LMR is
therefore not that important at this place.
29 Divers just calls it ‘(P)’.
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a contingent fact that there is a plurality of worlds).’ (Divers 2002,
47)
Extraordinary content is characterised by being uniformly false when interpreted in terms of parthood, which is implicitly involved in (P-ont): ‘being the
case at’ a world is understood to be a matter of a world’s parts standing in
certain relations; however, the biggest part of every world is naturally the world
itself, so any claim about any ‘bigger’ portion of reality, i.e. a trans-world state
of affairs such as the existence of sets, other worlds, etc. can only be false on
such an interpretation (cf. Divers (2002, pp. 48), Reinert (2013, 678)). But
since Lewis nevertheless affirms that there are sets, that there are trans-world
fusions, and (notoriously) that there is a plurality of worlds, it is clear that
‘being the case/being true at a world’ needs to be distinguished from ‘being the
case/being true from the standpoint of a world.30 Lewis distinguishes
‘(1) being wholly in [a world], that is, being part of it; (2) being partly in it, that is, having a part that is wholly in it; and
(3) existing from the standpoint of it, that is, “belonging to the
least restricted domain that is normally—modal metaphysics being
deemed abnormal—appropriate in evaluating the truth at that world
of quantifications.” ’ (1986, 96)31
Divers’s extraordinary cases thus correspond to what Lewis would call ‘abnormal’ cases. In extraordinary cases now, possibility as expressed by (A) and
necessity as expressed by
(AN) It is necessary that A iff A
coincide.

However, since possibility collapses into factivity, contingency

amounts to outright contradiction, as captured by
(AC) It is contingent that A iff A and not-A (cf. Divers (2002, 49)).
30 It will occasionally be extremely useful to have an expression available which does not
distinguish between truth at and from the standpoint of worlds. Let us designate ‘truth in a
world’ for this task.
31 The distinction between these ways of being in a world goes back to (Lewis 1983, pp. 38),
from where Lewis cites himself in the passage quoted here. Note that Divers ((Divers 1999,
223) uses Lewis’s ‘truth from the standpoint of’ to demonstrate the falsity of advanced modal
claims in Lewis’s framework. I read this passage in as indicating that Lewis is aware that
extraordinary cases require an ‘abnormal’ interpretation, so it is ‘normal’ for those to require
a different interpretation—the least restricted domain to evaluate them appropriately is all
of logical space without any regard to its partitions. On this reading, Divers’s extraordinary
cases correspond to what Lewis would call ‘abnormal cases’.
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Some people take the occurrence of such extraordinary cases to be sufficient
reason to discard LMR altogether. E.g. Jago claims that ‘the combination of
genuine modal realism [viz. LMR] and counterpart theory leads to absurdity’
(2014, 112). His claim is that LMR’s world-bound individuals together with
certain trans-world states of affairs create counter-intuitive modal truths, which
for Jago are sufficient evidence that ‘Lewis’s notion of genuine worlds is in deep
trouble’ (2014, 120).
He first observes that Divers’s cases of advanced modalizing (cf. Divers
(1999)), viz. modalized extraordinary content as we encountered above, turns
out false when interpreted in terms of parthood (Jago 2014, 113-4). As we have
seen, claims like EC can thus appear like contradictions in LMR, since on the
one hand, it claims that there are worlds besides the actual, while on the other
hand, this is simply false if we interpret this to be true at any world. But
Jago then acknowledges that a consistent interpretation of such statements is
available to the Lewisian by abandoning the parthood-analysis in such cases,
and making use of Divers’s extraordinary interpretations (2014, 118), or as we
have called it here to ‘existence from the standpoint of’ the worlds. However,
Jago rejects this interpretation because in his view, it does not do justice to our
modal concepts.
He illustrates this with the example of Anna’s being taller than Bill while
Anna and Bill are not world-mates, i.e. they do not inhabit the same world. The
problem he sees is that apparently contingent relational truths such as ‘Anna is
taller than Bill’ in such trans-world cases are on Divers’s analysis as a matter
of fact not contingent, but necessary:
‘The data to be explained [by an analysis of modality] is the deep
intuition that [“Anna is taller than Bill”] is contingent. Anna and
Bill are regular human beings (albeit spatiotemporally separated
ones) with regular physical human bodies, embedded within physical
environments, and subject to physical laws very much like our own.
Then it is certainly true – perhaps it is even a conceptual truth –
that it is a contingent matter who out of Anna and Bill is taller.
But Divers’ redundancy analysis cannot say this, and so must be
rejected. We must consider some other analysis of modality.’ (2014,
119)
He therefore concludes that since the contingency-reading is not available
to the modal realist, LMR has to rely on the parthood reading also in extraor-
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dinary cases, and thus ‘generates contradictions’ (Jago 2014, 120). For Jago,
the collapse principles in extraordinary cases are therefore sufficient reason to
dismiss LMR altogether, and to opt for ersatzism instead.32
I find the argument unconvincing for several reasons. First of all, for a
successful reductio ad absurdum of LMR as Jago intends, he has to show conclusively that ‘Anna is taller than Bill’ is contingent in all circumstances. Jago’s
dismissal of the extraordinary reading is exclusively based on the ‘deep intuition
that “Anna is taller than Bill” is contingent’ (2014, 119). But deep or not, it
seems that intuitions are generally not the firmest argumentative ground. It is
a truism that our intuitions do not automatically keep up with our best theories, which may well surprise us in areas where we do not expect (or hope)
to be surprised at all. A classic example from physics is Einstein’s revolutionary interpretation of space-time, which probably has no foothold in anyone’s
pre-theoretical intuitions about time. Does Einstein’s special theory of relativity have to answer to our (deep?)33 intuition that time ‘passes at the same
speed everywhere’, i.e. that we have the intuition that time is absolute? I
would say that not, as Einstein’s theory can explain why our intuitions do
not conform to his theory: we perceive the passing of time only in our very
limited chunk of space, where relative differences are pretty much imperceivable. Our intuitions over-generalize our limited observations—but this does not
render Einstein’s theory false. The same can be brought forward in favour of
the Lewisian analysis: That the comparative relations of people’s heights at
our world are contingent simply does not carry over to the very different case
of trans-world scenarios, and our pre-theoretic intuitions have nothing to say
about that. It seems anyhow questionable how strong one’s intuitions about
the assumed trans-world scenario can be at all. The intuition of contingency
Jago refers to seems to be one about the ordinary scenario where Anna and
Bill are worldmates. Anna’s being taller than Bill is a contingent truth in LMR
when Anna and Bill do inhabit the same world. Bill could have been taller than
or equal in size with Anna in virtue of there being a world where a counterpart of his is in fact taller or of the same height as a counterpart of Anna’s.
Jago’s insistence that it is ‘a central part of [his] concept of contingency that
[...] facts about the height of humans are contingent matters’ (2014, 119) is
32 Very similar arguments to the same effect have been put forward by Dan Marshall (Marshall 2016), by Josh Parsons (Parsons 2012), who acknowledges Marshall’s input on these
matters, and Harold Noonan (Noonan 2014).
33 This intuition is so strong in my case that what I know to be the truth borders on the
inconceivable.
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now interesting, as it suggests that he conflates the worldmate-scenario with
the trans-world-scenario, and thus simply assumes that his intuition is equally
warranted in either case. However, the trans-world scenario where Anna in w1
is taller than Bill in w2 is not merely a fact about the height of humans, but
about humans in distinct spatio-temporally isolated worlds. Most people (modal
metaphysicians excluded, of course) are altogether unfamiliar with the concept
of spatio-temporally isolated worlds, and it is hard to believe that the modal
status of height-comparisons between inhabitants of distinct spatio-temporally
isolated, mereologically maximally interrelated wholes is part of their concept
of contingency (and here I would like to claim that also modal metaphysicians
like Jago are no exception). I would guess that most people’s intuitions about
the trans-world scenario when explained to them in fullest detail are mute, or
at least not unanimously fixed on the verdict of contingency, while as long as
their understanding of the theoretical background is merely partial, their intuitions are likely to over-generalize the world-mate-scenario instead, and thus
have nothing to say about the extraordinary cases. Jago’s inference that LMR
‘captures some other concept of contingency, and hence captures concepts of
possibility and necessity other than our everyday ones’ (2014, 120) is accordingly not only overhasty, but seems to miss the target altogether: that Divers
speaks of extraordinary cases already indicates that such cases do not correspond to our everyday modal notions, which are, as I contend, the ones that are
concerned with ordinary, intra-world scenarios.34
34 Lastly,

while it leads us somewhat astray of the topic of extraordinary cases and
Shalkowski’s complaint, I want to mention that there is something wrong with the way Jago
dismisses a semantics for ‘Anna is taller than Bill’ in terms of assignments of degrees of height:
‘We cannot avoid the problem by reading [“Anna is taller than Bill”] as saying,
m (which is contingent). The
‘Anna has height n; Bill has height m; and n
approach is a non-starter. It will treat ‘Anna is younger than her father’ as
‘Anna’s age is n; her father’s age is m, and n
m’, and hence (incorrectly) as
a contingent truth. So we must reject this suggestion.’ (Jago 2014, 119-20)
Let us first note that without counterpart theory, it is not a contingent truth in LMR that
m. It is only contingent that Anna’s height
Anna has height n, Bill has height m and n
n. Anna exists nowhere else, and
is n in virtue of counterpart of hers having heights n
from the standpoint of all the worlds, her very own height is n. But even if we go along with
Jago’s argument and treat the individual height assignments as contingent, it is unclear to
me why it should be metaphysically impossible for Anna’s father to be younger than Anna. I
take Jago to lament this here, as he suggests that it is necessary that Anna’s father is older
than Anna, and I doubt that he wants ‘Anna is younger than her father’ to be treated as an
impossibility. It seems to be an actual, manifest, even nomological possibility that her father
could be younger than Anna: e.g. if he travelled to space in sufficient distance and time passed
slower for him than for her. More remote understandings of the statements contingency are
based on his possibility of being a time traveller, or on simple denials of any form of historical
necessity or origin essentialism—many thanks to Dani Adams and Nathan Wildman for these
contingent readings—which are all accounted for in LMR by restricted quantification over
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Jago’s critique, I take it, does nothing to establish that LMR generates contradictions. His ‘main conclusion [...] that neither impossible [...] nor possible
[...] worlds should be treated as genuine worlds’ (2014, 125) is therefore unsubstantiated as far as possible worlds are concerned. (The question whether he
is right about impossible worlds, though, will be taken up again in subsequent
sections.)

1.2.3

Back to the Bottlecaps

After this extended discussion and defence of the extraordinary modalities, we
are now in a position to answer to Shalkowski’s plenitude constraint. As you
will recall, Shalkowski demands of LMR to show that there couldn’t be any
more worlds than there are in fact, or, in other words, that it is false that there
possibly exists a world which does not in fact exist. And as we just saw, any
claim about any plurality of worlds as in Existence requires an interpretation
in terms of ‘from the standpoint of’. Having established the necessity of the
existence of the worlds in LMR, what happens now if we assume that there
could have been one which does not in fact exist?
Just as the existence of all existing worlds is witnessed by (i.e. true from the
standpoint of ) all the worlds there are, the hypothesized world’s non-existence
too would have to be witnessed by all the worlds. From the standpoint of all the
worlds there are it is true that such a merely possible world does not exist—but
that again makes its non-existence a necessary truth, which in turn is equivalent to the impossibility of its existence in Divers’s extraordinary schemata.
Shalkowski’s demand to prove that there couldn’t be a world that does not in
fact exist is therefore trivially met. Every world that could exist, does. Accordingly, no matter how many there are, there couldn’t possibly be more, since, as
we have seen, the modal realist’s claim that there are no more worlds ‘cannot be
apart’ from the claim that there couldn’t be more, and contrary to Shalkowski’s
complaint is therefore just as relevant as the latter. Shalkowski’s constraint (in
a sense) pushes at an open door.35
worlds. Also this complaint then is based on Jago’s idiosyncratic intuitions rather than any
premise the modal realist is forced to accept.
35 Perhaps this is not really what Shalkowski has in mind. Perhaps instead of warrant
that there couldn’t be more worlds than there are, he actually wants warrant from Lewis
that there is a world for every possibility. However, it is hard to see how the Principle of
Recombination could fail to supply sufficient worlds for anyone’s ideas about what is in fact
possible as even alien possibilities are accounted for. It seems rather that the Principle yields
such an affluence of possibilities that LMR could be seen to provide too many possibilities
rather than to few. One does not have to share Lewis’s view that possibility is a matter of
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Lastly, let us return briefly to Shalkowski’s question why Lewis’s worlds
should be any more relevant to the facts of modality than the pencils in his
drawer or the bottlecaps in Hackensack. The point to make is that the pencils
in Shalkowski’s drawer lack a semantic feature the worlds possess: that Socrates
could have become a Carpenter cannot be true in virtue of the pencils, but it can
be true in virtue of LMR’s worlds, as those (can) have a part of theirs exactly
like Socrates in most respects, with the relevant difference in profession. This
was Lewis’s own view too (as already discussed on p. 32). Shalkowski himself
reports a conversation with Lewis, where Lewis responded to the question why
the bottlecaps in Hackensack should not be an adequate basis for modality
‘that the significant difference between reducing modality to facts
about possible worlds and reducing modality to facts about bottle
caps in Hackensack is that there aren’t enough suitably arranged
bottle caps with the right constituents to serve as truth conditions
for “Socrates could have been a carpenter” ’ (Shalkowski 1994, 679;
my emph.).
Due to his demand of literal truth, the right constituents in the given case for
Lewis have to include the handyman version of Socrates. His reply thus merely
encapsulates what here has been called the literalness of LMR.
Shalkowski’s double attack on the Lewisian reduction of possibility is therefore successfully countered by LMR. Contrary to its representational competitors, it offers a reduction of possibility to non-modal facts, and contrary to
Shalkowski’s complaint, its literalness in modal truth makes its analysis less
arbitrary than representational approaches rather than more.

1.3

Conclusion

This chapter provided an overview of LMR’s ontology and the way it reduces
modality to this ontology. It emphasised the crucial role its demand for literal
truth plays in this reduction. ‘Literal truth’ was understood as truth a nonrepresentational semantics, which in turn was understood (in a very general
sense) as the correspondence of linguistic descriptions to (ontological) matters
recombination. E.g. Kripke has (on semantic rather than metaphysical grounds) denied that
there could have been flying pigs, whose existence for Lewis are genuinely entailed by the
Principle of Recombination. However, if the question is whether the Principle fails to capture
any genuine possibilities, it is unclear what these would be like.
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of fact. LMR was compared on the ontological side with so-called ersatz theories of modality which propose abstract, actual objects as stand-ins for Lewis’s
vertebrate worlds. On the semantic side, literal truth was contrasted with representational accounts of truth, i.e. mere truth-assignments, as they were shown
to inevitably ensue in ersatz settings. The significance of the distinction between
the literal truth and mere truth-assignments is simply that the letter are not,
strictly speaking, true. Ersatzism thus turned out close to irrelevant for modal
truth.
It was then established how the non-representational character of truth in
LMR gives LMR its edge over linguistic and pictorial ersatzism, which lies in
its possession of the resources to achieve not only a reduction of modality, but
also to stand a chance to be exhaustive, in the sense that it captures all possibilities. Both of these claims have been challenged by Scott Shalkowski, and
LMR was defended against the charges of at the same time postulating both
‘too many’ (i.e. also impossible worlds), as well as ‘too few’ worlds to account
for all possibilities. In the course of this defence, it was necessary to appeal
to ‘extraordinary cases of modal content’ noted by Divers in which modalities
in LMR collapse to non-modal factual statements about the ‘inhabitants’ of
logical space. An argument by Jago that this collapse commits LMR to contradictions was then countered: while LMR’s extraordinary cases indeed have
counter-intuitive results, it was argued, this is neither a reason to dismiss the
theory, nor does it entail the contradictions Jago sees.
Despite the flaw in his argument, Shalkowski raised an important issue by
bringing impossibilia into the picture. Historically, LMR has repeatedly been
linked with impossibilia and/or Meinongianism, but for very different reasons.
Lycan compared LMR on several occasions (1979, 1988) with Meinongianism,
but one of his reasons for doing so—an implicit claim that quantification beyond
actuality entails quantification over impossibles too, as was Shalkowski’s claim—
can be considered defeated by the reply given to Shalkowski in the foregoing
paragraphs. Yet, there are several other reasons why one might want to link
LMR with impossibles, and as we shall see, several theorists have attempted to
introduce impossible objects into Lewis’s theory. Their motivation and Lewis’s
stance will be the topic of the following chapter, in which also Ira Kiourti’s
extension to LMR will be discussed in detail.
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Chapter 2

LMR and Impossibility
2.1

The Arguments from Paraphrase

As we saw in chapter 1, LMR acknowledges the existence of a certain kind of
impossible objects. Those were objects parts of which are ‘distributed over logical space’, i.e. which have parts in different worlds, such as sets and trans-world
fusions. However, in Lewis’s view, these objects can safely be ignored; they are
mere oddities that cannot endanger LMR’s analysis of possibility (Lewis 1986,
96). Being fully part of a world is a necessary condition for possible existence1 ,
and since neither trans-world sums nor sets fulfil it, LMR’s concomitant impossibilia are only in this trivial sense impossible. And with this it seems that all
has been said that there is to say—LMR’s concomitant impossibilia do not seem
very interesting.
However, quite a few have approached the question of impossibilia in LMR
from an altogether different angle. They have claimed that Lewis himself inadvertently argued not only for concrete possible worlds, but for concrete impossible worlds as well. Naylor’s brief note (1986) asks why Lewis’s first argument
for his possible worlds as given in (1973) should not equally serve to establish
the existence of impossible worlds, and many others have repeated this argumentative strategy—cf. e.g. (Yagisawa 1988, Vander Laan 1997, Vacek 2013).2
1 Cf. Lewis: ‘It is possible for something to exist iff it is possible for the whole of it to
exist. That is, iff there is a world at which the whole of it exists. That is, iff there is a world
such that, quantifying only over parts of that world, the whole of it exists. That is, iff the
whole of it is among the parts of some world. That is, iff it is part of some world – and hence
not a trans-world individual. Parts of worlds are possible individuals; trans-world individuals
are therefore impossible individuals’ (Lewis 1986, 211).
2 Both (Vander Laan 1997) and (Vacek 2013) use the argument to amend LMR with
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Their line of reasoning invokes the following paragraph in Counterfactuals:
‘It is uncontroversially true that things might have been otherwise
than they are. I believe, and so do you, that things could have been
different in countless ways. But what does this mean? Ordinary
language permits the paraphrase: there are many ways things could
have been besides the way that they actually are. On the face of
it, this sentence is an existential quantification. It says that there
exist many entities of a certain description, to wit, “ways things
could have been”. I believe that things could have been different in
countless ways; I believe permissible paraphrases of what I believe;
taking the paraphrase of its face value, I therefore believe in the
existence of entities which might be called “ways things could have
been”. I prefer to call them possible worlds.’ (Lewis 1973, 84)
Before turning to its impossibilist variant we should ask: is this a good
argument? In the given form, the argument seems rather unconvincing.3 One
problem is certainly that we are left without a clue what ‘permissible’ means—if
used as an argument for concrete possible worlds it simply begs the question
against the opponent of modal realism, as to him a paraphrase in terms of nonactual concreta does not amount to a permissible paraphrase at all. If it is
not used as an argument for concrete worlds, however, it (nowadays at least)
preaches to the converted, as most philosophers have come to acknowledge the
utility of one or the other form of possible worlds in their theorizing.
A second difficulty is Lewis’s apparent claim that expressions in ordinary
language are correctly paraphrased as existential quantifications; i.e. he appears
to be claiming that ordinary locutions carry ontological commitment. However,
this does not seem to be justified, as one may agree with Azzouni (2007) that
much more than paraphrasability in terms of the existential quantifier is needed
to locate such commitments in the vernacular. Lewis anticipates this objection
and replies:
‘I do not make it an inviolable principle to take seeming existential
quantifications in ordinary language at their face value. But I do
recognize a presumption in favor of (1) taking sentences at their face
abstract impossible ‘worlds’, and thus only follow the letter but not the spirit of Lewis’s
original argument; Yagisawa on the other hand embraces ‘flesh-and-blood’ concrete impossible
worlds.
3 But note that the passage in (1973) appears to be aimed more at a stand-off with rather
than at the persuasion of the non-realist reader.
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value, unless taking them at face value is known to lead to trouble,
and (2) taking them some other way is known not to.’ (Lewis 1973,
84)
As we have seen, these ‘other ways’ of ‘taking’ those sentences are the ersatz
theories, and we know them to lead to trouble in the context of modal analyses:
they are unable to provide a non-circular analysis of possibility. And since
LMR does provide a non-circular analysis, Lewis believes LMR not to lead to
trouble4 . His later (1986) is the apologetic work to establish exactly that, and
there, the argument from paraphrase plays hardly any role any more. There,
LMR’s theoretical utility is the centre of attention.
Having noted these concerns regarding ‘permissibility’ and ‘trouble’, let us
now turn to the impossibilist variation of the argument from paraphrase. Here
taken from (Bedford Naylor 1986), it goes like this:
‘It is also uncontroversially true that some things might not have
been otherwise than they are. The chair that is in fact blue could
not have been both blue and red in the same respect and at the
same time. I believe, and so do you, that things could not have
been different in countless ways. But ordinary language permits the
paraphrase: there are many ways things could not have been besides
the way that they actually are. On the face of it, this sentence
is also an existential quantification. It says that there exist many
entities of a certain description, viz., ‘ways things could not have
been’. I believe permissible paraphrases of what I believe. Taking
the paraphrase at face value, I therefore believe in the existence of
entities which might be called ‘ways things could not have been’. I
call them impossible worlds.’ (Bedford Naylor 1986, 29)
It seems obvious, though, that the same aspects that made the possibilist
argument unconvincing beset also this variant, as first of all, the argument will
not convince anyone who does not already find a paraphrase in terms of nonactual, concrete impossible worlds ‘permissible’. Of course, that the argument
mentions ‘worlds’ does not automatically commit it to an interpretation in terms
of concrete worlds. But Naylor’s claim is that the impossibilist argument from
paraphrase mirrors the possibilist one, which was proposed by Lewis as a defence
4 The viability of its ontological investment is currently under debate, and as Lewis himself
points out, it would be question-begging to take it already as trouble of the relevant kind.
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of his concretism. If, accordingly, the possibilist argument aims to defend concretism about possibilia, the impossibilist variant which is its analogue should
aim to introduce concrete impossibilia.
Secondly, if it is already questionable whether ordinary locutions about ways
things could have been at face value, can there be any good reason at all to take
the seeming existential quantifications over ways things could not have been
in ordinary language at face value?—If ‘ways things could not have been’ are
interpreted to be literally impossible objects, on a par with round squares and
objects that are all over uniformly coloured in different colours etc., there seems
to be no good reason whatsoever to take the existential quantification at face
value. Rather, it seems like a reductio ad absurdum of the whole argument
(which was, after all, Naylor’s intention). Impossibility is usually understood
as a sufficient condition for non-existence. While this does not hold up in
LMR’s case, due to the aforementioned concomitant impossibilia, also in LMR,
impossibility is a warrant for the failure of world-bound existence—as a matter
of fact, they are equivalent, as we have seen.
It hence seems that when we say that there are ways things could not have
been, there is some serious ‘dusting up’ to do, as Quine puts it:
‘[M]any of our casual remarks in the ‘there are’ form would want
dusting up when our thoughts turn seriously ontological. Each time,
if a point is made of it, the burden is of course on us to paraphrase
or to retract’ (Quine 1969, 100).
Vernacular quantifications over objects we recognize as impossible are certainly
among the ones most of us would want to retract.
In addition to their general intuitive implausibility, taking talk of concrete
impossible worlds at face falue can easily be shown to lead to trouble in the
sense Lewis has in mind in the passage cited above. Their addition to LMR
destroys its major theoretical benefit: the non-circular analysis of possibility.
Without further qualification of ‘world’ on the right-hand side of
(P-ont) S is possible iff there is a world where S is the case,
(P-ont) is simply false if S happens to be some impossible state of affairs
that obtains at some impossible world.5 In order to keep (P-ont) in place also in
5 Note that here, it needs to be mentioned that S itself is impossible, and not merely that
S obtains at an impossible world. The impossibility of some state of affairs is sufficient to
guarantee the impossibility of any world at which it obtains, but not vice versa. That a being
round and a being square obtain at the same world makes the world impossible; however,
neither state of affair is on its own impossible.
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the presence of impossible worlds, its quantifier needs to be restricted to range
only over the possible ones in our set of worlds. However, once such a restriction
is introduced, (P-ont) loses its reductive capability and becomes vacuous:
(P-ont ) S is possible iff there is a possible world where S is the case
is not informative about possibility—not more, at least, than an analysis of
blueness in terms of being of the same colour as blue things, or of God in terms
of godliness. Since such a restriction to possible worlds is inevitable when no
longer all worlds are possible, the addition of impossible worlds revokes LMR’s
achievement of a proper reduction of possibility to ontology.
(P-ont) in its unrestricted from now already says something about impossibility. Its contraposed version
(P-ontCP ) S is impossible iff there is no world where S is the case
in fact gives us a reason to reject the introduction of impossible worlds,
as S’s impossibility is conditioned by the non-existence of any world where S
holds. Concrete impossible worlds then do not only appear to be troublesome,
but in a way also redundant. I will argue below that there are good reasons
to introduce some kind of ‘impossible worlds’ after all. Before turning to those
reasons, however, I want to discuss one particularly very well worked out proposal for concrete impossible worlds in detail, which in particular promises to
keep Lewis’s modal reduction intact. I will argue that despite the proposal’s
technichal sophistication, which helps it overcome some of the worries regarding
concrete impossibles, it is an example of the ultimate redundancy of concrete
impossibilia after all.

2.2

Kiourti’s Concretist Proposal

2.2.1

Relativity and Reductivity

Ira Kiourti has proposed an impossibilist version of LMR, which tries to overcome the difficulties sketched in the last section.6 In particular, Kiourti’s aim is
to maintain a reductive and non-circular analysis of possibility, despite adding
6 Before Kiourti’s (2010), Yagisawa (1988) had proposed sensu stricto impossible worlds.
Here, however, only Kiourti’s proposal will be discussed, as I take it to have superseded
Yagisawa’s. (The reasons are given by Kiourti herself in her (2010, 16-8).)
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concrete impossible worlds. She attempts to do this by ‘abandoning absoluteness’, i.e. by analysing both possibilities and impossibilities in terms of restricted quantification over worlds (Kiourti 2010, pp. 133). Both possibility and
impossibility are thus reinterpreted as relative notions in her ‘Impossibilist Genuine Realism’ (IGR), that depend on relations of accessibility between worlds.
Kiourti specifies accessibility relations on a ‘mixed’7 set of worlds by means of
their similarity with respect to some aspect M , and generalizes possibility as
accessibility relative to M :
(PM ) S is M -possible at world w0 iff there is a w1 which is M -accessible from
w0 and S obtains at w1 (Kiourti 2010, cf. 135; reformulated).8
The relative impossibility of worlds is then defined as relative inaccessibility:
(IW) A world w1 is impossible relative to another world w2 if and only if w1 is
inaccessible from w2 under some (specified) similarity relation R (Kiourti
2010, 136).
Kiourti claims this specification of her accessibility relations to be nonmodal. They rely on mere similarity, which for Kiourti is itself a non-modal
notion. Accordingly, no presumption of possibility has to be made in order to
distinguish possible from impossible worlds. This way, Kiourti is able to claim
to retain the original reductivity of LMR in her extended version.
There are, however, several open questions regarding Kiourti’s approach,
which prima facie have nothing to do with reductivity. First of all, it is not
quite clear what the worlds she proposes are. It is e.g. unclear whether they
are internally unified like the possible ones, or whether all of them are concrete
or some are (also) abstract9 . These issues are important, not only in order to
7 The

scare quotes are necessary as the worlds no longer are per se possible or impossible,
but only relative to one another. ‘Mixed’ means that there are worlds in the quantificational
domain at which states of affairs obtain that hold at none of the worlds of Lewis’s original
conception of LMR (1986). I will henceforth speak of ‘non-Lewisian concrete worlds’ in the
context of Kiourti’s theory.
8 Kiourti’s original formulation
‘[I]t is M -possible at w0 that A iff there is some world w1 which is accessible from
w0 under the accessibility relation RM , and at w1 , A.’
is ambiguous between a semantic and an ontological reading, as it neither mentions what A is
nor what it means that ‘at w1 , A’. That the phrase ‘M -possible at w0 ’ is used instead of the
straight-forward semantic formulation ‘ “Possibly A” is true at w0 ’ to me indicates that the
ontological reading ought to be favoured, which is why I paraphase (PM ) in terms of a state
of affairs S obtaining.
9 Cf. also Vander Laan (1997) for an objection to the same effect, and Kiourti’s reply
(Kiourti 2010, 165-7), which consists in an in my view illegitimate restriction of the quantifier.
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make sense of the conceptual resources being used, but also in order to clarify
what truth in the non-Lewisian worlds amounts to. After all, Lewis defined
his worlds in terms of spatio-temporal interrelation, and since it is accordingly
impossible for worlds not to be so interrelated, it is not obvious in which sense
the impossible worlds are worlds. ‘The other worlds are of a kind with this world
of ours’ (Lewis 1986, 2), Lewis claimed about his possible worlds, but it seems
that (many of) the impossible objects in Kiourti’s ontology would have to be
a completely different kind, which one may for convenience refer to as ‘worlds’,
but which are in fact just as different from Lewis-worlds (though presumably
more varied in kind) than the ersatzer’s sets or pictures.
But besides the purley ontological open questions, questions arise also with
respect to the semantic side of Kiourti’s IGR, as well as regarding the relation
between modal semantics and the postulated ontology. To these we now turn.

2.2.2

The Truth About Chairs that are Blue and Red All Over

In the context of the literal truth of modal statements the most pressing question seems to be how impossibility statements can be literally true anywhere,
as Kiourti must claim them to be at her non-Lewisian concrete worlds, as I will
argue. Before turning to this issue, though, it is necessary to clarify the terminology. Kiourti’s semantic distinctions are different from the ones used here,
even though the terminologies overlap. Prominent among her notions of truth
is ‘truth simpliciter’, which she apparently takes over from Lewis.
Lewis in (1986) indeed mentions simpliciter truth, and he seems to mean
something like ‘truth independent of contextual restrictions’. For example, he
speaks of ‘truth simpliciter’ as truth independent of semantic interpretations (cf.
Lewis 1986, 40). More frequently, however, he speaks of existence simpliciter,
which can only be defined with recourse to language and quantifier ranges:
something exists simpliciter iff it is true that it exists under the widest available
quantifier range (cf. Lewis 1986, 3).
Kiourti now explains what she understands as ‘truth simpliciter’ in terms of
truth at worlds w as follows:
‘[T]ruth-at-w for GR10 simply is truth simpliciter, truth about some
bit of reality. [...] [F]or GR, existence ranges beyond the actual. And
(That I find Kiourti’s reply wanting is also why I take the question about the nature of the
worlds to be still open.)
10 ‘GR’ or ‘genuine realim’ is how Kiourti refers to LMR.
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so the theoretical quantifiers of GR range beyond what is actual, or
in the domain of any particular world, over all logical space. What
is true simpliciter is thus not actually true but true absolutely or
unrestrictedly, irrespective of domain-restrictions; it is what is true
according to GR, or in the GR-theoretical language — or homelanguage as I will sometimes call it — which employs unrestricted
quantifiers.’ (Kiourti 2010, 18-9)
Her elaboration is problematic in several respects, the first one being that she
does not account for the fact that statements in the so-called ‘home-language’
had (in some sense at least) better be actually true. Her statements that ‘in GR,
existence ranges beyond the actual’ is true, but incompatible with her claim that
‘what is true simpliciter is not actually true’; at least if ‘actually true’ means
anything like ‘true in the actual world’. Kiourti neglects that the unrestricted
quantifier can only be false when evaluated in terms of truth at worlds, and apparently she understands ‘actual truth’ to mean ‘true at the actual world’. E.g.,
if we evaluate claims such as EC or the Principle of Unrestricted Composition
in terms of what is true at our world, where ‘true at’ is (as before) understood
as ‘true in virtue of itself and its parts’, they can only come out false. Yet,
Lewis claimed them to be true. Accordingly, if ‘truth at’ were the only available
reading, unrestricted claims would without exception be false, which is why we
need the extraordinary interpretation of those claims in terms of truth from the
standpoint of worlds. And this seems to be what Kiourti wants to express by
means of the phrase ‘truth simpliciter’. However, doubt is cast upon this interpretation of her notion of simpliciter truth in the passage which immediately
follows:
‘Thus, if at every world swans are birds, then it is true unrestrictedly (whatever the domain) that swans are birds, thus it is true
simpliciter. But, while actually true, it is not true simpliciter that
snow is white, since there are, presumably, worlds, parts of all that
is, where snow is not white.’ (2010, 19)
Here, Kiourti equates simpliciter truth with ordinary necessary truth11 , which
is not compatible with the interpretation of simpliciter truth as truth from the
standpoint of all the worlds. Her example of snow being white is, after all, an
ordinary statement, which has to be evaluated in terms of parts of worlds, and
11 She

confirms that this is how she interprets simpliciter truth in (Kiourti 2010, 108).
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not an extraordinary case which mandates not only the unrestricted reading
of the quantifier, but also it requires us to understand truth as truth from the
standpoint of. The unrestriction of the quantifier alone has nothing much to
do with what is true of ‘logical space’12 , as for this we need the extraordinary
interpretation. Kiourti’s equation of necessary truth and simpliciter truth thus
obsures exactly this crucial distinction between truth at worlds and truth from
the standpoint of the worlds.13 We thus have to be attentive when handling the
notions of truth at work in IGR, and to disambiguate where necessary.
There are now no good reasons not to take extraordinary truths as literally
true, however, as literal truth here was understood in the foregoing chapter as
non-representational truth.14 To illustrate, Lewis’s claim that there exist worlds
beyond our actual world is meant by him to be true because there are entities
just like our world that do not exist here. Kiourti’s postulate seems to commit
her to precisely such a literal postulation of non-Lewisian worlds, and we should
expect that truth at those worlds is just as literal (non-representational) as at
the Lewisian ones. Apart from this, however, it is still unclear what ‘truthat-w’ means if w is a non-Lewisian world. How can impossibility statements
be literally true?—A reply theorists of ‘impossible worlds’ often allude to, and
indeed the one suggested by the impossibilist argument from paraphrase, is that
they couldn’t be true, which is then claimed to be what makes them impossibility
statements after all. E.g. Nolan claims that ‘for every proposition which cannot
be true, there is an impossible world where that proposition is true’ (1997, 542;
12 And unrestrictedly speaking, it certainly is true that snow is white—somewhere, at some
world—, which is why that from the standpoint of all worlds it is true that snow is white,
but also that snow is purple, gray, and altogether not-white. As mentioned in 1.2.2 already,
ordinary statements when evaluated on the extraordinary reading turn out to be contradictory,
which is why this reading is simply not very useful in those cases. This, however, does not affect
the legitimacy of the unrestricted reading in terms of truth from the standpoint of the worlds
for the extraordinary cases, which is after all required in order to state the theory. In order to
reason about the class of ordinary statements under the extraordinary interpretation, we have
to employ some paraconsistent logic, as we have to non-trivially deal with true contradictions.
However, the relevance of unrestricted readings of contingent claims should not be overblown,
as they are easily rendered consistent again by reintroducing a relativization to the worlds at
which their constituents hold. (There is no contradiction involved in ‘at w, snow is white and
at w , snow is not white’.) Seen this way, such contradictions seem to be on par with the
concomitant impossibilia in Lewis’s ontology, and do not pose a threat to the consistency of
the ontology. (Below, we will see how Restall exploits this feature of LMR is his construction
of ersatz ‘impossible worlds’.)
13 Cf. also her announcement that ‘whenever I talk of truth/falsehood simpliciter, I just
refer to truth and falsehood in the home-language of GR[=LMR], as opposed to what is
true-at-w, at the level of possible-world-semantics’ (Kiourti 2010, 103).
14 That means that in this sense, also the ‘contradictions’ arising from reading ordinary
contingencies the extraordinary way are literally true. This will be of special importance in
the discussion of (Restall 1997) in 5.1.1.
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my emph.). Yagisawa elaborates:

‘When you contradict yourself, what you are saying could not possibly be true. That is indeed a good reason for the conclusion that
you cannot tell the truth about anything possible by contradicting
yourself. But it is hardly a good reason against impossibilia. Why
can you not tell the truth about an impossible thing by contradicting yourself? It seems that you have to contradict yourself to tell
the truth about an impossible thing. What else would we expect?
Impossible things are impossible!’ (1988, 203)
From the possibilist Lewisian perspective, this answer is (in a sense) fine.
Impossibility statements could not be true because they aren’t true anywhere.
But this reply will not do in the present context of extending LMR to IGR15 —
the impossibilist Lewisian has to answer what it means for such statements to be
true, i.e. what their truth-conditions at non-Lewisian concrete worlds amount
to. Taking up Naylor’s example again, what does it mean if it is claimed to be
literally true that a chair that is both blue and red, in the same respect and at the
same time? This is literally impossible, but it seems that the LMR-extender has
to explain16 how it can nevertheless be the case at their non-Lewisian concrete
worlds.
Without any such explanation, they have to give up the literal truth of impossibility statements and to accept that the truth of impossibility statements
is either representational (viz. merely assigned), or completely obscure. But in
both cases the question arises why they should incur the ontological commitment
to non-Lewisian concrete worlds in the first place. We could without any additional ontology accept mere truth assignments to impossibility statements, and
accept that there is no correspondence between truth and reality when we talk
about impossibility.17 Accordingly, a proponent of concrete non-Lewisian worlds
has to reject such a proposal. It hence seems that claiming that impossibility
statements could not be true puts the negation in the wrong place18 —it is not
a plausible option for the proponent of non-Lewisian concrete worlds, as these
worlds have been introduced to provide literal truth-conditions for impossibility
15 And

neither will it do in the context of Yagisawa’s extended modal realism.
understand a legitimate explanation here as a mere conceptual framework that ‘helps
us make sense’ (in the sense of (Moore 2011)) of impossible states of affairs.
17 I will at a later point argue that this is the only plausible route to take for a semantics
of impossibility discourse.
18 And it puts too much weight on the supericial modal reading of ‘could’.
16 I
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statements, and ‘truth’ should mean truth, and not mere truth-assignments, in
the case of a concretism about worlds.
Therefore, I take it that Kiourti is committed to literally true impossibility
statements at her non-Lewisian concrete worlds. Regrettably, in (Kiourti 2010),
she is more concerned with establishing the logical rather than the ontological
side of her concretism. While the non-Lewisian concrete worlds are said to
‘instantiate contradictions and other metaphysical impossibilities’ (2010, 165),
it remains unclear what this instantiation amounts to in ontological terms. As
we have seen, Kiourti does not distinguish between semantic and ontological
principles such as (P-sem) and (P-ont), and seems to take it for granted that
whatever proposition is said to be true at a world reflects the obtaining of
some corresponding state of affairs. But how it is that impossible states of
affairs obtain is not answered19 . This again reflects the logical, as opposed
to metaphysical perspective on truth, which is appositely illustrated by the
following quote from Priest’s :
‘That a contradiction might be true, or that dialetheism (the view
that there are true contradictions) makes sense, may still be abhorrent, and even threatening, to many contemporary English-speaking
philosophers. More likely than not, even the suggestion of it will
be met with a look of blank incomprehension. How could a contradiction be true? After all, orthodox logic assures us that for every
statement, α, only one of α and α is true. The simple answer
is that orthodox logic, however well entrenched, is just a theory of
how logical particles, like negation, work; and there is no a priori
guarantee that it is correct’. (Priest 2002, 4; my emph.)
The problem with this perspective is that it fails to answer to the actual worry
regarding Kiourti’s concreta. Priest’s simple answer has only limited metaphysical relevance—particularly so because no indication is given what it means for
any logic to be ‘correct’.20 That a chair cannot be red all over and blue all over
at the same time is not a problem of negation (or other logical particles) at all or
whether or not one one favours ‘orthodox’ logic21 , but about the manifest metaphysical impossibility of possessing both properties at the same time. Logically,
19 Kiourti (2010, 170) does say something about the relation between truth and instantation,
but in my view something that does not alleviate the worry sketched here. I will discuss her
views in detail below.
20 Perhaps what I am arguing right now is that dialetheism is not the correct logic for
ontology.
21 I take it that the ‘millennial’ generation of philosophers (such as me) are rather used to
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there is certainly no problem in assigning truth to contradictions, in redefining
negation, and in accepting a paraconsistent consequence relation. But none of
these moves seem to alleviate the ontological worry that nothing, anywhere, has
incompatible properties.22 Due to her acceptance of an impossibilist concretism,
Kiourti has to claim that they literally are simultaneously co-instantiated at her
non-Lewisian concrete worlds nevertheless. A suspicion that truth in Kiourti’s
‘Impossibilist Genuine Realism’ amounts to mere truth-assignments after all is
unavoidable.

2.2.3

Extraordinary Impossibilities

This suspicion is sustained when we turn to a second problem for Kiourti’s
approach, which hides behind the relativity of her modalities. The restrictions
on accessibility and the corresponding relativization of possibility to some aspect
M seem to be themselves unrestricted and freely stipulable. We can choose any
M that suits us, and end up with a legitimate, relative notion of possibility and
impossibility, according to (PM ) and (IW).
Accordingly, nothing that prevents us from ‘unrestricting’ our quantification
over worlds altogether and from quantifying over all the worlds there are in
Kiourti’s ontology, the absence of any restrictions thus amounting to universal
S5-accessibility between worlds. But it seems that this unrestricted quantifier
range is not just one among many possible others. Rather, Kiourti has to make
use of this unrestricted quantifier range in order to state her theory and to
affirm the worlds’ existence. The existence of the worlds of IGR is independent
from any restrictions on accessibility, after all; or at least I would not know how
to understand IGR if the existence of its worlds were a relative matter23 . If
the worlds’ existence is indeed independent from our imposition of accessibility
the existence of a plurality of logics, and are less insistent on classical logic than any generation
before. (I also take this to be one reason why many cannot make out a difference between
analytic metaphysics and logic.)
22 Compare Priest’s argument that
‘Quine’s famous argument, that to change the logic is to change the subject,
may be right to this extent: classical negation and non-classical negations have
different meanings. But the substantial issue that Quine never addressed is
why we should suppose that the meaning of the vernacular negation is classical’
(1997, 486).
One reason to suppose that the meaning of the vernacular negation is (more or less) classical
is exactly the mentioned intuitive abhorrence many feel towards the claim that it be true that
a is F and that a is not F .
23 It appears to entail that concrete worlds pop into being if we quantify over them, which
sounds like magic, not metaphysics.
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restrictions, though, this seems to indicate a return of absolute modalities, and
consequently also Divers’s extraordinary cases.
Kiourti now in addition accepts a plenitude principle according to which any
proposition whatsoever holds at some, but also fails at some (not necessarily
distinct) world, which makes all propositions absolutely contingent truths, i.e.
true at some worlds, and false at others. And this plenitude principle seems to
be incompatible with extraordinary content, i.e. necessary existential truths,
where necessity is evaluated from the standpoint of worlds. As described in
the foregoing chapter, extraordinary content is content involving not a world
and its parts, but states of affairs which in one way or another transcend this
unit of size. And as we saw above, such transcendent states of affairs must
hold from the standpoint of all the worlds there are, and are thus absolutely
necessary. But prima facie, absolute necessity is incompatible with the ‘universal
contingency’ under the maximal quantifier scope over all the worlds, including
the non-Lewisian ones.24 Could the non-Lewisian worlds literally falsify any of
the extraordinary truths of LMR, e.g. that sets, unrestricted fusions, or even
the worlds themselves exist? In other words, can negations of extraordinary
necessities be literally true at any world in Kiourti’s ontology? It is time to
scrutinize Kiourti’s views on truth at Lewisian and non-Lewisian worlds.
While I argued above that the literal truth comprises not only statements
that are true at the worlds of LMR, but also statements which are true ‘only’
from the standpoint of the worlds, Kiourti takes literal truth to be restricted
to the former. She indicates this in her reply to Nolan’s worry about “the
existing-at-all-possible-worlds God of Anselm’s imagination” (cf. (Nolan 1997,
541)), which as a characterization of a trans-world individual qualifies as an
extraordinary impossibilities , i.e. the contrary of LMR’s extraordinary maxim
that no object exists at more than one world.25 . Nolan realizes that the literal
truth of this characterization at any world—Lewisian or non-Lewisian—would
bring this object into necessary (i.e. also actual) existence, which, as we assume,
is simply not the case. As such, we can treat it as the negation of LMR’s maxim
that for all individuals, none exists at more than one world, to which it offers a
(false) counterexample.
While Kiourti acknowledges the seriousness of the scenario sketched by
24 This is where the ‘universal contingency’ reading merely serves to illustrate how the
extraordinary necessities pose a general problem for Kiourti’s approach. The real culprit is of
course her claim that every proposition is true at some world.
25 By by its recourse to all possible worlds, Nolan’s characterization makes a false modal
claim and thus also qualifies as what will be called ‘a higher-order impossibility’ below.
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Nolan, her reply is puzzling:

‘[...] Nolan’s reasoning is deeply mistaken. He is right that for a
Lewis-world to represent a claim as true-at-it simply is for that world
to instantiate that claim, i.e. for that claim to literally describe,
or be true about, that world. [...] But he is wrong to think that
for a world to thus instantiate a claim, somehow means for that
world to make that very claim literally—i.e. presumably actually,
or simpliciter —true. This clearly isn’t so.’ (Kiourti 2010, 170)
Regardless of her suggestion that literal truth might be understood to be
the same as actual truth in (Lewis 1986), which it is certainly not, I want to
contend that far from it being obvious, it’s plainly false that instantiation should
mean anything but the literal truth, which in extraordinary cases amounts to
‘simpliciter truth’, which was here analysed as ‘truth from the standpoint of’.
This is best shown by scrutinizing her own suggestion how IGR’s worlds are to
validate Nolan’s characterization of Anselm’s imaginary god.
Kiourti claims that the validation of extraordinary impossibilities is lastly
completely unproblematic in IGR. She suggests that the quantifier in extraordinary impossibilities should be reinterpreted as to range only over the individuals
at the world at which they are being evaluated:
‘[A]ll it takes for Nolan’s exotic impossibilities to be true at a world,
w, is for them to be true when restrict[sic] our quantifiers to all things
in w. And once we restrict our quantifiers to w, the expression ‘all
worlds’ will simply refer to all worlds in w. [...] If so, then it may
be a literal truth about w, i.e. when we restrict our quantifiers to
w’s domain, that Anselm’s God exists at all worlds, but it certainly
won’t be true simpliciter, or actually true that Anselm’s God exists
at all worlds.’ (Kiourti 2010, 170; emph. orig.)
But this move fails to solve the problem at hand. For one thing, the existingat-all-worlds-that-are-part-of-w God is not necessarily the one of Anselm’s imagination. While I am, frankly, underinformed about Anselm’s musings about
gods and worlds, I find it implausible (to say the least) to prohibit him from
believing his God to exist at all of LMR’s worlds for purely semantic reasons.
Kiourti’s reply makes it impossible for Anselm to have had this characterization
(with the wide-ranging quantifier) in mind26 , as without the restriction she im26 Later on, I will refer to such ‘resemantizations’ of intentional content as a ‘loss of intentional faithfulness’.
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poses, there is nothing to correspond to Anselm’s idea at all. And this makes
her proposed solution appear plainly ad hoc. But what is even worse is that
this interpretation renders the characterization itself possible: certainly, some
Lewisian world contains a god that exists only at that world, which is, after
all, the only world that exists there. And since we are already disregarding
what Anselm had originally in mind, also this would have to provide appropriate content for the characterization. But this possible scenario is plainly not
what Nolan wanted to illustrate with this example. For this form of ‘validation’
of extraordinary impossibilities , we do not even need Kiourti’s non-Lewisian
worlds, as any Lewisian world is up for the task. Given that in addition to their
present irrelevance, it is so far also unclear how Kiourti’s non-Lewisian worlds
‘instantiate’ ordinary impossibilities like contradictions and so on, the question
arises what if anything at all justifies their ontological expense.
The range of quantifiers matters for the determination of propositional content, and Kiourti does injustice to the content of Nolan’s example. The situation
here is reminiscent of Lewis’s discussion of under which circumstances he and
the ersatzer actually disagree about what there is:
‘I too might be heard to say that there is only one world, that there
are only finitely many donkeys, or that there is no God. But when I
say such things, I am restricting my quantifiers, just as when I look
in the fridge and say that there is no beer. I do not deny that there
is beer outside the fridge, but I ignore it in my speech. Likewise
I may ignore the other worlds, and the other-worldly donkeys and
gods, without at all denying that—speaking unrestrictedly—they
do exist. Not so for the ersatz modal realist. When he says that
there are no other worlds, and no other-worldly possible individuals,
he says it with his quantifiers wide open. He means to quantify
over everything, without any restriction whatever, ignoring nothing.’
(Lewis 1986, 136-7)
Both Lewis and the ersatzer may be heard saying that there is only one world,
but the difference in quantifier range makes them express very different things.
Similarly, Kiourti may be heard saying that it is literally true or instantiated at
w that the existing-at-all-possible-worlds God of Anselm’s imagination exists,
but this expresses something completely different from what is literally true at
w, i.e. what is true at all the worlds from the standpoint of w 27 . The content of
27 I

also find Kiourti’s claim that her reading transforms the statement into a literal state-
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Anselm’s imagination explicitly transcends the world he lives in, and as such is
extraordinary; and we know that the truth of the corresponding extraordinary
statement cannot be decided at any world.28 Such statements are true from
the standpoint of all the worlds, and their truth is unaffected by the goings-on
at any world, which is why the parthood-reinterpretation Kiourti proposes is
ineffective. But the same holds with regard to negations of such statements,
which I have already referred to as extraordinary impossibilities. Accordingly,
either the principle that every proposition fails at some world has to be be false,
as extraordinary impossibilities are not captured, or IGR itself would have to
be be contradictory. Since if truth at impossible worlds were literal, sets would
and would not exist, as would (and would not) the trans-world fusions, as would
(and would not) the worlds themselves.
It seems that this contradictoriness in IGR is undesirable at best. But
the only obvious way out would be to give up the plenitude principle that all
propositions whatsoever are true at some (Lewisian or non-Lewisian) concrete
world. This, however, seems just as undesirable. If some propositions would
not be true in any of the worlds Kiourti proposes, this would mean the end of
her endeavour to reduce modality to ontology altogether. After all, what would
be their modal status? If true (albeit not true at or from the standpoint of any
world ), they would seem to be neither possible nor impossible, as no restriction
of accessibility could provide them with such a status. If false at all worlds, such
propositions would not only be necessarily false (which still means ‘false at all
(accessible) worlds’), but impossible even from the standpoint of impossibility,
which then renders ‘impossibility’ ambiguous. No matter how loosely you cast
your net of accessibility, such propositions would always slip through. As things
stand, there is no good reason for Kiourti to give up the problematic principle
apart from its being problematic.29

2.2.4

Lewisianism and Dialetheism

The problem of extraordinary impossibilities brings to mind Lewis’s reasons to
emphatically reject impossible worlds. In the oft-cited footnote number 3 in
ment about w rather confusing. The original statement seems to be about w and all other
worlds too.
28 Cf. also Reinert (2013) for similar reasoning in the case of EC.
29 We will see further reasons why the principle that every proposition should be true at
some world should be maintained in the discussion of intentionality in chapter 4. Let me also
mention that interestingly, this problem will reappear in a different guise in chapter 3, which
discusses Meinong’s theory of objects.
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(Lewis 1986, 7; rearr.), he notes that
‘[a]n impossible world where contradictions are true would be no
better [than a marvellous mountain, far away in the bush–where
contradictions are true]. The alleged truth about its contradictory
goings-on would itself be contradictory. At least, that is so if I am
right that ‘at so-and-so world’ is a restricting modifier [...] which
works by limiting domains of implicit and explicit quantification to
a certain part of all that there is [...]. Then the order of modifier and
connectives makes no difference. [...] That is, there is no difference
between a contradiction within the scope of the modifier and a plain
contradiction that has the modifier within it. [...] But there is no
subject matter, however marvellous, about which you can tell the
truth by contradicting yourself.’
Once we quantify unrestrictedly, the contradictions that are supposed to stay
‘confined’ to the non-Lewisian worlds in IGR affect the theory as a whole:
Kiourti indeed seems to be contradicting herself.
Aware of this situation, she argues that we ought to embrace the inconsistency. She claims that violations of the law of non-contradiction in cases of
extraordinary content might simply reflect the fact that ‘reality is inconsistent’
and that therefore, ‘ontological discourse ought to be paraconsistent.’ (2010,
108), i.e. it should allow for contradictions to be true while not trivialising the
whole discourse. She suggests if the failures of the law of non-contradiction can
be narrowed down to a certain area and argued for in each case they arise, one
can see the incidence of spread contradictions within IGR as good reasons for
accepting the contradictory nature of reality (taken as a whole). Kiourti thus
argues for a dialetheist perspective on ontology:
‘[I]f indeed the very nature of existence is such as to admit of inconsistency, then we ought to speak truly in contradiction when
describing it.’ (2010, 108)
For her, it is hence not only our discourse that creates the mere appearance of
inconsistency, it is reality itself that truly has contradictory properties, which
are merely reflected in our discourse.
This suggestion, however, not only presupposes that there are very convincing reasons to accept impossibilia, but also underrates the lack of appeal this
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reasoning has to Lewisians. Lewis not only rejects (non-concomitant) impossibilia, but expressly also paraconsistent logics—‘dogmatically’, as he claimed,
since strong paraconsistency or dialetheism calls ‘so much into question that I
have no foothold on undisputed ground’ (Lewis 1982, 434). His dogma is that
‘[n]o truth does have, and no truth could have, a true negation.
Nothing is, and nothing could be, literally both true and false. This
we know for certain, and a priori, and without any exception for
especially perplexing subject matters.’ (Lewis 1982, 434)
Extraordinary content may be a perplexing subject matter which may require
some revision of previously held modal intuitions, but it still cannot give us reason to accept the literal truth of contradictions regarding ontological postulates.
Even if one sympathises with ‘hard-line paraconsistency’ (Lewis 2004, 177) (as I
do), it requires an argument of an altogether different league to make plausible
that assertions about the ontology of possibility are the kind of sentence which
can or should be dialetheias, viz. sentences that are both true as well as false.30
Undeniably, one has to accept inconsistent existential claims once there are
inconsistent states of affairs internal to impossible worlds, since after all, it is
impossible for any a to exist and not exist at the same time. However, it is
quite a different matter to claim that also the realm of the possible, i.e. the
Lewis-worlds themselves, exist and do not exist. If EC were false at one of
the impossible worlds, it could only be a mere truth-assignment, as there is no
way for it to be evaluated at any world; but if it were literally false from its
standpoint, it would be false simpliciter.31
From the perspective of LMR then, we have to reject the assumption that
truth in IGR is literal. The suspicion that ‘impossible truth’ in IGR amounts
to mere truth-assignments is substantiated. One may wonder why the concrete
impossible worlds then are introduced at all. Kiourti replies that
‘a conception of impossible GR-worlds on a par with genuine possi30 After all, dialetheism can praise itself for limiting its true contradictions to very specific
cases, which typically involve some sort of self-referential mechanism, which does not appear
to be at work in the present case. See (Priest 2006). Let me also point out that LMR’s
extraordinary cases do at least not obviously comply with the two ‘generators’ of inconsistency
called Closure and Transcendence in (Priest 2002).
31 In addition, there is some tension of this result with Kiourtis claim that ‘[n]o contradiction
ever holds at or about the actual world’ (Kiourti 2010, 104), since if EC were true and false at
the same time, it would be true and false here, i.e. a contradiction true from the standpoint of
the actual world. (If ‘truth from the standpoint of’ a world is understood not to be subsumed
under sentences ‘holding at’ at a world, the tension disappears; but in that case, Kiourti’s
‘holding at’ needs to be more sharply defined.)
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bilia makes for a more unified, stronger theory—one which retains
GR’s [LMR’s] conceptual, ontological, and semantic analyses intact
and, in a single move, uniformly extends them to cover impossibilities’ (2010, 98).

But we have just seen that something regarding the interplay of ontology and
semantics can not carry over to IGR. Kiourti’s theory, just as any impossibilistconcretist proposals, loses a big part of its motivating factors.
Concrete impossible worlds now seem unattractive from Lewisian lights, and
luckily, the impossibilist argument from paraphrase does not suffice to commit
Lewis to such objects. It may now seem that there aren’t any good reasons to
accept concrete impossible worlds at all. But there is a semantic field which
seems to offer strong reasons why LMR with its purely possibilist outlook ought
to be extended with some other kind of impossible ‘worlds’ yet. This field is the
semantics of doxastic and other intentional content. As the example of Anselm’s
existing-at-all-possible-worlds God illustrated, our opinions easily overstep the
boundaries of possibility, as we may happen to believe some, perhaps only subtly, impossible proposition. More generally, intentionality (with the notable
exception of knowing that ...) is neither limited to actual factivity, nor to
possibility. We saw in the case of IGR that no non-Lewisian worlds were able
to provide appropriate content to Anselm’s idea, and we also concluded that,
in a sense, such worlds were redundant. Lewis himself has now offered multiple
ingenious ways of semantically accommodating (seemingly) impossible content
into LMR’s possibilist framework. It is therefore worthwhile to have a closer
look at intentionality within LMR’s possibilism in the following section. It will
turn out that LMR has yet another important advantage over ersatz approaches
with respect to intentional semantics (which will be called ‘intentional faithfulness’) due to its literalness. However, let me already disclaim that examples
like that of Anselm’s imaginary God (i.e. beliefs that contradict the absolute
(extraordinary) possibilities) cannot be represented by Lewis-worlds on their
own either, which put impossible worlds back onto the agenda. We will have to
conclude that these will have to be of a different kind than Lewis’s worlds, as
Kiourti’s concreta already stumbled over this hurdle.
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2.3

Faithful Intentionality

2.3.1

Believing False Things About the ‘Right’ Things
(and vice versa)

Possible worlds have long since32 been put to work as a semantic foothold for
intentionality statements. As what is true at them need not be actually true,
they can provide the actually false doxastic content for statements such as ‘Bob
believes that Earth is a cube’, which may be a true description of somebody’s
belief-state despite the actual falsity of the embedded clause. Classically, content
is modelled as the set of worlds at which it holds.
Lewis shows how LMR can be used to model epistemic and doxastic content
(1986, ch. 1.8). There, an agent’s doxastic content is the
‘class33 of doxastically accessible worlds’, where ‘[w]orld W is one of
those iff he believes nothing, either explicitly or implicitly, to rule
out the hypothesis that W is the world where he lives’ (Lewis 1986,
27)34 .
Following the usage in (Priest 2005), I will here use capital Greek letters
Φ, Ξ, Ψ, ... as variables for propositional attitudes. In addition, ∆ will be used
as a constant for Belief.35
The content of propositional attitude Φ of agent a is representable as the set
of all possible worlds compatible with what a Φs—in what follows an agent’s
Φ-accessible set or even shorter: his Φ-set. What is meant by ‘compatibility’
(or equivalently ‘not being ruled out’, in Lewis’s terminology) is of course an
important question. The orthodox position is that is means ‘logical compatibility’, i.e. consistency, and this is also Lewis’s position. Given these definitions
then, Bob’s doxastic content is the set of all worlds compatible with his opinion
that Earth is a cube, and, unbeknownst to Bob, the actual world is not among
32 The

classical reference is (Hintikka 1962).
terminology is Lewis’s own; ’class’ just means ’totality’, and no suggestion that the
worlds do not form a set is intended (1986, 104).
34 Moreover, Lewis refines this definitions by incorporating de se-beliefs, viz. beliefs irreducibly about oneself (cf. Lewis (1979)). A believer’s doxastic content is now given in terms
of his doxastic alternatives, i.e. counterparts ‘who might, for all he believes, be himself. Individual X is one of them iff nothing that the believer believes, either explicitly or implicitly,
rules out the hypothesis that he himself is X’ (Lewis 1986, 29). Belief about the world is now
analyzed as a believer’s alternatives inhabiting worlds where the believed proposition holds
and thus ‘as a special case of egocentric belief’ (1986, 29).
35 Later on, also Φ and Ψ will be given specific restrictions, but for the time being, they
range over all not necessarily factive propositional attitudes.
33 The
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these.
The account of intentional content endorsed by Lewis here is neutral on the
question of ontology, and can hence also be deployed by ersatzers. An ersatz
Φ-set for agent a would then amount to e.g. a set of maximally consistent sets
of sentences or propositions at which the propositions Φed by a are true36 .
Now, in LMR, Earth exists exclusively in our world, and this of course means
that there will only be worlds in Bob’s doxastic set where not Earth itself, but
instead a planet very much like Earth exists, which resembles rather a cube than
the actual oblate spheroid. Prima facie, this raises a question: Is Bob’s actual
belief about Earth really captured by a collection of worlds none of which has
Earth as a part? How can Bob’s de re belief be reconciled with its representation
in LMR by other res? It seems that this analysis in terms of Earth-counterparts
distorts or even falsifies his actual belief, as he (presumably37 ) is not opinionated
about non-actual cubic planets at all. What he literally believes does not seem
to be captured by the ∆-set LMR assigns to him, as what he believes is ‘Earth
is cubic’, but this is not literally true in any of the worlds in that set. I want to
refer to this apparent mismatch between the literal semantics of intentionality
statements and the worlds as a lack of intentional faithfulness in what follows.
Perhaps an analysis of intentional content in terms of ersatz worlds would
be more appropriate. In order for a linguistic ersatz world to represent Bob’s
belief, it only has to contain the sentence ‘Earth is cubic’, after all, and the
name ‘Earth’ in this sentence straightforwardly refers to Earth. In terms of
direct reference then, ersatzism allows for ‘trans-world’ identity38 , while Lewis
has to allow names to non-rigidly designate, i.e. have different referents in
different worlds. Lewis raised the point himself:
‘It is sometimes thought that ersatzism is better off than counterpart
theory in respecting certain intuitions: intuitions that de re modality
has to do with the res itself, not some imitation or substitute or
counterpart. [...] Insofar as the intuitive complaint is that someone
else gets into the act, the point is rightly taken. But I do not see
why that is any objection, any more than it would be an objection
against ersatzism that some abstract whatnot gets into the act.’
(Lewis 1986, 195-6)
36 Alternatively, sets of pictorial representations, which depict what is Φed. In the following
discussion, however, pictorial ersatzism will be ignored, as, again, the ‘magical’ variant.
37 Unless he is a hardcore Lewisian, that is.
38 This is a very misleading way of putting it, though.
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It thus seems that Lewis on the one hand accepts the lack of literalness
which in LMR arises from its endorsement of counterpart theory, and on the
other replies only with ‘Tu quoque! ’ to the ersatzer. But why doesn’t the lack
of direct reference bother Lewis? How can Bob’s belief be reconciled with its
representation in LMR by other objects? To answer these and related questions,
it will be instructive to have a closer look at how counterparts are put to work
in LMR’s analysis of content.
Belief that has content which isn’t actually the case is actually false, and
as we noted, Bob’s belief that Earth is cube-shaped is such a belief. The first
thing to note in this context is that even if Bob had had an actually true belief
about Earth so that the actual world with Earth in it were included in his ∆-set,
in LMR there would (unless Bob were perfectly opinionated so that his ∆-set
would be @ ) be a multitude of other worlds in there, again none of which
includes Earth itself, but again ‘only’ oblate spheroid planets very much like,
but nevertheless distinct from, our planet Earth. Bob’s mistaken belief dictates
the relevant counterpart relation between Earth and the non-actual planets, and
given his persuasion to inhabit a cube-shaped planet, Earth is not a counterpart
of itself (—which it might have been had Bob had a true belief about it and not
a false one).
Accordingly, whether a true belief is held or not, at most one of the ∆accessible worlds can include Earth itself. The other planets in the worlds in
the ∆-set capture those aspects of Earth Bob is simply not opinionated about—
they capture these ‘gaps’ in Bob’s beliefs by differing in the aspects he believes
nothing about, such as e.g. how many bananas Oliver North ate on November
12, 1996, or how many atoms make up the Atlantic ocean. Various numbers of
bananas and atoms will thus be doxastically possible for Bob, and each of these
possibilities is captured by some world in the set. Bob’s actual belief, on the
other hand, is represented by all that his accessible worlds have in common, i.e.
the content of his belief itself is what is the case in all the worlds in his ∆-set
(cf. Lewis (1986, 27)).
That the objects that act as Earth-counterparts in Bob’s ∆-set are distinct
is linked to one of the main reasons Lewis has for adopting counterpart theory
instead of trans-world identity. If objects could be numerically identical but
qualitatively different from world to world, they could differ in their intrinsic
(roughly: non-relational) properties. After all, intrinsic properties like size,
shape, and composition in most cases do not seem to be essential properties of
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objects.39 The essential properties of objects could not be different in different
worlds; intrinsics, however, can be different.40 This is what Lewis calls ‘The
Problem of Accidental Intrinsics’ (1986, 201): If objects would differ in their
intrinsic properties at different worlds, yet be literally identical across these
different worlds, inconsistency would ensue41 . His famous example is that of
Hubert Humphrey being literally identical across worlds while having five fingers
on his left in one, but six fingers in another world, which Lewis calls
‘double-talk and contradiction. Here is the hand. Never mind what
else it is part of. How many fingers does it have? What shape is it?’
(1986, 200)
Since the very same hand cannot have both (only) five as well as six fingers, it
can’t be the same person having a five-fingered left hand in one world, but a
six-fingered left hand in another.
But obviously, this is not a problem for ersatzism’s ‘trans-world’ identity.
Humphrey having six fingers on his left hand is not the case anywhere
in ersatzim, but it is unproblematic to assign the value ‘true’ to a sentence
in which ‘Humphrey’ refers directly to Humphrey, and which claims that he
has six fingers on his left hand. However, there is no literal truth involved in
such an assignment. We see how the trade-off between the two positions works:
while LMR has to make a concession in terms of literalness by allowing for true
predications to the intuitively wrong objects, the ersatzer has the intuitively
right object, but only literally false predications. In terms of semantic deviations
then, it indeed seems that neither theory is better (nor worse) off than the other,
as Lewis indicated.
However, I want to add that in at least one respect, LMR seems to be better
off after all. Returning to the question of intentional content, we observe that
Bob’s belief that Earth is cubic is now in fact false, but its content is represented
by worlds that sport a cubic, but otherwise earth-like, inhabitant—planets, of
39 Essential properties are often understood as ‘identity-determining’ properties. If object a
lacked its essential property F , it wouldn’t be a. Accidental properties, in contrast, are those
properties a could have lacked without such loss of identity.
40 The intrinsic properties of shape, size, and composition seem to be all functional attributes, meaning that all concrete objects necessarily have shape, size, and composition, so
that these ‘functions’ apply without exception and across worlds; the specific values the functions take—such as being spheroid or being cubic for shape—can vary from world to world.
Cf. (Löbner 2015).
41 Cf. Lewis: ‘[W]hat I do find problematic—inconsistent, not to mince words—is the way
the common part of two worlds is supposed to have different properties in one world and in
the other.’ (1986, 199)
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which it is literally true that they are cubic. The next thing to observe is that
the falsity of Bob’s belief does not cause it not to be about Earth any more.
He has a false belief, which is nevertheless about Earth—this must be so since,
after all, if it were a belief about earth-like cubic planets, it would not be false.
The Earth-counterparts in the worlds in ∆ match the content of Bob’s belief in
as far as he does have beliefs about Earth. They are planets orbiting around
(an counterpart of) the sun, display an impressive amount of water, have a very
hot core, and are home to many people, animals, and plants, because (I assume
that) Bob believes Earth to have all of these properties. They literally have
these properties—as far as Bob’s true beliefs about Earth go, they are captured
by being true of his doxastic counterparts for Earth. The property ascriptions
Bob beliefs to be true are hence captured by the faithful representation of his
belief by the worlds in his ∆-set. And this is something ersatzism cannot claim
to achieve.
So far then, counterpart theory notwithstanding, LMR can provide a plausible model of an agent’s doxastic content. What a belief is about does not have to
change due to the absence of trans-world identity in LMR. The non-identity of
the object of thought with the possibilia that represent it in an agent’s actually
false belief enables the analysis to do justice to the fact that belief presupposes
the agent’s conviction that its content reflects reality—after all, it is paradoxical
to hold a belief but at the same time to take its content to be false, as Moore’s
paradox shows (cf. also (Hintikka 1962, pp. 64)). If the agent misrepresents
the object his intention is about, LMR provides an analysis that does justice to
the erroneous discrepancy in properties between the misrepresented object itself
and objects of which the actual misrepresentation is in fact a correct representation. As Lewis said, ‘we should not suppose that we have here any problem
about identity’ (1986, 192-3) at all—the identity of the object an intention is
about is given up in order to reach a model which faithfully reflects the content
of an agent’s attitude.

2.3.2

The Occasional Plausibility of Possibilia

So far, we have dealt with propositional attitudes and propositional content—or
at least one such attitude: belief. As we have seen, possible worlds are useful
in providing models for such content. But in addition, also ‘smaller parts’ of
worlds, i.e. non-worldly possibilia, can be used to provide referents for intensional transitive constructions the objects of which have no referents in the
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actual world, such as ‘Bob fears a ghost’, ‘Homer worshipped Zeus’ etc. Intensional transitive constructions are sentences containing transitive intensional
verbs, i.e. verbs that require a direct object (are transitive) and which fulfil at
least one of the following criteria: (1) substitution of co-referential expressions
can change the truth-value of the sentence in which the verb phrase occurs; (2)
they allow for ambiguities in the case of quantificational objects; (3) the direct
object of the verb can have no actual referent, while the sentence as a whole is
true (Forbes 2013). Obviously, it is (3) that is of interest in the present context,
and I will show how Lewis’s non-actual individuals serve as non-actual referents
in sentences of this kind.
One way to do this is detailed in (Priest 2005), where intentional predicates
such as worship, seek, and so on, are treated as relations between two objects,
of which crucially, the second need not exist in the same world as the first42 .
LMR’s affluence in objects is of benefit here, as it allows direct reference to
objects which have no actual counterparts43 , like Zeus or Willy Wonka, who do
exist at other worlds. We can see that LMR provides a lot of possible referents
for actually empty names such as ‘Zeus’, and that actually empty predicates
such as being a ghost need not be empty at all worlds. Also indefinite descriptions are thus unproblematic in LMR. The analysis of intensional transitive
constructions with Lewisian possibilia can also be literal, i.e. also in those constructions, it provides non-representational referents for actually non-denoting
terms.
Actualists44 encounter difficulties when there are no actual referents for the
object noun phrases in the respective sentences. Consider:
1. The ancient Greeks worshipped Zeus.
As far as history tells us, 1 is true. For Lewis, such a state of affairs is simple:
actual ancient Greeks stood in a relation to a non-actual object named ‘Zeus’,
which does not actually exist, but which inhabits a world very much like ours,
where he inhabits a mountain very much like Mount Olympus and does whatever
else they imagined Zeus to do. Actualists do not have any such an object
available, and have to resort to either a paraphrase of 1, or have to provide
42 Or which need not exist at all in (Priest 2005), but this is not an option in Lewis’s
existential framework.
43 Under the most natural similarity relation, that is.
44 Actualism is the view that all and only actual objects exist. Ersatzers tend to be actualists, too; however, this identification is not mandatory; as modal scepticism, albeit compatible
with actualism, has no use for ersatzism.
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a surrogate object to play the role of the ‘missing’ actual referent of ‘Zeus’.
Paraphrase strategies are, for example, an interpretation of ‘Zeus’ as a covert
predicate as in (Quine 1953, 8), say ‘Zeusisize’45 , and combine this interpretation
with a Russellian definite description. The truth-conditions for 1 then amount
to
2. There is exactly one object such that it Zeusisizes and the ancient Greeks
worshipped it.
Unfortunately, 2 is false. There is nothing (or at least nothing actual, which
amounts to the same for actualists) that Zeusisizes, and this alone is already
enough to falsify 1. This strategy then does not do justice the historic fact that
is is true that the ancients worshipped Zeus. Others have therefore proposed
ersatz referents for empty names—Fregean senses, connotations, or the like,
which stand in for the actually non-existent object of the intention. Without
going into details, it seems that immediate obstacles to all of these proposals
are that
(a) the surrogate objects have to be taken from the realm of actual existents.
But this gives an actually existing referent to ‘Zeus’. Accordingly, if we
want to affirm (truthfully!) that Zeus does not actually exist, we have to
rely on a paraphrase-strategy after all. The surrogate-strategy hence seems
redundant in this respect.
(b) whatever is chosen as the surrogate object, they seem to require a reinterpretation of the verb too, and not only of the problematic noun phrase.
That there are no actual referents does not make any surrogate the ‘right’
kind of object. It is at least questionable whether the ancients worshipped
a Fregean sense, and is is certainly not true that John is scared of a Fregean
sense when ‘John fears a ghost’ is true.46 It thus seems that if such surrogates take the place of any direct referents, the verb does not have its usual
meaning, i.e. the one it has in cases of fear of actual objects. Worship of
Michael Jackson and fear of rabid dogs seem to be very different attitudes
than worship of Zeus and fear of ghosts when this strategy is applied, even
though intuitively, the respective attitudes are the same.
45 Understood as ‘the thing that is-Zeus, the thing that Zeusisizes’—compare the ‘Pegasizer’
in (Quine 1953, 8).
46 Of course, that is not what the surrogate semantics claims. The problem is the discrepancy between attitudes that are directed to a real object and those that are not.
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For LMR, these representational difficulties do not arise, which suggests a slight
advantage of LMR over ersatz in the field of intentional modelling.
All in all, the intuitions according to which we assign truth-values to statements containing actually empty names seem to be rather strong, and, in addition, often less subjective than one might assume. People tend to believe that
‘Pegasus is a winged horse’ is true, but that ‘Pegasus is a winged frog’ is false,
or similarly most believe that Superman is Clark Kent, but not that Superman is Batman. Lewisian possibles can do justice to these intuitions; simply
by providing distinct referents for the names ‘Batman’ and ‘Superman’, and by
excluding frogs from the relevant non-actual counterpart relation of Pegasus.
The concrete possible individuals of LMR allow a very straightforward treatment of attitudes directed towards non-actual possible objects. It easily accommodates many of our alethic intuitions regarding the truth-values of statements
involving non-actual possibles, such as ‘Pegasus is a winged horse’, which is true
when evaluated at the relevant worlds, or ‘Pegasus does not (actually) exist’,
which is true when we restrict our quantifiers to the actual world. That ‘Pegasus does not exist simpliciter’ and other claims of simpliciter non-existence are
simply false in LMR is one of the few intuitive bullets to bite.

2.3.3

Intending Impossibilities

Since LMR’s ontology is an ontology of all that is possible47 , we can wonder
whether it is able to be as successful in handling intentional attitudes towards
impossibilities, i.e. impossible objects of intensional transitive constructions or
impossible propositions. Let us begin with the latter.
Lewis identifies propositions with the sets of worlds where the proposition is
true.48 Impossibility propositions, which are true at none of the worlds in (unextended) LMR, are accordingly indiscriminately analysed as the empty set. This
indiscriminate assignment of identical extensions to intuitively distinct propositions poses problems for content and a fortiori for intentional semantics. Since
people’s intentional sphere often does not automatically respect the boundaries
of possibility, their intentional content will be analysed as the empty set in
47 And

the ‘odd’ concomitant impossible objects that are part of it do not do any work
this analysis of propositions has prompted Plantinga to charge Lewis with
a lack of realism (which corresponds to a lack of literalness, as the word is being used here),
since ‘sets, as we all know, are not the sort of things that can be true or false at all’ (Plantinga
2003, 206-7). This is indeed a deviation from how we usually understand ‘proposition’; however, since this is a complaint about an optional application of LMR and not about its basic
ontological postulate, this complication will here be dismissed.
48 Interestingly,
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many intuitively different situations. Compare the following two conditional
sentences49 :
1. If Sally were to square the circle, we would be surprised.
2. If Sally were to square the circle, we would not be surprised.
Both conditionals have an antecedent that is impossible, which makes them
counterpossible conditionals. The antecedent is hence analysed as the empty set
by LMR in both cases. But also counterpossible conditionals are counterfactuals, whose truth is evaluated at the closest50 worlds where their antecedent
is true. Since there are no worlds near or far where Sally squares the circle,
both turn out trivially true, in spite of our protesting intuition that that must
be impossible (and that (2) is in fact false). This failure of a semantics to distinguish between intuitively distinct impossible scenarios has become known as
the Granularity Problem (cf. Barwise (1997)).
Lack of granularity also gives rise to what is called Logical Omniscience: all
necessary truths are indiscriminately known, believed, Φed by any agent, since
they are true at all the worlds. Whatever subset of the worlds is their Φ-set,
all necessary truths hold throughout this set and they hence qualify as part of
the positive Φ-content in question. Since omniscience emerges also with regard
to non-logical necessity, however, it will here be referred to as ‘X omniscience’,
where X designates the relevant kind of necessity. Among the situations which
are usually deemed to give rise to omniscience problems are
logico-mathematical contexts. One may find oneself believing that the
equation 535, 864 345, 131 184, 953, 278, 184 is true (which is false) (Barwise
1997, 490), or that Fermat’s Last Theorem51 is false. Nonetheless, these seem
to be two very different beliefs—limited in my mathematical abilities as I am, I
am able to verify that the equation is false; however, I doubt that I will be able
to prove Fermat’s theorem. But on the Lewisian analysis, there is no way for
me to either not be opinionated at all, or to be wrong about the truth value of
either, since both are conflated.
However, Lewis is wary of these examples from mathematics. In the context
of modal epistemology, he asks:
49 This

non-trivial counterpossible pair is taken from (Mares 2004, 13).
in an ordering on worlds according to their similarity in a relevant respect.
51 The falsity of Fermat’s theorem is presumably the most cited example of a mathematical
impossibility. Cf. (Barwise 1997, Berto 2010, Jago 2012a,b, 2013, Nolan 1997, Sendłak 2014,
Mares 2004)... .
50 ‘Closest’
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‘Can you really not know that 2 2 4, or that there are no true
contradictions, when you fully understand and accept the statement?
I doubt it.’ (1986, 113)
If one fully penetrates the mathematical (or logical) matter at hand, his point
seems to be, one simply cannot not know mathematical or logical truths, which
justifies the omniscience-analysis in their cases.52 This carries over to belief.
Can you really disbelieve that 2

2 4 when you fully understand and accept
the statement? From this perspective, it seems that holding a belief like 2 2 5
or 535, 864 345, 131
184, 953, 278, 184 is impossible: when one seems to

believe it, one has as a matter of fact not fully understood the statement.
Perhaps one is tempted to agree with this line of reasoning at least as far as
belief goes. Should we accept that the imposition of some omniscience by means
of our semantics is justified? But mathematical impossibility statements do not
have to be believed to pose a problem for LMR’s purely possibilist approach.
Many other verbs, such as try to prove that..., wonder whether..., etc.
will lead to the very same problem, where this acceptance of omniscience seems
utterly implausible, and they do not presuppose the belief in the proposition
in question. If what is true at all worlds is inevitably part of the Φ-content of
any intentional attitude, such necessary truths permeate also all of our other Φ
attitudes—and ‘we’ are all intentional agents. As Priest illustrates:
‘[L]et us suppose that the Principle of Excluded Middle is a logical
truth (and if it is not, just change the example). Brouwer certainly
did not believe it. Or let A be: if cows are black, cows are black.
This is a logical truth, but Frege did not fear that A. Or let A be:
there is an infinite number of prime numbers. ‘Try to prove that’ is
an intentional operator; and it is certainly not true that Atilla the
Hun tried to prove that A’ (2005, 20).
All these examples show clearly that the omniscience analysis is an artefact
of the semantics in most cases, and that Lewis should not simply accept it
for any attitude. And also for the special case of belief it is not obvious that
mathematical omniscience is at all justifiable. If one is not already convinced
by Platonic anamnesis, one should not accept that all mathematical truths are
implicitly believed by any agent. E.g. it seems that one can simply fail to
52 Lewis’s stance on dialetheism once more becomes apparent here. However, the mere
existence of proponents of logical pluralism (such as Beall and Restall (2006)) makes belief in
the falsity of some orthodox logical theorems legitimate intentional content.
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be convinced about, say, the equivalence of Zorn’s Lemma and the Axiom of
Choice—and especially so if one has never heard anything about set theory,
which is the case of many people on this planet. If the aim is to provide a model
of less than ideal cognitive agents, then a purely possibilist setting like LMR
seems ill-equipped.
Besides the logico-mathematical contexts, there is another area where the
attribution of intentional omniscience seems inappropriate. This is the field of
metaphysical disagreements. Disagreements in metaphysics are more subtle cases of impossible disbelief and omniscience, respectively. The mere fact
that there are competing views about necessary metaphysical matters bears
witness that belief in necessary falsehoods must indeed be possible.
As Nolan puts it:
‘Many metaphysical views seem to be such that if they are true at
all, they are necessarily true, and if false, necessarily so: yet rivals
understand each other, and we metaphysicians flatter ourselves that
we are engaging in real debates, where argument and invocation of
considerations are important: we are not babbling mere nonsense,
even when some of our number (or many of our number) fall into
necessary falsehood.’ (1997, 539)
As Nolan further observes, the metaphysics of modality itself is a case in point:
‘[W]hen a metaphysical picture commits one to claims about the
nature of possible worlds, and modal claims as a result about what
is and is not possible [...], it is often involved in commitments that
are necessarily false if certain of its rivals turn out to be true instead’
(1997, 539).
And indeed, LMR with its ambition to provide a model of doxastic content
cannot, on pains of inconsistency, allow for disbelief in its main ontological
tenet EC.53
As mentioned above (cf. page 44), EC is a necessary condition for modal
realism: if it were false, modal realism could not be true. However, it is also a
thesis that philosophers have found particularly hard to accept. The mainstream
position in contemporary modal metaphysics seems to be that the existential
53 The following paragraphs incorporate large parts of (Reinert 2013) without any significant
alterations.
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claim is false, and the theory continues to be a matter of debate. Lewis himself
devoted a section of his (1986) to this (now proverbial) incredulous stare (cf.
(1986, ch. 2.8)), and also other passages (1986, viii, 4) suggest that Lewis
considered it possible that someone should fail to believe EC.
Yet, by way of reductio ad absurdum it can be shown that if EC is true in
any world (as Lewis claims it to be at our world, @), it is necessarily true54 .
Assuming EC to be true in @55 , then there is a concrete world w non-identical
to and causally as well as spatio-temporally isolated from @. Now assume that,
at some w , EC is false. Then there is no concrete world non-identical to and
causally as well as spatio-temporally isolated from w. But we have already
assumed that @ exists, and thus obtain a contradiction. Therefore, if there is
one world where EC holds, it holds in all the worlds there are, and thus it is a
necessary truth of LMR.
Now consider someone who believes that EC is false. The class of worlds that
are not ruled out by his system of beliefs gives the content of this agent’s current
beliefs. However, since EC is a necessary truth, all the worlds are ruled out.
The agent believes he inhabits a world where EC is false, and therefore his class
of accessible worlds, as well as his class of doxastic alternatives, has to be empty
(1986, 29).56 In terms of this treatment of doxastic content, the belief system
of the sceptic about EC turns out to be trivial. However, this is surely false:
Most (if not all) philosophers who deny EC do not believe also in its truth, so
there is something they do not believe after all. We can therefore preliminarily
conclude that if modal realism is true, its main thesis cannot reasonably (viz.
non-trivially) be doubted, or, by contraposition, that if it is indeed possible for
anyone to doubt it, LMR has to be false.57
54 The argument was already presented on page 44, but is here repeated for the sake of
readability.
55 Or any other world, for that matter. All that is needed is the assumption that some
world exists, which is uncontentious here, since obviously, modal realism would be false if no
world at all existed (cf. Lewis (1979, 84)).
56 We can weaken this case in at least two respects. First, we don’t have to stipulate that
anyone in the actual world believes in the falsity of EC; for the argument it suffices if we
acknowledge that possibly someone has this particular belief. Secondly, and independent of
where we locate this sceptic, the argument would still be valid if we replace belief in the falsity
of EC with belief in its possible falsity.
57 A different reading of this result is of course that, contrary to Lewis’s own views on that
matter, everyone is in fact implicitly convinced by modal realism. One might argue that this is
a legitimate move because the given argument assumes that modal realism is correct, and that
any rational agent should be convinced of its truth. I take this line of reasoning primarily to
be refuted by reality—belief is (alas) not limited to rational let alone true opinions. Secondly,
it should be pointed out that Lewis proposed his theory to be materially adequate, i.e. he was
not concerned with idealized epitomes of rational believing but with doxastic commonplace
phenomena, as the following discussion will show. Lastly, rational belief within the context of
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Lewis was aware that his theory could easily be accused of not offering an
adequate analysis of doxastic content, as his ‘use of classes of possibilia to specify
content is supposed to be discredited by the way it imputes logical omniscience’
(1986, 34). Putting aside the question of whether the given argument is a case
of logical omniscience, belief in necessary falsehoods in any case appears to be
an everyday phenomenon, whereas worlds that are without any exception free
from contradiction cannot, by themselves, correspond to such beliefs. For this
reason, Lewis offers solutions to four such omniscience problems for his theory:
(a) compartmentalized beliefs,
(b) mistaken self-conception,
(c) unawareness of co-reference, and
(d) failure to notice subtle contradiction (1986, 27-36,esp. 35).
Are any of these cases sufficiently similar to the problem of ontological omniscience to give Lewis a solution? Case (b) does obviously not apply58 , but let’s
look at the remaining cases in turn.
Case (a) of apparently impossible beliefs concerns compartmentalized beliefs (or ‘doublethink’, as Lewis also calls it). Lewis’s example is a cheerful
hypochondriac, who on the one hand believes to be healthy but on the other
to be fatally ill. Does this entail that he has an inconsistent (and therefore
trivial) belief set? No, because his thinking is compartmentalized into mutually
exclusive belief sets, none of which are active at the same time. Returning to
belief in the falsity of EC, it is obvious that this explaining away of seemingly
impossible belief does not help. Doubt about EC is an instantaneous matter,
and for this it is irrelevant whether the doubter has different beliefs at some
other time. Lewis’s doublethink-strategy provides no model of the possibility of
someone failing to believe EC according to at least one of his belief systems.
metaphysics is a matter of dispute, and it would be mere question-begging to presuppose the
standard of the very theory currently under dispute.
58 Case (b) deals with René, who believes to be an essentially immaterial being, which
for Lewis amounts to belief in a necessary falsehood. Lewis resolves this issue by analysing
René’s belief in terms of his doxastic alternatives, none of which are proper counterparts of
his, but all of which are immaterial objects. Thus, René can believe something seemingly
impossible, but which simply amounts to a mistaken self-conception. Can a similar line of
reasoning be applied to the doubters of modal realism? The answer is most certainly ‘no’,
since it has nothing to do with belief about oneself. Even if concreteness and pairwise isolation
as demanded by EC are essential properties of the worlds, the doubter’s doxastic alternatives
are only those possibilia that correspond to the his opinions about himself. Wherever (and
whatever) his alternatives may be, they all can only be at worlds where EC is true.
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Similarly, Lewis’s treatment of case (c) is not able to explain away the given
case. It deals with Kripke’s Pierre, who is acquainted with London via two different experiences, and who ends up believing ‘Londres est jolie’ and ‘London is
ugly’. He is unaware of the coreference of ‘London’ and ‘Londres’ (understood
as rigid designators); in fact, he believes they name two distinct cities, one of
which is pretty and the other is not. According to Lewis, all of Pierre’s alternatives are thus ‘London’-acquainted with an ugly city, but ‘Londres’-acquainted
with a pretty one, yet never acquainted in both ways with one and the same.
Again, the seeming contradiction vanishes. In EC, however, there is neither
a problem of co-reference, nor of different ways of acquaintance, so that those
aspects of Lewis’s theory do not solve the given problem either.
The last case that Lewis discusses, (d), is about Duntz, who believes there
is a barber who shaves all and only those who do not shave themselves. The
existence of this barber would mean that it is true that someone has contradictory properties, hence that there exists an impossible object59 . EC on the other
hand does not contain any such description. EC postulates not one, but at least
two objects of a specific sort. Moreover, given that concreteness, ‘worldness’,
and pair-wise isolation are logically compatible, EC does not claim that any
postulated object has mutually exclusive properties. The Barber is a logical
paradox, but the negation of EC simply is not. EC within modal realism is
necessary but since modal realism is not a logic, neither should EC be mistaken
for a logical truth, nor its negation for a logical falsehood.
Lewis’s response to belief in the barber is at first sight somewhat obscure:
‘Nobody could be in a position to say it truly and mean by it exactly
what we (or Duntz) would mean; so none of the doxastic alternatives
has the meaning exactly right. Note well that this is not the sort
of case where Duntz has no idea what the sentence means [...]. No;
he has a pretty good idea what the sentence means, even if his
understanding is not quite good enough to enable him to notice the
contradiction.’ (1986, 36)
But he qualifies this approach by diagnosing Duntz also with a case of doublethink. Depending on which assumption Duntz argues from, he reaches different
conclusions, but, yet again, never at the same time or within the same belief
set (cf. (Lewis 1986, 36, fn.27)). As we saw in the discussion of case (a), with
59 A strictly impossible object is meant here; not just one of LMR’s concomitant impossibilia.
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respect to belief in EC’s falsity, there is no doublethink involved. We are left
with the suggestion that any putative sceptic does not fully understand what it
would mean for EC to be false, and thus that everybody is in fact in no position
to truly doubt EC, which I, again, take to be refuted by reality.60
None of Lewis’s strategies to analyse seemingly impossible beliefs as possible
applies to doubt about EC and we are stuck with the result that belief in the
falsity of EC is indeed impossible according to modal realism. The argument
sheds light on an intrinsic error of modal realism: While Lewis is aware of doubt
about his theory, as well as of problems of omniscience in a purely ‘possibilist’
setting, it seems that he never tried to put his theory to the test regarding those
doubts.

2.4

Conclusion

The discussion of intentional content in the last paragraphs has shown that
there is indeed need in LMR to accommodate impossibilities, as not all impossible content can be explained away. Since it is possible to believe that true
extraordinary claims are indeed false (or to the same effect that necessarily false
claims are true), LMR with its ambition to model agents’ believe states has to
find a way to integrate this content. If the worlds-semantics for intentionality
endorsed by Lewis is to be maintained, it seems that the only way to accommodate impossible content is to extend LMR with impossible worlds. But we have
already seen (cf. p. 68) that Kiourti’s concrete worlds of Impossibilist Genuine
Realism fail to provide a falsification of extraordinary claims such as EC without
either rendering the theory as a whole inconsistent, or resorting to mere truthassignments. This, however, annuls the main motivation to introduce concrete
but non-Lewisian worlds.
I pointed out that attempts of introducing worlds to account for impossible
content do not square well with the Lewisian attitude towards truth. Truth
60 Admittedly, we can contrive a case where this seems to apply, and which comes very
close to Kiourti’s strategy of handling such cases (cf. 2.2.2). Suppose that some putative
doubter is an actualist, and he believes there is only one (viz. his actual) world. The maximal
quantifier range he is able to recognize is therefore restricted to the actual world, and if he
now believes to deny EC, his only accessible world is his own. On a thus restricted quantifier
reading EC is indeed false, as at any world there exists no other world. But, as Lewis himself
notes, this ‘sceptic’ does not deny the EC at all (1986, 133-4). Therefore, he is irrelevant
to the argument from doubt, since it demands proper disagreement with Lewis’s ontological
postulate. Furthermore, even if the presented case applies to some ostensible doubters, it does
not follow that it applies to all doxastic agents (at all worlds), but exactly this would need to
be shown in order to dismantle the given objection.
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in LMR is literal truth, but for this very reason, impossible ‘truth’ in any
extension of LMR to include non-concomitant impossibilia cannot be proper
truth. It seems that the truth of impossibility statements in LMR is only ever
vacuous, or it can only amount to mere truth-assignments. As I argued, mere
truth-assignments might be achieved with much less ontological investment than
proposed by Kourti, i.e. by pairing the Lewisian concreta with abstract, representational objects.
But before turning to the issue whether so-called hybrid approaches, which
combine Lewisian possible worlds with ersatz impossible ‘worlds’, can solve
the problem of providing sufficient granularity for intentional content without
putting LMR’s main advantages (including its faithful analysis of possible intentional content) at risk, it is worthwhile to ask to what extent intentional
content can be understood in terms of the literal truth beyond the theoretical
framework of LMR. For instance, Meinong’s theory of objects has claimed to
offer a completely literal semantics for intentionality: a theory where not only
all intentional characterisations without exception characterise an object, but
where the objects also literally have the properties intentionally ascribed to
them in Meinong’s theory. Accordingly, also impossible objects literally have
the properties ascribed to them. The literal possession of intentional property
ascriptions thus promises a much higher level of intentional faithfulness than in
LMR, where many ascriptions of incompatible properties had to be done away
as merely apparently impossible.
Prima facie then, Meinongianism has an edge over Lewisianism in those cases
where a Lewisian paraphrase of the seeming impossibility is unconvincing or unavailable tout court, as e.g. in cases of genuine doxastic errors about implicitly
contradictory scenarios. Meinongian object theory can claim to overcome such
problems by loosening the ties between truth and existence, which for Lewis are
as tight as could be. The objects accounting for the truth of intentionality statements need not exist in object theory. For Lewis, objecthood and existence do
not even impossibly come apart, as even the objects he recognizes as impossible
exist in LMR. Meinongian literalness hence rejects an important presupposition
which Lewis endorses, i.e. that anything that literally has properties exists.
Nevertheless, both theories demand literalness. Indeed, the literalness of object
theory is what prompted Lycan to compare Lewis’s literalness to Meinong’s
doctrine of Sosein (1988, 43), according to which also non-existent objects literally possess the properties they are intended to have. While Lycan’s other
comparisons of the two theories are inapt (cf. ch. 1), literalness is indeed a
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commonality between object theory and LMR.
Given that LMR has so far proven unable to account for necessarily false
intentional content—content, which even is only impossible due to LMR’s own
analysis of possibility—a Meinongian account of intentionality might be better
suited than the Lewisian one. Disregarding the analysis of possibility for the
moment, if Meinong’s theory indeed offers a both faithful as well as universal
semantics for intentionality, which in addition does not give rise to any analogue
of the EC-problem encountered above, it seems it would have the better claim
to provide an adequate semantics for intentional content. Meinong’s theory of
objects will hence be presented in more detail in the following chapter.

Chapter 3

Meinong’s Theory of Objects
3.1

Gegenstandstheorie, Then and Now

Meinong’s theory of objects (Gegenstandstheorie) has had a rather bad press
among philosophers for most of the past cebtury, but in recent years it has
found a new group of followers. Many of those philosophers who found renewed
interest in the theory (cf. e.g. Routley (1980), Parsons (1980), Jacquette (1996),
Priest (2005) etc.) modified it in various ways1 , and the main focus here will be
Meinong’s original formulation of the theory as in Meinong (1899, 1902, 1904,
1907, 1910, 1915).
It is worthwhile to clarify some of those notions that tend to be waved aside
in the current object-theoretical works, in order to obtain a maximally coherent
reading of Meinong’s original thought. To achieve this, the reading proposed
here attempts to be as charitable as possible, which will prove to be informative
not only about the actual strength, beauty, and, on occasion, quirkiness, of
Meinong’s original proposal, but also about how many of the traditional critiques
ultimately relied on very uncharitable interpretations (or sometimes even simple
misconstruals), which to some extent have been perpetuated in the relevant
literature ever since.
The interest pursued here is nonetheless not purely historical. Meinong’s
argumentative support for his theory deserves closer inspection, which is why I
1 For instance, all of the mentioned works attempt formalizations of already pruned versions
of object theory (e.g. they generally revoke some of Meinong’s original ontological distinctions,
like the postulation of a second mode of being next to existence, which he called subsistence (or
‘Bestand’)), and they usually give up what Meinong strenuously tried to define as ‘Außersein’.
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put emphasis on the theory’s dialetic texture. It will become apparent that the
‘standard list’ of principles that are usually taken as the core of object theory2
affords appropriate interpretation only after some of Meinong’s more implicit
commitments are exposed. However, it was unavoidable to put the view into a
historical perspective, as it is revealing how Meinong gradually came to adapt
principles formerly held as not negotiable. In the end it will be shown that
Meinong is not able to uphold all of the maxims he fervently defended in his
early works in their unqualified forms.
This result will not seem like news to many Meinong scholars: in the end,
the failure of object theory lies in the naive Characterization Principle, which
is entailed by the theory if its Independence and Intentionality Theses are simultaneously valid. The new aspect I want to bring out here is that Meinong’s
theory was ultimately intended as a non-representational theory in many aspects. In particular, it aims to offer a faithful account of agent’s intentional
content, which it has in common with Lewis’s modal realism. Many (though
certainly not all) of the contemporary ‘Meinongian’ theories, on the other hand,
do not share this feature with the original theory, and thus are, in a sense, not
Meinongian at all.
All English citations of Meinong’s works are my own translations of the
German original (which is always provided in a footnote), except for (Meinong
1981), i.e. Levi, Terrell, and Chisholm’s translation of Meinong’s seminal (1904)
précis of the theory of objects. Their translation of key concepts of the theory
have in large parts been maintained; divergences from their translations have
been marked as such. Omissions and rearrangement shifts are (as before) indicated respectively by ‘[...]’ and ‘[]’ in the German original whilst not in the
translations; deleted footnotes are indicated as ‘[*]’; informative footnotes which
deserve citation have been included at the point of their occurrence within the
quotation in *[starred square brackets].

2 Consider for example the extraordinarily generous list in Jacquette (1996, 9), which comprises not only the (standard) Principles of Free Assumption, the Intentionality-, Indifference-,
and Independence-Theses (all of these will be explained below), but also refers to the mentioned distinction between existence and subsistence, as well as the claim that some objects
have neither ontological status, as principles in their own right.
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Meinong’s main ontological thesis is that some objects do not exist, or in equivalent terms that not all objects exist. Before turning to the obviously pressing
question what kind of quantifier is at work in these formulations, we should
note which objects are non-existent for Meinong. Chiefly, it is abstract objects,
such as relations, properties, the ideal objects of mathematics (such as numbers,
geometrical objects, etc.) that he takes not to exist. However, abstractness is
not the only property which excludes objects from the realm of existing things,
as also merely possible concreta (such as LMR claims to inhabit it worlds) according to Meinong do not exist.
Yet, Meinong’s claim that abstract and merely possible objects do not exist
does not mean that he does not recognize them in his ontology. Besides existence, which for Meinong is limited to (present)3 concrete objects, the realm of
being includes in addition what Meinong called subsistence (German: Subsistenz or Bestand ). Subsistence and existence are distinct ways of being that are
yet not wholly independent from each other. Subsistence comprises existence,
in the sense that every existing object also subsists, and every non-subsisting
object does not exist. But the distinctive ontological feature of objects like
abstract objects and objectives (see below) is that they only subsist without
existing (Marek 2008, 18).
But this distinction between two ways of being is not the ontological thesis
which had brought Meinong into philosophical disrepute for so long. After all, at
least with respect to some of the aforementioned objects, a great many philosophers in the course of history have claimed that they do not exist (properties
or universals are a case in point), or at least maintained that they ‘exist’ in a
way different from others (e.g. in a Platonic heaven). Lewis’s claim that merely
possible objects do exist, but do not actually exist is in fact rather similar to
Meinong’s claim that possibilia do not exist but subsist4 . Despite this similarity,
however, it is still unjustifiable to conflate the two positions. First of all, Lewis
claimed that he does ‘not have the slightest idea what a difference in manner
3 Meinong (just as Routley (1980)) understands existence as present existence. But since
the Pandora’s Box of temporality will not be touched upon in this thesis, this issue will not
be mentioned any more in the remainder of this chapter.
4 Priest’s modal Meinongianism builds upon this analogy between Meinong’s ways of being
and actuality vs. non-actuality to dispense with subsistence. He allocates all of Meinong’s
non-existents to different sorts of (non-existent) worlds (cf. Priest (2005)).
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of existing is supposed to be’ (1986, 2). Secondly, while Meinong’s theory of
objects claims that also impossibilia are proper objects, he also claims such impossible objects (obviously) do not exist. Both of these claims are unacceptable
to Lewis, as the impossibilia Meinong recognizes are not just concomitant impossibles, i.e. artefactual consequences of some principle he endorses, as they
are in LMR. There, the Principle of Unrestricted Composition commits Lewis
to accept their existence, but also gives him the liberty of dismissing them as
uninteresting oddities. Meinong’s impossibles are a legitimate part of his theory
of intentionality, i.e. his theory of objects of thought, as we will see shortly.
Meinong claims that some objects do not exist, or that ‘there are objects of
which it is true that there are no such objects’ (Meinong 1981, 83)5 . Accordingly,
the quantifier ‘some’ or ‘there are’ he uses must express something other than
existence, as his theory is certainly not intended to be contradictory from the
outset, which it would be under the existential reading of the quantifier. Neither
can the quantifier be understood as expressing some more comprehensive kind of
being. Meinong claimed that ‘[a]n absurd Object such as a round square carries
in itself the guarantee of its own non-being in every sense’ (Meinong 1981, 86)6 .
Even though Meinong differentiates between different ways of being, impossibilia
are unaffected by all such differentiations, as they fall ‘beyond their scope’: they
have no being whatsoever. Nevertheless, also they ‘are there’ according to his
main tenet—therefore, ‘there are’ cannot mean any kind of being.

3.2.2

Sein oder Außersein

For this all-inclusive category of objecthood, Meinong suggests the term Außersein, which translates roughly as ‘beyond-being’ or ‘indifference to being’ (cf.
Meinong (1981, 86)). (Meinong himself was well aware of the obvious difficulties
that beset this term, and himself called Außersein a ‘barbaric’ expression (1910,
79).) Regardless of its barbarity, though, Außersein takes an important place
in Meinong’s theory. He formulates the Principle of the Indifference of the Pure
Object to Being 7 (cf. Meinong (1981, 86)8 ):
5 ‘[...] es gibt Gegenstände, von denen gilt, daß es dergleichen Gegenstände nicht gibt’.
(Note that Meinong introduces this phrase as one with a deliberately paradoxical ring to it,
as he opens the statement with ‘Wer paradoxe Ausdrucksweise liebt, könnte also ganz wohl
sagen’ upon which the cited passage follows.)
6 ‘ein absurder Gegenstand wie das runde Viereck trägt die Gewähr seines Nichtseins in
jedem Sinne, [...] in sich.’ (Meinong 1904, 12).
7 Here often labelled ‘the Indifference Principle’.
8 ‘Satz vom Außersein des reinen Gegenstandes’ (Meinong 1904, 12)
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‘The Object is by nature indifferent to being (außerseiend ), although
at least9 one of its two Objectives of being, the Object’s being or
non-being, subsist.’ (1981, 86)10
An objective is a state of affairs11 , and Meinong distinguishes between different kinds of Objectives, such as the Seinsobjektiv and the Nichtseinsobjektiv
(the Objective of Being and Non-being, respectively), which accordingly mean
the state of affairs of an object’s being or non-being. According to the principle
of indifference, tertium non datur holds with respect to being12 , and correspondingly, all impossibilia are not, i.e. they do not have being. Außersein is
therefore not a form of being, but may be thought of preliminarily as a property
which is co-extensional with the property of being-an-object, which seems to
correspond to Meinong’s original conception.
9 ‘At least’ is a misleading translation of Meinong’s ‘jedenfalls’, as it suggests that also
both objectives could subsist at the same time, which is not at all what Meinong intended. A
more appropriate translation would be ‘in any event’, or ‘in any case’.
10 ‘[D]er Gegenstand ist von Natur außerseiend, obwohl von seinen beiden Seinsobjektiven,
seinem Sein oder seinem Nichtsein, jedenfalls eines besteht.’ (Meinong 1904, 12)
11 I have to point out, though, that there is no agreement about this. Various authors
understand ‘Objective’ as a synonym of ‘proposition’ (Russell 1907), or conceive of objectives as ‘proposition-like entities’ (Lambert 1983, 2), or at times as states of affairs (Routley
1980, 4), and at other times as ‘Meinong’s replacement for propositions (Routley 1980, 855).
Without clarification of what is meant by ‘propositions’, an identification of Objectives and
propositions easily leads to misunderstandings (as in the case of Russell; cf. Farrell Smith
(1985, 355)). Mally (1913, 64) explicitly calls Objectives states of affairs (‘Sachverhalte’), as
does Chisholm (1972, 25) (though in his translation of (Meinong 1904), he calls them ‘Objectives’, cf. (Meinong 1981)). Lambert (1983, 8) points out that for Meinong, objectives
sometimes act as truth-bearers, and for this reason discards the identification of Objective
and fact (‘Tatsache’); nevertheless, Meinong himself explicitly called subsisting Objectives
‘Tatsachen’ (1910, 69). In (1910, 101), Meinong contemplates substituting ‘Objective’ by
‘state of affairs’, but ultimately decides against it due to concerns about negative states of
affairs:

‘If it is already not easy to say that it is not snowing right now should be a state
of affairs, its application to non-factual Objectives fails completely. One cannot
call it a state of affairs that the diagonals in the square should be unequal or
that sharks should be mammals. [...] Perhaps it would be adjuvant to reserve
the term ‘state of affairs’ for the important case of factual Objectives.’
(‘Fällt es schon nicht leicht, zu sagen, daß es jetzt nicht schneit, sei ein Sachverhalt, so scheint mir die Anwendbarkeit für untatsächliche Objektive ganz und
gar zu versagen. Daß die Diagonalen im Quadrat ungleich oder die Haifische
Säugetiere seien, wird man doch kaum Sachverhalte nennen können. [...] Vielleicht aber wäre es förderlich, das Wort ‘Sachverhalt’ für den so wichtigen Spezialfall der tatsächlichen Objektive in Verwendung zu nehmen’.)
Since I am not particularly troubled by calling it a state of affairs (though of course not a
fact) that sharks are mammals, my use of the term ‘Objective’ should always be understood
in the adequate width.
12 This is not generally applicable, even though Meinong was unaware of this during the
early stages of his development of object theory. Incomplete objects can be indeterminate with
respect to being, so tertium non datur is not a valid principle when applied to all objects.
See 3.4.3.1.
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Außersein is often taken to be one of the most problematic aspects of
Meinong’s philosophy; however, I cannot help but find that most difficulties that
are usually associated with this doctrine can be discarded by simple reflections
on coherence, which require only a minimally charitable reading of Meinong’s
works. Meinong wavered as to whether Außersein should be understood as a
mode of being or not, and presumably, it is Meinong’s own unsettled stance towards Außersein which is the reason for the continuing debate that surrounds it
in contemporary philosophy, as textual evidence can be found for either perspective.13 In his (1904, pp.9)/(1981, 85), Meinong rigorously denies that Außersein
marks any ontological status, albeit on rather curious grounds: as all objects
are außerseiend (‘beyond/indifferent to being’), there are no objects beyond
Außersein. Consequently, Außersein would be an all-inclusive mode of being
which can by definition have no complement, and this, for Meinong, settles the
issue:
‘Can being which is in principle unopposed by non-being be called
being at all?’14
But this line of argumentation will not convince anyone, though, as it is in
fact also a rather curious objection to, e.g., the prominent Quinean ontology
according to which everything exists (and nothing does not exist), which has
many more adherents than Meinongianism.
A clarification of the Außersein-doctrine is important on the one hand, because it may seem to suggest an ontology as propounded by the early Russell,
according to which all objects have being in ‘some sense’15 . If now all objects
had being, this would not only include also all impossible objects (— a consequence which lead Russell to revise his ontology), but a claim like this would fly
in the face of the defining tenet of object theory that some objects do not have
being. This suffices to dismiss the charge of Außersein marking any ontological
status for Meinong, as this would be simply incompatible with his ontological
views.16
13 A

concise survey is given in (Routley 1980, pp. 857, FN 2).
Sein, dem prinzipiell kein Nichtsein gegenüber stände, wird man das überhaupt noch
ein Sein nennen können?’ (Meinong 1904, 11)
15 Cf. Russell’s first letter to Meinong, here cited from (Farrell Smith 1985, 348): ‘I have
always believed until now that every object must be in some sense [...]’.
16 As Perszyk (1993, 60) puts it:
14 ‘Ein

‘If Außersein is a genuine mode of being, and all objects exist or subsist or have
Außersein, it is doubtful whether Meinong is a genuine non-existent-object theorist after all (or, [...] if the claim that there are beingless objects is distinctively
Meinongian, whether Meinong himself was a Meinongian)’.
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Additional evidence for the ontologically neutral interpretation is that an understanding of Außersein as a ‘blanket’ attribution of being to all objects would
also undermine the second central tenet of object theory, viz. the Principle of
Independence of the Sosein from Being 17 . According to this principle, an object’s possession of properties (i.e. its Sosein, its ‘being-so’) is independent from
its ontological status. If now every Sosein characterized an object, and if being
an object implied having (Außer-)sein (taken as a form of being), then being-so
and being would by no means be independent from each other. An analogue
argument applies to the statement of the Indifference-Principle itself, because
if Außersein just means that the ‘Object as such [...] stands “beyond being and
non-being” ’ (Meinong 1981, 86), as Meinong himself put it, its interpretation
as a form of being renders it simply incomprehensible.
For these reasons, Außersein should not be considered as a mode of being.
Instead it should be understood as a blanket property that is had by all objects
without exception. For its formal definition, one might hence devise a trivial
predicate such as being an object, or rely on any other universal properties
already in one’s conceptual scheme.18 The lexeme -sein (‘-being’) of the compound Außersein can thus be interpreted as a merely predicative (and hence
ontologically neutral) copula. Perszyk makes a similar suggestion:
‘[J]ust as by “to exist” others tend to mean what comes within the
range of of the existential quantifier, ‘to have Außersein’ might just
mean for Meinong what comes within the range of his (neutral)
quantifier’ (1993, 61).
Außersein on this interpretation amounts to nothing else than being included in
the domain of (the theory of) objects, and as such it does not seem to deserve
any philosophical outrage. Only after a closer look at the details of the theory
of objects it will have to be asked once more whether the proposed reading is,
after all, compatible with the whole of Meinong’s theoretical construct.
17 A

more detailed discussion of this principle follows in section 3.4.
intensionally more to the point, we define it like Routley:

18 Or,

‘Aussersein is a property, and it is not difficult to say which: Aussersein def.
λx λx.E ext x&λx. E ext x i.e. it is the property of objects as such, such that
both existence and nonexistence are external to them.’ (Routley 1980, 857)
E is Routley’s existence predicate, and ext his marker for the externality of properties. External properties of an object are, in Routley’s terminology, non-characteristic properties. (What
is meant by‘non-characteristic’ will be explained below in section 3.4.3.2.)
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3.3

Objects and the Intentionality Thesis

3.3.1

The Objects of Cognition

Meinong’s main reason to stipulate a realm of non-existent objects lies in an
observation that was already the main focus of his early psychological works.
In the course of his research into various mental activities, he reached the conclusion that all (or, at least, most)19 of our mental activities are directed to
something, i.e. that they all have an object, which is neither identical with the
presentation itself, nor with the content of the presentation (1981, 76). Following Jacquette (1996)20 , this thesis will be referred to as the Intentionality
Thesis.
That something which does not actually (or possibly) exist can be the object of a mental act indeed appears like a simple observation of our intentional
behaviour. We can imagine a golden mountain or try to imagine a round square
while such things do not actually exist. Further examples of non-existent objects
we frequently think about can be found in the ideal objects of mathematics21
19 Meinong

persistently changed his formulations in this respect. Compare

‘Daß es allem Psychischen wesentlich ist, einen Gegenstand zu haben, wird zum
mindesten in betreff jenes Psychischen, das uns hier ausschließlich beschäftigen
wird, wohl rückhaltlos zugestanden werden’ (1899, 382) (‘That it is essential to
all psychological to have an object, will, at least with regard to those psychological phenomena on which we will focus here exclusively, be conceded without
reserve’),
and
‘Es giebt kein Erkennen ohne Gegenstand [...] und insbesondere keine Vorstellung ohne Gegenstand’ (1902, 93) (‘There is no recognition without an object,
and especially no presentation without an object’),
with the more cautious formulation
‘[...] daß dem psychischen Geschehen dieses eigentümliche „auf etwas Gerichtetsein” so außerordentlich häufig zukommt, daß es mindestens sehr nahe gelegt
ist, darin ein charakteristisches Moment des Psychischen gegenüber NichtPsychischem zu vermuten’ (1904, 1) (‘... that psychological events so very commonly have this distinctive “directedness to something” (auf etwas Gerichtetsein) that it appears very plausible to surmise it to be a characteristic aspect of
the psychological as opposed to the non-psychological’ (1981, 77)).
20 In Jacquettes formulation, the thesis only claims that every assumption is directed towards an object (1996, pp.9). However, assumptions are but one case of the intentional
phenomena Meinong takes to be object-directed, the most fundamental being the Vorstellung (presentation), which is involved in all others (see below). Jacquettes formulation is
accordingly not strictly false, but it unnecessarily restricts Meinong’s original claim.
21 As Meinong wittily remarked:

‘If there would only be a science of geometry insofar there were circles, triangles,
etc. in reality, then so much the worse for geometry’22 )
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or of the natural sciences (like e.g. ideal gases). Meinong himself considered his
central claim that something can be an object of thought without even possibly
existing a ‘fact, familiar the world over’ (Meinong 1981, 83)23 .
As far as possibilia are concerned, Lewisians should agree with the intentionality thesis, as was argued in section 2.3. However, there, it was also shown how
many intentions apparently directed to impossible objects (such as the Russellian barber dicussed in 2.3.3) can plausibly be reinterpreted as innocuous cases
of Lewisian double-think. Prima facie, thinking of the round square at least
seems to be paraphrasable in terms of compartmentalized thinking about something round at one time, and something square at another; and both thoughts
may perhaps follow each other in quick succession, but they never occur at the
same time. Meinong however does not consider such ‘superimpositions’ of incompatible contents, but assumes that already the apparent directedness to an
object that is both round and square (to which one apparently easily succumbs
in those cases—whence otherwise the philosophical fascination with the ‘Russellset’ or the above-mentioned barber?) cannot fail to ‘hit’ an objectual target.
His reason for this assumption lies, as we will see in the following paragraphs,
in considerations of literalness.

3.3.2

Faithful Property Possession

Meinong argued the first time in 1899 for distinguishing ontologically between
a presentation (German: Vorstellung)24 and its content (Inhalt). What he calls
‘presentation’ is the mental act itself. Despite their being distinct, presentations
cannot occur without a content, which in turn can be understood as a representation of an object. Also the content of a presentation is hence conceived as
distinct from the object itself.
When one now has a presentation, the presentation itself exists, as does its
content:
‘Contents are always as real as the presentations of which they are
23 ‘eine

‘aller Welt so geläufige Tatsache’ (Meinong 1904, 9).
translation of ‘Vorstellung’ as ‘presentation’ is Chisholm et al.’s choice in (Meinong
1981). I must admit that I am somewhat uncertain about how adequately ‘presentation’
captures what is meant by ‘Vorstellung’ in German, though. The corresponding German
transitive verb ‘sich etwas vorstellen’ is not a technical term at all, and figures in everyday
locutions. Also, I have never heard the word ‘presentation’ used in a cognitive sense in
chats with English native speakers. ‘Sich etwas vorstellen’ is in my view best translated
as ‘imagining’ or ‘conceiving’, but both of the corresponding nominalisations (‘imagination’,
‘conception’) seem even more misleading than ‘presentation’, which is why I will stick with
the latter despite my doubts.
24 The
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Ultimately, it is the content of a presentation that enables us to Φ26 an
object. During the presentation, the object ‘pseudo-exists’ in the mind insofar
as it is represented; nevertheless, what Meinong calls ‘pseudo-existence’ is not
a form of being:
‘Indeed, when I am thinking of a golden mountain, one can very
naturally say that it exists within my presentation. [...] But one
must not be lead astray by an often very useful, but in the end only
imprecise manner of speaking: that which is assigned existence under
the name of the “presented golden mountain”, is lastly nothing but
the presentation of this mountain. “Existing within a presentation”
is, strictly speaking, no existing at all, at least not an existing of the
mountain [...].’27
One may now wonder what role is left to play for the object of the intention,
and it is precisely here that literalness enters the stage. Meinong distinguishes
presentational act and presentational content from the object of the presentation
because of the differences between the properties they each must be assumed to
possess:
‘I can present (something) Blue, Warm, Heavy: but neither is the
presentation itself nor its content blue, warm, or heavy.’28
Meinong’s conviction that something must literally have the properties involved in the content of an intentional act is striking. The attributes had by
the object of the presentation are inapplicable (‘unanwendbar’, (Meinong 1899,
384)) to both presentational act and content, which means that their ascription
to of either one of the latter amounts to committing a category mistake. Content
and act are simply not what is (or could be) blue in a presentation of blueness,
25 ‘Inhalte

383)

26 As

sind stets so real, wie die Vorstellungen, deren Inhalte sie sind.’ Meinong (1899,

before, Φ will be used as a variable on intentional attitudes.
der Tat, wenn ich an einen goldenen Berg denke, so kann man ganz natürlich sagen,
derselbe existiere in meiner Vorstellung. [...] Aber man darf sich hier durch eine vielfach ganz
brauchbare, am Ende aber doch nur ungenaue Redeweise nicht irreführen lassen: dasjenige,
dem hier unter dem Namen des „vorgestellten goldenen Berges” Existenz zugesprochen wird,
ist eben doch nur die Vorstellung dieses Berges. Das „in der Vorstellung existieren” ist eben
genau genommen gar kein Existieren, wenigstens kein Existieren des Berges [...].’ (Meinong
1899, pp.382).
28 ‘[I]ch kann Blaues, Warmes, Schweres vorstellen: die Vorstellung aber ist so wenig als ihr
Inhalt blau, warm oder schwer’ (1899, 384).
27 ‘In
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what is (or could be) the mountain in a presentation of a mountain, or what is
(or could be) a donkey. Meinong therefore concludes that an identification of
the object with its corresponding representation is untenable..
By means of another (rather idiosyncratic) ontological consideration, Meinong
now aims to show that also content and object of a presentation cannot be identical: if they weren’t distinct, then it would be possible to e.g. reduce geometry
to presentations and their contents, which, as was mentioned above, for Meinong
always exist, while geometrical objects only ever subsist. In accordance with
Meinong’s narrow conception of existence then, geometrical objects would hence
turn out to be concrete entities (cf. Marek (2008, 8)), and geometry would become, as Meinong says cum grano salis, an empirical science (1907, 248).
While this argument is unconvincing to those who do not accept the distinction between existence and subsistence, a parallel argument can be made in the
case of impossibilia, which does not depend on this distinction. Since we assume
that impossibilia do not exist, they cannot be identical to either presentation or
content. Meinong concludes that non-existent objects generally cannot be the
same as the content or the presentation by which they are intended (1899, pp.
328).29
According to this line of reasoning, there is no presentation which isn’t by
virtue of its content directed towards an object. Accordingly, whatever is presentable is therefore an object. How exactly content and object correspond with
each other remains unclear30 , but it need not bother us here. What mattered for
Meinong’s argumentation was that only the object itself accounts for the properties ascribed in the intention by literally possessing them, and not the content,
which is the only representational object involved in a presentation. Meinong’s
theory of intentionality thus qualifies as a faithful account of intentionality as
expounded in section 2.3.
29 A misjudgement of this ‘fact’ (‘Tatsache’) for Meinong amounts to mere ‘psychologism’
((1904, 1981, passim), viz. ‘inappropriate use of psychological method’ (1981, 95); ‘psychologische Behandlungsweise am falschen Orte’ (1904, 23)).
30 How the content directs the presentation to the object while they are qualitatively as well
as ontically different, remains an open question. In (1910, pp. 262), Meinong postulates a
‘relation of adequacy’ (‘Adäquatheitsrelation’) between content and object, and characterized
this relation indirectly by stipulating that the object ‘matches’ or ‘fits’ (‘passt’, cf. Meinong
(1910, 266)) the content, but this amounts to a mere reformulation of the question. Nevertheless, from an ontological perspective, this question is not overly relevant, as it also arises in the
context of presentations of existing objects, and therefore is a general problem of Meinong’s
psychological philosophy, but not an issue peculiar to Meinong’s ontological postulate of there
being non-existent objects. (NB: This problem reoccurs in Priest’s modal version of object
theory (Priest 2005), which Priest—similarly to Meinong— ‘solves’ by positing ‘primitive
intentionality’ (Priest 2005, 142).)
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The remainder of this chapter addresses how this faithfulness of Meinong’s
theoryfares with respect to plenitude. The following section discusses which
of the many principles of the theory of objects is in fact Meinong’s plenitude
principle, for which it will be necessary to have a look at Meinong’s taxonomy
of intentional acts.

3.3.3

Intentionality and Free Assumption

For Meinong, presentations are the ‘indispensable foundation of all of our intellectual operations’31 and ‘the means for recognition of everything objectual
which we encounter intellectually’32 , or, more specifically, ‘the psychological
precondition’33 of all our judgements. As such, they are involved in all intentional acts, and basically an involuntary side-effect of intentionality. A more
deliberate targeting of objects within a presentation, however, requires an accompanying judgement (Urteil ) or an assumption (Annahme) (Meinong 1910,
241), to which we now turn.
Both judgements and assumptions ‘grasp’ (‘erfassen’) an objective as their
object (Meinong 1910, 241). But in assumptions, any belief in the factuality
of the grasped objective is left in suspenso (Meinong 1910, 240). This sets
them apart from judgements. Since assumptions are accordingly the cognitive
action in which objects are grasped regardless of the factuality of their objectives
of being (viz. regardless of their ontological status), it is assumptions rather
than judgements which are most important for intentional acts directed towards
impossible objects.
Meinong therefore formulates the Principle of Unrestricted Free Assumption 34 , according to which we are able to assume states of affairs, even if we
know that they are not facts. Jacquette considers Free Assumption to be the
most fundamental maxim of the theory of objects,
‘since the others depend on it as a source of phenomenological raw
material. [...] [T]o restrict free assumption potentially eliminates
nonexistent Meinongian objects from object theory semantics, even
if the intentionality and independence theses have unrestricted ap31 ‘unentbehrliche

Grundlage aller intellektuellen Operationen’
Erfassungsmittel für alles wie immer geartete Gegenständliche, dem wir intellektuell
gegenübertreten’ (1910, 134)
33 ‘pychologische Voraussetzung’ (1910, 223)
34 ‘Prinzip der uneingeschränkten Annahmefreiheit’. Here for short often Free Assumption
or Assumption Thesis
32 ‘das
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plication’ (1996, pp.80).
But Meinong’s characterization of the thesis as a ‘principle’ (and, accordingly,
Jacquette’s interpretation thereof) is misleading. Free Assumption is, in the
end, an empirical claim regarding our ‘intentional capabilities’, and thus an
observation that is verifiable by introspection. To back up this claim, consider
Meinong’s own remarks on the ‘principle’:
‘[E]veryone can convince themselves by trying how easy it is for
them [...] to make an assumption where immediate appearance has
convinced them ever so vividly of its falsity. [...] [I] can just as well
assume that there would be a round square [...] or the like.’35
He then goes on to conclude that assumptions are ‘in no way bound by
the principle of contradiction’36 . The Assumption Thesis is therefore not a
piece of object-theoretical ‘legislation’, i.e. is not an axiom or any form of
postulate, but merely the observation that our intentional acts can transcend
the sphere of consistency. A postulate of objects is not contained in Meinong’s
own formulation of the principle; and contra Jacquette, no restriction on the
principle can diminish the ‘phenomenological raw material’ which is, in fact,
accessible to us. The utmost it can do is to document what is Φable for us, may
that be in any way limited or not.
Instead of the Free Assumption, it is the Intentionality Thesis that is the
main supporting pillar of object theory. It transcends the phenomenological
realm in that it postulates an object for every act of intending, which makes it
an object-theoretical plenitude principle. Free Assumption is only of relevance
for the object-theoretical domain insofar as it states that due to the validity of
the Intentionality Thesis, at least a part of this domain is accessible to us.
Having clarified which role assumptions play in the theory of objects, let
us return to the function of judgements. Recall that existence or non-existence
of an object belong, just as subsistence and non-subsistence, to the objectives,
and for every object, either the objective of being or the objective of non-being
subsists37 . In judgements, objectives are grasped, which in turn always presuppose a presentation. This presentation is now according to the intentionality
35 ‘[J]edermann kann sich durch den Versuch davon überzeugen, wie leicht er [...] eine
Annahme zu machen vermag von deren Falschheit [...] ihn der unmittelbare Augenschein nur
zu eindringlich überzeugt hat. [...] [I]ch kann ja auch annehmen, daß es ein rundes Viereck
gebe [...] oder dgl.’ (1910, 228)
36 ‘... durch den Satz des Widerspruches in keiner Weise gebunden’ (1910, 228)
37 Also recall the already noted exception to this rule of objects which are indeterminate
with respect to being.
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thesis directed towards an object; and this object has to be accessible to us prior
to its respective objective of being, i.e. regardless of any determination of its
ontological status. Instead, we grasp objects by means of their non-ontological
determinations, i.e. by means of their Sosein:
‘If we, in general, distinguish between two stages in how the respective object is grasped, the grasping and the judging of the very
same, it becomes immediately evident that we may say: we grasp
the objects by means of their Sosein; what then is judged, or perhaps recognized, is either the being or a further Sosein of that which
was grasped by means of that Sosein. This Sosein, and by it the ‘sobeing’ [object] (das Soseiende), is, how the eventuality of negative
recognition proves, graspable without any barriers of being (Seinsschranken); yet, our grasping finds something pre-given about the
object without regard about how the question of being or non-being
is decided.’38
True affirmation and negation of existence for Meinong amount to grasping
the corresponding positive or negative objective of being, respectively. They
thereby presuppose access to the object via presentation; the object is ‘given’
to intentionality before any judgement about its ontological status can be performed. ‘Givenness’ is therefore independent from the being or non-being of the
object, and it can be understood as the epistemic counterpart of the ontological
notion of Außersein.
As indicated in the cited passage, Meinong assumes that we generally grasp
objects not by means of their mode of being, but instead by means of their beingso. Only the direct perception of objects is an exception to this. Perceptual
objects qua concrete objects are grasped by what Meinong calls Seinsmeinen
(roughly: ‘deeming to be’), which means that the judgement which accompanies
(or better: directs) the presentation is an existential judgement (Meinong (1910,
270)). Abstract objects, on the other hand, are grasped by Soseinsmeinen
(‘deeming to be so’), in which we,
38 ‘Hält man allgemein [...] hinsichtlich der Weise, wie der betreffende Gegenstand erfaßt
wird, zwei Stadien auseinander [*], das Ergreifen eines Gegenstandes und das Beurteilen desselben, so leuchtet sofort ein, daß man sagen darf: man ergreift die Gegenstände sozusagen an
ihrem Sosein; was dann geurteilt, eventuell erkannt wird, ist das Sein oder ein weiteres Sosein
des an jenem Sosein ergriffenen. Jenes Sosein und durch dasselbe hindurch das Soseiende ist,
wie die Eventualität negativer Erkenntnisse beweist, ergreifbar ohne Seinsschranken; unser
Ergreifen findet aber an den Gegenständen etwas vorgegeben ohne Rücksicht darauf, wie sich
die Frage nach dem Sein oder Nichtsein entscheidet.’ (Meinong 1910, 79)
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‘as it is the rule, grasp objects by mediation through properties,
which we conceive as more or less abstract. This is most conspicuous
in the case of nominalised adjectives as “the black (das Schwarze)”,
or “the cold (das Kalte)”, whereby we cannot mean anything but
“something, that is black” or “something that is cold”.’39
Soseinsmeinen thus grasps the objects by their properties, which, as Meinong
emphasizes, have to be properties of something. Accordingly, also non-existent
objects must have properties. This principle, which after Enst Mally has been
known as the Principle of the Independence of the Sosein from Being (Prinzip
der Unabhängigkeit des Soseins vom Sein),40 is the second fundamental tenet
of object theory, which will be discussed in the next section. I want to close this
subchapter with a by summarizing the functions of the Intentionality Thesis in
Meinong’s theory, and by detailing the conditions of its validity.

3.3.4

‘Unintendable’ Objects?

So far, we have seen that the Intentionality Thesis is an object-theoretical plenitude principle. It stipulates that every intentional act is directed to an object.
This means that anything at all that might be thought about is an object in
Meinong’s theory. We have also seen that in order to uphold this principle,
Meinong has to acknowledge that many such objects do not actually exist and
that they can even be impossible. According to the Intentionality Thesis, the
golden mountains and talking donkeys we think of are just as much objects as
the round squares and Russell’s barber.
We can ask now if this liberation of the notion of object from any ontological
and modal presuppositions suffices to establish the validity of the Intentionality
Thesis. After all, the close association of intentional phenomena and objecthood in Meinong’s theory invites the question whether objects are in some way
constructed by being intended. In Azzouni’s (2004, 99) terminology, we can
ask whether the objects are ontologically independent. Quite generally, we can
inquire which objects there are, and also whether there are any objects that
can, in principle, not be intended at all. Meinong denies this:
39 ‘[...] was ja die Regel ist, Gegenstände unter Vermittlung ihrer mehr oder minder abstrakt
vorgestellten Eigenschaften erfassen. Ganz ausdrücklich ist das in substantivierten Adjektiven
wie „das Schwarze”, „das Kalte” der Fall, womit doch deutlich nichts anderes gesagt sein kann,
als „etwas, das schwarz”, oder „etwas, das kalt ist”.’ (Meinong 1910, 271)
40 In what follows often abbreviated as the ‘Principle of Independence’ or ‘Independence
Principle’.
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‘Assuming an intelligence of unlimited capacities, there is nothing
unknowable; and what is knowable, is there, or, as the commonly
preferred usage is to apply “there is” (‘es gibt’) to things which
have being, and in particular to existing things, it would perhaps
be clearer to say: All that is knowable is given—namely, given to
cognition. To this extent, all objects are knowable. Given-ness as a
most general property can be ascribed to objects without exception,
whether they are or are not.’ (1981, 92)41
Yet, that the objects are ‘given’ to cognition does not entail that they are also
given without cognition. This alone does not establish the objects’ ontological
independence.
But what exactly is the question here? On the one hand, it seems that it
cannot be asked without begging the question whether the objects are or exist
without cognition—after all, various objects according to Meinong do neither,
but are still said to be independent of the mind. Meinong’s pupil Ernst Mally
even calls it one of the ‘central ideas [of the Meinongian theory] that the objects are absolutely independent from thinking’42 . But this independence can
obviously not be verified by introspection during intentional acts. Indeed, in
Gegenstandstheorie, it is trivially true that we ‘never have to do with an object that is not also an object of our cognition’43 , since ‘having to do’ with
an intentional object has to be cognitive. This is true also in case of objects
of perception as they ‘appear’ in the mind, can be thought of, can be loathed
or desired, etc.; however, in as far as we are able to transcend our intentional
sphere and access the world around us, their mind-independence can be verified
by empirical means.
But in case of non-existent and non-being objects, we have no non-intentional
access whatsoever available. Meinong’s anti-psychologism makes very clear that
the objects are assumed to be independent of the mind, but this does not follow
from the distinctions he draws between object, presentation, and content. This
41 ‘Unter

Voraussetzung einer unbegrenzt leistungsfähigen Intelligenz [...] gibt es nichts
Unerkennbares, und was erkennbar ist, das gibt es auch, oder, weil „es gibt” doch vorzugsweise
von Seiendem, ja speziell von Existierendem gesagt zu werden pflegt, wäre es deutlicher zu
sagen: Alles Erkennbare ist gegeben—dem Erkennen nämlich. Und sofern alle Gegenstände
erkennbar sind, kann ihnen ohne Ausnahme, mögen sie sein oder nicht sein, Gegebenheit als
eine Art allgemeinster Eigenschaft nachgesagt werden’ (1904, 19).
42 ...‘Grundgedanken [der Meinongschen Gegenstandstheorie], daß die Gegenstände vom
Denken völlig unabhängig sind’ (1913, 68)).
43 ...‘in der Tat niemals mit einem Gegenstande zu tun, der nicht auch Gegenstand unseres
Erfassens wäre’ (Mally 1913, 68).
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distinction already presupposes the inevitably cognitive presentational act. As
it stands, it is unclear whether any non-actual objects can be mind-independent.
Formally, an argument for their ontological independence would consist in
showing that in accordance with the principles of the theory of objects (albeit
against Meinong’s own claim), there has to be an object which is as a matter
of principle not Φable. However, a case like this would obviously falsify the
intentionality thesis, and such a ‘proof’ of the mind-independence of objects
should, on pains of inconsistency, not be available to the theory of objects.
Unfortunately, it is possible to derive the commitment to such objects from
Meinong’s tenets, as I will show below.
Let us first turn to the already mentioned Principle of the Independence of
the So-being from Being, which encapsulates Meinong’s demand of literalness,
and which plays a crucial part in the derivation of the unΦable objects alluded
to.

3.4

The Independence Principle and the Literal
Truth

3.4.1

The Independence of the So-being from Being

Just as possibility was captured twofold in the semantic and ontological possibility schemata (P-sem) and (P-ont) in LMR, Meinong’s Principle of the Independence of the So-being from Being comes in a semantic as well as an ontological
formulation. According to the ontological version, which is the one prominent in
Meinong’s works, properties can be instantiated while their instantiation does
not license any inference to the existence of their bearer. The semantic variant postulates that predications can be true also if any existential statement
about the referent of the singular term occurring in the predication is false (cf.
Lambert (1983, pp 9.)).
For Meinong, the Independence Principle is justifiable by very mundane
observations. It is again mathematics which supplies the examples for his argumentation:
‘As we know, the figures geometry deals with do not exist; their
properties, that is: their being-so, can nevertheless be ascertained’44 .
44 "‘[D]ie Figuren, von denen die Geometrie handelt, existieren nicht, wie wir wissen; dennoch sind ihre Eigenschaften, also wohl ihr Sosein, festzustellen."’ (Meinong 1904, 7)
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Geometrical properties (such as Having-an-angle-of-90 or being-evensided) are rather convincing examples, as intuitively, we want to agree that
they are only ever truly instantiated by ideal objects, and not our actual approximations. No drawn triangular shape will represent the angle degrees as
precisely as they are mathematically determinable, and in this sense any such
representation will misrepresent the mathematical object.
Meinong enriches this example with an argument from negative existential
judgements45 :
‘If someone judges “a perpetual motion machine does not exist”, it
is clear that the object whose existence is being denied here has
to have properties, namely characteristic properties, without which
the belief in the non-existence could have neither sense nor justification*[This would not change in the least if somebody found the
following interpretation plausible: with a perpetual motion machine
we deem something which, if it existed, would have the properties
usually ascribed to the perpetual motion machine. This “something”,
then, would naturally still have at least those properties, which find
their characterization by the detour through the hypothetical judgement.]; having properties just means as much as “being-so”. But
then this being-so does not presuppose existence, which instead, and
rightly so, is what is being denied.’46
45 While this quote is taken from the second (and heavily revised) 1910 edition of Meinong’s
early main work On Assumptions (1902, 1st ed.), it should be noted that the argument from
negative existentials is one of Meinong’s central arguments in his case for object theory. He
had used a very similar form of argumentation both in (1902, 11), as well as in the seminal
(1904):

‘Any particular thing that isn’t real (Nichtseiendes) must at least be capable
of serving as the Object for those judgements that grasp its Nichtsein. [...] In
order to know that there is no round square I must make a judgement about the
round square.’ (1981, 82-3) (“[E]in beliebiges Nichtseiendes [muß] mindestens den
Gegenstand für solche Urteile abzugeben imstande sein [...], die dieses Nichtsein
erfassen. [...] Um zu erkennen, daß es kein rundes Viereck gibt, muß ich eben
über das runde Viereck urteilen” (1904, 8).)
46 ‘Urteilt

jemand [...] „ein perpetuum mobile existiert nicht”, so ist doch wohl klar, daß der
Gegenstand, dem hier das Dasein abgesprochen wird, Eigenschaften und zwar charakteristische
Eigenschaften haben muß, ohne die die Überzeugung von der Nichtexistenz weder Sinn noch
Berechtigung haben könnte*[Daran änderte sich auch nichts, wenn einer die Interpretation
natürlich fände: mit einem perpetuum mobile ist etwas gemeint, das, falls es existierte, die
Eigenschaften hätte, die man dem perpetuum mobile zuzuschreiben pflegt. Dann hätte ja
dieses „etwas” natürlich immer noch mindestens die Eigenschaft, die auf dem Umweg über
das hypothetische Urteil ihre Charakteristik fände.]; Eigenschaften zu haben besagt ja soviel
als „sosein”. Dieses Sosein hat aber dann keine Existenz zur Voraussetzung, die ja vielmehr
gerade, und zwar mit Recht, in Abrede gestellt wird.’ (1910, 79)
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Meinong emphasises the literal property possession by the intentional objects, as well as the faithfulness of the intentional act to the object’s properties.47 In order to recognize that the round square does not exist (nor could),
it has to be literally round and literally square—if it weren’t both round and
square, what would its impossibility consist in, after all?48 Since we are certain
that such a thing cannot exist, our negative existential judgement has to presuppose the object with exactly these properties, Meinong claims. The theory
of objects thus runs into immediate conflict with standard-logical traditions in
a Quinean vein according to which reference and true predication are possible
only in case of existing objects. Following Routley, it has become customary to
call this Quinean view the Ontological Assumption. The characteristic feature of
Meinongian positions (including the original theory of objects, as well as current
variations of the former) is now the rejection of the Ontological Assumption.
Meinong’s semantic Independence Principlethus claims that true predication is independent from true existential assertion, just as its ontological version
claims that instantiation of properties is independent from existence. However,
the example of the round square shows that an object’s being and its being-so
are only conditionally independent from one another, as the non-being of impossibilia is entailed by their contradictory being-so. Similarly, also abstract
objects have a being-so which precludes existence and which hence only admits
subsistence as their mode of being (cf. Meinong (1904, 12), Meinong (1981,
79)). The relation of independence is accordingly not symmetric, as an object’s
being-so is independent from its ontological status, but not vice versa. The
independence certified by the principle hence amounts to a strict literalness of
intentional property ascriptions on the one hand, and a claim about the ontological neutrality of such ascriptions on the other: the round square is literally
round and literally square, but the truth of these ascriptions does not affect
that it (just as literally) has ‘no form of being whatsoever’.
It is obvious that Meinong’s arguments in favour of the Independence Principlecan only be acceptable to those who agree with his rejection of the Ontological Assumption. His claim that some object is a round square and hence
literally round and literally square prima facie seems no less questionable than
Kiourti’s claim that her non-Lewisian concreta ‘instantiate contradictions and
47 Note how Meinong counts the conditional characterization ‘if x had existed, x would have
been F ’ as the ascription of a modal property in its own right, i.e. a property that requires
literal possession just as any non-conditional property.
48 We encountered this line of reasoning already in the discussion of aboutness on p. 83.
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other metaphysical impossibilities’ (2010, 165) (cf. 2.2.2). On second thought,
however, there does seem to be a relevant distinction to be made between the
literal instantiation of contradictions and other impossibilities in IGR and object theory. First of all we have to note that Meinong’s literal impossibles do
not exist. As a matter of fact, they are denied any ontological status within
Meinong’s theory49 . Meinong provides a (given the subject matters of impossible and non-existent objects) surprisingly coherent conceptual scheme. Thinking of the following ontological determinations in set-theoretical terms, the domain of objects Außersein can be thought of as partitioned into the domains
of being/subsistence and non-being, where existence is a proper subset
of being/subsistence. Non-being minus existence can be considered the
realm of impossible objects, being/subsistence the domain of possibilia and
abstracta, and existence the domain of actual concreta. In IGR, however, all
objects are said to have full-blown Lewisian existence without any differentiation. Meinong can thus at least claim to be ontologically conservative, and
to respect the intuition that incompatible properties cannot be co-instantiated
in any existing (or being) object. But on the other hand, it is also not quite
clear what the literal possession of properties (incompatible or otherwise) by
non-being objects amount to. For instance, Bremer criticises that
‘Being-Golden in the case of the nonbeing golden mountain cannot
be the same manner of Being-Golden (i.e. having some physical
structure) like in the case of the [existing] gold bar. All general terms
seem to become ambiguous here!’ (2010, 105)
While one may be tempted to reply tongue-in-cheek that the non-existing golden
mountain is golden in virtue of its non-existing physical structure, Bremer’s
complaint just goes to show just how many questions are left open by Meinong’s
claim.50 For the time being, however, I will put aside the open worries about
what the literal property possession by non-being objects amounts to in detail,
as it will turn out at a later stage that regardless of such detail, Meinong’s
theory is unable to keep up its literalist commitments.
49 Recall that Außersein is not conceived of as a state of being, and that it is mere questionbegging to claim that Meinong’s acceptance of impossible objects alone bestows them already
with some form of being. Meinong explicitly rejects this.
50 Lewis accused ersatzers to understand their use of ‘abstract’ as a simple way of dodging
explanatory duties: ‘Could “abstract” just mean “don’t worry”?’ (1986, 111). In Meinong’s
case, it seems equally questionable to accept that ‘non-being’ should mean ‘don’t worry’.
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Interlude: Lewisian and Meinongian Literalness

With the Independence Principlein its place, we are now in a position to compare
literalness in Meinong’s theory with its counterpart in LMR. As was mentioned
in 2.4, Lycan pointed out the similarities between Sosein in the theory of objects
and Lewis’s literal non-actual predications. He conjectures that
‘[t]he flesh-and-blood concreteness of Lewis’s worlds comes, I think,
from taking seriously Meinong’s doctrine of Sosein: the golden mountain is golden and is a mountain, not a set or a proposition or a
mental entity’ (1988, 43).
While this is almost certainly historically inaccurate, the analogy seems to
have something to it. The famed golden mountain exists in neither ontology
in our world, but is indeed golden and a mountain in both—for Meinong as a
subsistent object that does not exist anywhere, for Lewis as a concrete possibile
that exists at some other world.
Differences appear when we look at the objectual principles of the two theories. For Meinong, objecthood is ‘generated’ by possible Φability, as for whatever
combination of properties one can intentionally combine, there is 51 an object
that literally has those properties. For Lewis, on the other hand, the objectual
postulate stems from the analysis of possibility: for whatever combination of
properties it is possible for an object to have, there is an object that literally
has those properties. Obviously, Meinong’s population of objects outnumbers
Lewis’s by far.
We thus see clearly how Meinongianism with its impossible objects prima
facie seems better suited to account for intentional phenomena than LMR. The
theory of objects promises not only universal literalness, but accordingly also
faithful Φ-content also when incompatible properties are being attributed, such
as being-round and being-square in ‘Meinong was convinced that some
square is round’. In contrast, when we recall Lewis’s strategies to deflate seemingly inconsistent beliefs in 2.3.3, we see that LMR has to resort to a paraphrase
of what Meinong believed, or even to flatly denying that Meinong really understands what he is convinced of. Accordingly, in LMR, it is in fact not literally
true that Meinong was convinced that some square is round. The literal content some square being round is empty on LMR’s analysis, and in order not
51 Here as anywhere in the context of Gegenstandstheorie, such seeming existential quantifications should be understood as ontologically neutral.
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to succumb to lacking granularity, LMR has to diagnose Meinong with a (presumably terminal) case of double-think.
This is a legitimate move in so far as the theory of objects is (necessarily)
false if LMR is true. The Lewisian may want to insist that Meinong did not
really believe that anything is both round and square. But that the theory
is necessarily false intuitively does not render it devoid of content. Impossible
content can possibly be had, it seems.
Interestingly, also Lewis notes that ‘people have been known to accept impossible theories, as witness naive set theory’ (1986, 73). Additionally, on multiple occasions in (1986), he invites us to reason alongside him from impossible
assumptions52 :
I. ‘[I]f, per impossibile, the method of dominance had succeeded in ranking
some false theories above others, it could still have been challenged by
those who care little about truth.’ (Lewis 1986, 25)
II. ‘Suppose, per impossibile, that you knew which equivalence class contains
the actual world. In that class, whichever it is, rubbishy worlds predominate by infinity to one. So you should then conclude, with almost perfect
certainty, that the actual world is rubbishy.’ (Lewis 1986, 120)
III. ‘If, per impossibile, you knew which row contained the mystery number,
you should then conclude that it is almost certainly prime.’ (Lewis 1986,
120)
IV. ‘Suppose, per impossibile, that the ersatzer did produce the requisite axioms; and, what is still more marvellous, that he persuaded us that he had
them right.’ (Lewis 1986, 156)
V. ‘If per impossibile we had all the names, and could say by name who it is
that plays this role and who plays that, we would merely make distinctions
without differences.’ (Lewis 1986, 159)
VI. ‘And even if, per impossibile, the job could be done, I would still find it
very peculiar if it turned out that before we can finish analysing modality,
we have to analyse talking-donkeyhood as well!’ (Lewis 1986, 170)
Obviously, Lewis does not assume that the antecedents in these examples
are void of content. If they were, his own conclusions on each of these occasions
52 This inconsistency in Lewis’s approach has been pointed out by Yagisawa in his (1988,
188-9), where he uses it as an argument for his concretist impossibilism.
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would be on par with the arbitrary consequences of contradictions in classical
logic—he might just as well have concluded that if the method of dominance had
succeeded in ranking some false theories above others (to pick just one example),
then the moon would be made of green cheese.53 Vacuous truth poses a problem
for LMR, because nothing could be farther from the literal truth.
In order to do justice to literally impossible contents then, the literal truth of
impossibilities has to be accounted for. The theory of objects now promises to
provide this literal truth, but without the undesirable ontological commitment
to (non-concomitant) existing impossibilia, as they were proposed by Kiourti’s
IGR. However, as we shall see shortly, the theory of objects encounters the same
problem as did IGR: either, it cannot have universal literalness, or it turns out
to be an inconsistent theory.

3.4.3

The Problems of Characterisation and Sosein

3.4.3.1

Under-determination with Respect to Being

The literal possession of properties by non-existent objects as warranted by
the Independence Principle notwithstanding, we can ask if they have other,
‘unintended’ properties as well. When Meinong thinks of a golden mountain,
then some object is literally a mountain and literally golden, but is there a fact
of the matter regarding its height or about the number of chamois on its slopes?
Meinong’s answer is a plain ‘no’. Since an object’s Sosein is (as explained)
independent from its being, non-being objects can not only be over -determined
by their being-so (as e.g. the round square is overdetermined regarding shape),
but they can just as well be under -determined. Some of the non-existent objects
in Meinong’s ontology are therefore incomplete objects (‘unvollständige Gegenstände’). The Sosein of existing objects obeys the laws of excluded middle, and
is hence always complete, even though, as Meinong acknowledges (1915, 169),
we can never conclusively verify this due to their infinite number of properties.
But still, tertium non datur does not unconditionally apply to non-existent objects, as for any property, their Sosein can fail to include both the property
itself as well as its complement. For any F it can happen that the Sosein of a
non-existent object simply ‘remains silent’ on whether the object does or does
not possess F ness. Meinong uses ‘something blue’ as an example of an object
53 Remember that a proposition having no content in LMR amounts to being the empty
set of worlds, and since the truth-conditions Lewis imposes on counterfactual conditionals are
cast in terms of the closest worlds at which both antecedent as well as the consequent are
true, all of the counterpossible ones are vacuously true.
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that is completely indeterminate apart from its colour specification, so that it
is neither justified to ascribe nor to deny to it the property of, say, heaviness
(1915, 171). Certainly, some objects combine both the properties of being blue
and being heavy; ‘something blue’, however, as a ‘stand-alone’ object does not
contain heaviness in its being-so, and is accordingly under-determined in this
respect.54
But how can we understand the ontological status of incomplete objects
now? According to Meinong, we cannot per se infer their non-being from their
incompleteness, because
‘the negation of being is way too strong for [an incomplete object]
like “the triangle” 55 : in general, we can claim that certainly, there are
some incompletely determined objects that possess non-being; yet,
to ascribe it to them without exception would be just as illegitimate
as describing them as being (seiend )’.56
Denying the triangle any form of being is ‘too strong’ from Meinong’s point
of view, because this denial is only warranted in the case of impossible objects.57
According to Meinong it therefore holds that
‘objects that are incompletely determined in their being-so are inde54 It may now seem that a contradiction looms here. If the indeterminacy were expressed
as ‘It is not the case that a is F and it is not the case that it is not the case that a is F ’ and
thus adequately represented by means of classical sentential negation, it would be outright
contradictory. However, this does not capture what Meinong had in mind. In the case of a’s
under-determination about F , the strongest point that can be made is that a is neither F nor
not-F , which for Meinong is an altogether different claim:

‘If it is unfactual (untatsächlich) that A is B, then there are still two things
that can occur. Either, A and B stand in the objective “A is not B”, which
complements the objective “A is B”, to one another, or A is with respect to B
not determined at all.’
(‘Ist untatsächlich, dass A B ist, dann kann immer noch zweierlei stattfinden.
Entweder A und B stehen in dem zum Objektiv „A ist B” kontrastierenden negativen Objektiv „A ist nicht B ”, oder A ist in Bezug auf B gar nicht bestimmt.’
(Meinong 1915, 174))
A new negation (which Meinong calls ‘extended negation’) has to be be introduced, so that
incomplete objects indeed violate the predicate-negated variant of tertium non datur, but still
respect the law in its classical form (cf. Marek (2008, 15)).
55 The quotation marks appear in the original (see next note), and presumably serve emphasis rather than quotation.
56 ‘[D]ie Seinsnegation ist für „das Dreieck” sozusagen viel zu stark: allgemein lässt sich
behaupten, daß es zwar gewiß unvollständig bestimmte Gegenstände gibt, denen das Nichtsein
zukommt; es ihnen aber als solchen ausnahmslos zuzuerkennen, wäre ebenso unstatthaft, als
sie als seiend zu bezeichnen’ (Meinong 1915, 179).
57 His example is again the infamous round square, so we can assume that the intended
meaning of ‘impossibility’ here is possession of an at least contradictory being-so (cf. 1915,
179).
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terminate with respect to their being, unless their particular nature
excludes their being. The disjunction “A either is or is not” that is
demanded by the law of excluded middle has no less than the beingso its presupposition, namely, that A be determinate with respect
to being.’58
Any round square is determinate with respect to being and hence falls within
the scope of the law of excluded middle with regard to being; other objects like
the triangle are ontologically indeterminate and accordingly fall beyond the
scope of the law. This contradicts Meinong’s earlier assumption that tertium
non datur holds universally with respect to the ontological objectives, as stated
in the Indifference Principle (‘[O]ne of its two Objectives of being, the Object’s
being or non-being, subsist’ (1981, 86)59 ). Objects that are under-determined
with respect to being defy the law of excluded middle in this sense.
At this point, one naturally wants to ask whether ontologically indeterminate
objects have Außersein or not. But as Außersein is here understood as mere
objecthood (and not any ontological status; cf. 3.2.2), the answer is unequivocally ‘yes’—that Meinong speaks of incomplete objects renders this affirmation
beyond doubt. Independently, also the Intentionality Thesis alone warrants
that objects that are indeterminate with respect to being have Außersein: since
Meinong believes that some objects are indeterminate with respect to being
and he thus intentionally grasps those objects, they have to be included in the
domain of Außersein alongside the being and non-being objects.
The acceptance of incomplete and of ontologically indeterminate objects still
is one of the biggest conceptual challenges presented by the theory of objects.
A pressing question seems to be what the modal status of ontologically indeterminate objects is. If it is not only necessary but also sufficient for objects
to count as impossible that they ‘have no form of being whatsoever’, which is
an ontological determination that does not apply to incomplete objects, then
the incomplete objects are not impossible. But if all possible objects are assumed to either exist or subsist, the indeterminate objects do not qualify as
possible either. In addition to not possessing any determinate ontological sta58 ‘[...] unvollständig soseinsbestimmte Gegenstände [...] seinsunbestimmt [sind], sofern
ihre besondere Natur nicht etwa das Sein ausschließt. Die von dem Satz des ausgeschlossenen
Dritten für das Sein geforderte Disjunktion „A ist entweder oder es ist nicht” hat nicht minder
als die für das Sosein ihre Voraussetzung, die nämlich, daß A auch seinsbestimmt ist’ (Meinong
1915, 180).
59 ‘[D]er Gegenstand ist von Natur außerseiend, obwohl von seinen beiden Seinsobjektiven,
seinem Sein oder seinem Nichtsein, jedenfalls eines besteht’ (1904, 12). ‘Der Gegenstand’ is a
generic, so Meinong indeed intended this as a universal claim about all objects.
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tus then, those objects do not possess any discernible modal status either. On
the other hand, it is clear that all incomplete objects could not possibly exist, as
also Meinong agrees that existence leaves no ‘property gaps’—existing objects
are always Soseins-complete, and as we saw on p. 107, modal properties are
Soseins-relevant. In a Lewisian setting, where it is possible existence that determines the modal status of objects, this would mean that they are impossible.
For Meinong, however, it would be a strong divergence from his original conception to take existence as the mark of the possible, and not the more general
category of being.
3.4.3.2

Ontological and Characterising Properties

As we have seen in the foregoing section, the theory of objects is committed to
incomplete objects. That some objects have a being-so from which properties are
‘missing’ now raises the question which properties can be missing, i.e. whether
there are, e.g., any necessary connections between properties possessed by the
same object. Can e.g. ‘something blue’ lack the property of being coloured?
In order to answer this, it is necessary to examine how Meinong understands
objects’ Sosein and its relations to the intentionality of agents.
In (1910, 79) (quoted here on page 106), Meinong maintained that the perpetual motion machine had characteristic properties by means of which we grasp
it, and that these properties are what constitutes the Sosein of the object. Let
us briefly recall that grasping an object’s non-existence (viz. in fact the—
subsisting—objective of its non-existence) is distinct from grasping the object
itself, as it consists in a different cognitive act, viz. a judgement in the sense
explained above. As explained, the judgement has to presuppose the grasping
of the object by means of its characteristic properties. The non-existence of the
perpetual motion machine can hence not be included among the latter. It is thus
due to Meinong’s general differentiation between presentation and judgement
that we can therefore conclude that an object’s non-existence is never included
in its Sosein, and neither is any other ontological status (such as existence, being, and non-being), as all of these are objectives that require the prior grasping
of the object’s Sosein.
Note that the same conclusion can be reached via a different route: it follows
already from the Indifference Principle in combination with the Independence
Principle. That we grasp any object irrespective of its ontological status in
Außersein, i.e. beyond being and non-being, indicates that its ontological sta-
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tus cannot be among its characteristic properties, as it has those despite being
außerseiend.60 The bottom line of either argumentation then is that ontological properties such as (non-)existence and (non-)being can never be part of
an object’s being-so, even though they may be entailed by the object’s other
properties.
One might object here that there are no ontological properties anyhow, or
at the very least that existence is not a property. The traditional arguments to
this effect (going back to Hume and Kant) are built upon the uninformativeness
or triviality of any existence predicate (cf. Berto (2012, pp. 13)). Without
going into any historical detail, the idea in both Hume’s and Kant’s case is
that a predication of existence does not add any determining quality to the
object, as it applies to all individuals. But obviously, this does not apply in the
Meinongian ontology. Existence, as we have seen, is far from being a blanket
property in object theory, and a definition of an existence predicate as Ex def.
y x y is simply inadequate against the backdrop of Meinongianism.
The blanket property in Meinongianism is not Existence but Außersein,
but trivial or not, as was remarked several times, Außersein is not an ontological determination. But if a definition of an existence predicate is meaningful
(in the sense of ‘distinctive’) in the theory of objects, so is a definition of a
subsistence predicate, as also subsistence is complemented in Meinong’s theory. Due to the inclusion of the ontologically indeterminate objects, even the
union of existence, subsistence, and non-being is not exhaustive on the
domain of objects, and accordingly, also a non-trivial predicate of non-being is
easily defined. Given these considerations then, all ontological predicates seem
to be equally justified in object theory, as they do capture crucial ontological
differences.
But since such ontological determinations cannot be included in the Sosein
of objects regardless of their status as legitimate properties, a divide in the
totality of properties becomes apparent. Some properties are eligible as characteristic properties, whereas others may be ‘had’ by an object (as for example
the non-being of the round square), yet are never part of an object’s being-so.
Accordingly,
1. Non-existents have a being-so, a set of characteristic properties. (In what
60 It

often goes unnoticed that it already follows from the Indifference Principle that ontological properties cannot be part of the Sosein. Among all the Meinong-related works cited here,
only Routley (1980, 272) makes this observation. (The reason for this might be that Meinong
has offered a different—and rather dark—argumentation to the same effect [see below], which
presumably diverted attention from the much simpler argument offered here.)
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follows, this point will be referred to as the Characterisation Postulate,
following Routley’s terminology (1980, 2,24).)

2. Not all properties are characteristic properties.
In the light of these theses, the question arises what ‘characteristic’ means,
and this is one of the most problematic aspects of object theory. Recall that
the Intentionality Thesis postulates an object for every intentional act. As we
grasp the object by means of its Sosein, i.e. the characteristic properties it
literally possesses, a somehow determinate being-so is necessary precondition
for this grasping act. If now some properties have to be categorically excluded
from the object’s being-so, this either stands in tension with the Intentionality
Thesis, or with Free Assumption. Regarding the latter, though, it seems to
be evident that we can intend objects by means of any property, including
the ontological ones, as Russell illustrated with the example of the ‘existing
present king of France’ (1905, 483). We have to wonder what happens with
such ‘quasi-characterisations’ that include ontological status ascriptions, and
especially those where these ascriptions are necessarily false (as in ‘the existing
round square’)?
In the face of the presumed validity of the Independence Thesis and the
literal possession of the ascribed properties it implies, it would be nonsense
to accept the ontological ascriptions as proper characterising properties. We
cannot intend Santa Clause into being, who is literally non-existent; nor can
we intend away global warming, which, alas, literally exists.61 As long as it
cannot be conclusively shown that object theory has to accept ontological status
ascriptions etc. as legitimate being-so properties, this proposal therefore has to
be dismissed, and a different way to account for such descriptions has to be
found.
But even then object theory is facing the following prima facie dilemma:
Horn 1: If descriptions (or the corresponding intentions, respectively) involving
ontological predications are directed to no object at all, the Intentionality Thesis is false.
Horn 2: If such descriptions are directed to some object, then either, the object
we grasp by means of such a description does not literally have the
properties that are ascribed to it, or we hit an object we did not intend.
61 Considering how influential denialists of global warming have become (cf. Farrell (2016)),
this principle apparently isn’t quite as obvious as it may seem.
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Let us call this henceforth the Dilemma of Being-So. Its significance, as well as
Meinong’s strategy to resolve it, will be discussed in the following, final section
of this chapter.

3.5

The Dilemma of Being-So, Free Assumption,
and the Intentionality Thesis

3.5.1

Locking Horns with the Dilemma

Let us begin the discussion of the Dilemma of Being-So by clarifying why both
horns of the dilemma are deeply problematic for Meinong’s theory.
Horn 1: Accepting the first horn and the invalidity of the Intentionality Thesis
seems out of the question. Giving up the Intentionality Thesis is tantamount
to the abandonment of the very ‘all-inclusive’ objecthood that is virtually the
trademark of object theory. It is the Intentionality Thesis that claims that
most or even all of our mental activity is objectually structured, and without
it, it would be a simple mistake by Meinong and his followers to call ‘plainly
everything’ (Mally 1913, 66) an object62 .
As set forth in section 3.3.3, the Intentionality Thesis provides the main
argumentative support for the theory of objects. If there were intentional acts
which would not grasp any object, this would call into question why this should
ever be the case—particularly in those cases where there exists no object that
corresponds to the intentional content. Why should we accept the postulate of
non-existent or even non-being objects at all, if all that could be claimed were
that such objects might sometimes though not always be objects of our thought?
Furthermore, what happens to property ascriptions in intentional acts that
fail to grasp any object? If they are altogether uninstantiated, again the question
arises why intentionally ascribed properties should ever be possessed by objects
that do not actually exist. The answers to these questions are hence far from
obvious, and diminish any plausibility the theory of objects could claim to have.
By giving up the Intentionality Thesis, the Meinongians would thus break their
promise to provide a faithful account of intentionality, as one may now intend
combinations of properties that are not instantiated by anything.63
62 Cf. Mally: ‘In der Tat bezeichnen Meinong und die übrigen Gegenstandstheoretiker
schlechthin jedes und alles als Gegenstand [...]’.
63 Just as ‘something’ was used in this chapter as an ontologically neutral way of referring
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If Horn 1 were embraced, the objectually structured realm of Außersein
would have to be complemented with an unstructured naught—which flies in
the face of the Principle of Außersein and the motivation of object theory per
se.
Horn 2: But accepting the second horn of the dilemma and abandoning literalness appears just as unattractive, as also this entails a loss of faithfulness. After
all, which object are we intending via ‘the existing round square’ ? Since no
object literally possesses all the properties in this characterisation, something
has to give.
Prima facie it seems that Free Assumption is invalidated: if every assumption
about the existing round square has to be directed to a different object, i.e. one
that does not in fact correspond to the specific intentional act by instantiating
all of the properties ascribed in the intention, Free Assumption turns out to be
false.
As a matter of fact, this position is the one Meinong embraced in his later
works. In 1915, his penultimate major work, he concedes some intentional
limitations and in effect restricts the Principle of Free Assumption in order to
salvage literalness:
‘Regarding any actual or, so to say, ordinary characterisation of
being-so (Soseinsbestimmung), according to the Principle of Free
Assumption it lies within my power to grasp an object that indeed
has the the corresponding characteristic [...]. I can also, with a grain
of salt, treat being (existence and subsistence) on par with characterisations of being-so; but this “grain”—perhaps a disproportionately
small measure of weight for the importance of the difference—makes
itself felt in that it is by no means within my power to grasp an object of the envisaged nature. [...] [I]n this my freedom of assumption
finds a barrier, insofar as this cannot be grasped at all anymore by
assumption.’64
to objects, ‘anything’ here is used to deny even inexistential objecthood.
64 ‘Hinsichtlich jeder eigentlichen oder sozusagen gewöhnlichen Soseinsbestimmung liegt es
nach dem Prinzip von der Annahmefreiheit in meiner Macht, durch angemessenes Meinen
einen Gegenstand herauszugreifen, dem die betreffende Bestimmung tatsächlich zukommt
[...]. Auch das Sein (Existenz und Bestand) kann ich cum grano salis auf dem Fuße einer
Soseinsbestimmung behandeln; aber dieses „granum ” – vielleicht unverhältnismäßig geringer
Gewichtsansatz für die Bedeutung des Unterschieds – macht sich eben darin geltend, daß es
hier keineswegs in meiner Macht steht, einen tatsächlich seienden Gegenstand von der ins Auge
gefassten Beschaffenheit auch tatsächlich zu treffen. [...] [D]aran findet meine Annahmefrei-
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This restriction of the Assumption Thesis is the outcome of a rather complicated deliberation, the recapitulation of which first requires the clarification of
some technical terminology. The central notion in Meinong’s attempted solution
to the problem of the non-beings that are characterised as being is the modal
moment. Possession of the modal moment ultimately signifies the property of
being ‘objectively modally determined’. This in turn means e.g. to de facto
possibly exist (i.e. de facto being an object that could have actually existed),
to be de facto non-existing, or to de facto exist.
According to Meinong, our intentional ontological ascriptions display these
respective modal determinations in different strengths. Meinong calls these
degrees of strength the relative ‘Seinshöhe’ (roughly: the ‘height’ or the ‘level of
being’), or, equivalently, depotenzierte Tatsächlichkeit (‘depotentised factuality’,
in other places often translated as ‘watering-down’, cf. Marek (2008), Jacquette
(1996)). However, they never reach full strength, i.e. the actual factuality of
the corresponding modal objective:
‘This level of being, may it now be maximal or submaximal, is not
quite yet full factuality and also not yet full possibility. For the
level of being in this sense stands by itself completely within the
contemplative sphere.’65 .
The ‘contemplative sphere’ is now defined as the complement of the ‘penetrative sphere’, where the latter comprises only those judgements which ‘hit’
(treffen’ ) a factual objective (Meinong (1915, pp. 254)).
That the level of being is purely contemplative and not penetrative in this
sense shows that it says nothing about the properties of any object, but merely
about the quality of the intentional act. The maximal level of being is a maximum in ascription of being, as, for example, existence as it is ascribed to the
existing round square. The contemplative sphere does not possess the modal
moment, in contrast to the penetrative sphere, which does (Meinong 1915, 280).
Factual objectives are hence never grasped in the contemplative sphere—indeed,
in many cases grasping of a factual objective is anyhow impossible, as e.g. in the
case of any round square, only the objective of non-being can hold, regardless
of whether existence is ascribed to it or not. To demarcate existence ascripheit insofern eine Schranke, als das eben überhaupt nicht mehr annehmend erfasst werden
kann.’ (Meinong 1915, 282)
65 ‘[D]iese Seinshöhe, mag sie nun maximal oder untermaximal sein, ist noch nicht die ganze
Tatsächlichkeit und auch nicht die ganze Möglichkeit. Denn die Seinshöhe in diesem Sinne
steht an sich noch ganz in der kontemplativen Sphäre.’ (Meinong 1915, 266)
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tions without modal moment from those that possess it, Meinong introduces
the term ‘existent’ (existierend ), whereas ‘existing’ (existieren)66 as the ‘verb
in an affirmative sentence certainly expresses a penetrative experience’.67
The introduction of the modal moment now on the one hand puts old wine
into new skins, and on the other creates confusion instead of solving the problem.
Factual existence as a legitimate characterising property still has to be rejected,
whether it is now expressed as ‘existent’ or as ‘existing’. The rationale to try to
sharpen the distinction between the ascribed properties and the ascription itself
for Meinong is still that no object spontaneously pops into (or out of) being
simply because we characterize it as such—a point he trenchantly defended
already in 1907:
‘Ascriptions of existence [...] are never existence itself, as certain as
being there is not being-so, and also the being-so is not a “so”, i.e. as
the objective is not an object. Therefore one can add such existential
ascriptions to other ascriptions, one can talk of an “existing golden
mountain” just as one can talk of a “high golden mountain”, and
hence ascribe “existing” as a predicate to the first just as “high” of
the latter. Nonetheless, the first one does not exist, just as the
latter; “being existing”, in the sense of the existential ascription, and
“existing” in its ordinary sense of “being there” are after all indeed
not the same.’68
The very same observation is rephrased in (Meinong 1915) in terms of the depotentised factuality of intentional ascriptions of being without modal moment.
No matter how you put it, the ostensible existence of the golden mountain is not
real existence—simply because there exists no golden mountain. ‘Being existent’
can therefore not be an ontological property, but is merely a description property in the sense of being mistakenly characterised as existing (which is ‘indeed
66 Meinong (1915, 281) stresses the artificiality of this distinction. Russell’s comment that
he could not see any difference between ‘existing’ and ‘existent’ (1907, 493) altogether ignores
the (in my view intelligible) rationale behind this terminological stipulation.
67 ‘... als Verbum eines behauptenden Satzes sicher ein penetratives Erlebnis aus[drückt]’
(1915, 281).
68 ‘Existenzialbestimmungen [...] sind niemals die Existenz selbst, so gewiss das Dasein kein
Sosein und auch das Sosein kein „So”, d.h. das Objektiv kein Objekt ist. Darum kann man
auch derlei Existentialbestimmungen zu anderen Bestimmungen fügen, von einem „existierenden goldenen Berg” ebenso reden wie von einem „hohen goldenen Berg”, und dann von jedem
ebenso gewiss das „existierend” als Prädikat aussagen wie von diesem das „hoch”. Gleichwohl
existiert darum jener Berg so wenig wie dieser: „existierend sein” in jenem Sinne der Existentialbestimmung und „existieren” im gewöhnlichen Sinne von „Dasein” ist eben durchaus nicht
dasselbe.’ (1907, 223; my emph. in both versions)
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not the same’). The predicate being existent on Meinong’s interpretation
thus amounts to having been intentionally characterized as existing,
which is a radical divergence from its usual meaning.69 The theory of objects
here loses the universal literalness which Meinong emphasised so much in his
early works. Ascriptions of ontological properties are analysed by Meinong in
terms of the instantiation of different properties, which does injustice to the
agent’s original intention.
This loss of literalness and that comes with these restrictions of Free Assumption is utterly problematic. As Priest points out,
‘[p]henomenologically, at least, there is absolutely no difference between contemplating an object that has only officially characterizing properties—whatever those are—and one that has some noncharacterizing properties as well, say existence.’ (2005, 83)
Let us refer to this lack of any phenomenological difference between permissible
and nonpermissible intentional characterizations as the Problem of Phenomenological Indifference. And as pointed out above, Free Assumption is originally
conceived as a descriptive, not a normative principle, about our intentional capabilities. In the face of Phenomenolgical Indifference, its restriction is therefore
highly implausible, as it attests our intentionality with a deficiency it introspectively does not seem to have.
The question about the object’s identity in such unfaithful scenarios is furthermore not answered by this restriction. It it not only unclear which object I
intend when I think of the existing round square, and which properties it literally possesses, but also how the object of my intention relates to its content. If I
(by accident, so to say) grasp the existing round square without modal moment
in my contemplation of the existing round square with modal moment, then it
seems that I do not intend the object I aimed to intend—after all, my intending
does not automatically stop short before non characterising properties.
But to top it all, Meinong’s doctrine of the modal moment incurs an infinite regress. A further application of Meinong’s deliberations about the modal
moment shows that I can think ‘the existing round square with modal moment’
again only without modal moment. As Jacquette observes,
‘the modal-moment itself [...] must admit of watering-down in a
successive ordering of strengths or modalities of factuality. [...] From
69 And it certainly is not what one intends when contemplating whether there could be an
existing round square.
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this an infinite regress follows.’70 (1996, pp. 83)
Consequently, the existing round square (viz. the one with non-depotentised,
full-stregth modal moment), cannot be grasped at all in the framework of
Meinong’s theory. But at the same time it is clear that if the Intentionality Thesis is valid (which we are assuming, as we are following Horn 2 of the
dilemma), it has to deliver such an object. While I am writing this paragraph,
I am after all concerned with the existing round square with modal moment,
and only marginally with its ‘depotentised’ variant, which in addition is even
characterised as distinct from the one with modal moment (—adistinction which
Meinong understands and accepts). It is precisely such intentional contexts for
which the Intentionality Thesis was supposed to deliver objects, and for that
matter objects which faithfully reflect the content of the intention. We see here
that, on pains of inconsistency, the Intentionality Thesis cannot give us the existing round square with modal moment, as such an object as this would still
entail the actual existence of an inconsistent object.71
It seems that we have just proven per reductio ad absurdum that there
are unintendable objects in Meinong’s theory. On the bright side, this is the
required proof of the mind-independence of its objects, which clears Meinong’s
name of any charge of mistaking psychology for ontology. But as indicated in
3.3.4, this also means that the Intentionality Thesis is false. The second horn of
the dilemma has thus guided us straight back to Horn 1. The conclusion that
the Intentionality Thesis has to be given up is hence unavoidable.

3.5.2

Objects Without Intentionality?

The invalidation of the Intentionality Thesis is devastating for the tightly-knit
conceptual web of the theory of objects. First and foremost, it leads to a
distortion of the Indifference Principle.
As we concluded in the last paragraph, the existent round square, albeit
unΦable, might still count as an object in the theory. Since we had conceived
of Außersein as a blanket property had by all objects, we were able to use it
70 I want to point out here that in the cited passage, Jacquette does not aim at anything
beyond a regress argument against the modal moment and the degrees of levels of being.
He merely concludes that Meinong’s ‘proposal therefore affords no final characterization of
factuality or real existence’, which here has already been settled.
71 NB: In a logical framework which allows for non-trivial entailment also in inconsistent
contexts, its contradictoriness would not only consist in its being existing, round and square
(and hence not-round), but also, since the objective of non-being is entailed by any contradictory being-so, in its existing and non-existing at the same time.
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as a denomination of the object theoretical domain. Being an object, also the
existent round square (with modal moment) must hence be included in this domain of objects. However, the strong ties between objecthood and graspability
Meinong had premised in his early works now suggest that Außersein can no
longer be interpreted as a blanket property had by all objects. In (1904, 19),
Meinong claimed that all objects are graspable as a matter of principle , i.e. that
an object’s (potential) graspability coincides with its Außersein. Außersein was
thus conceived by Meinong as the ontological counterpart of intentional givenness (cf. p. 102). If this thesis is retained, the described intangible objects (like
the existing round square with modal moment) together with the Intentionality
Thesis force us to recognize that they do not even have Außersein. If all objects
in the domain are Φable, any unΦable object is not in the domain. Therefore, contrary to Perszyk’s suggestion to take Außersein as the object theoretic
domain; cf. p. 95), Außersein then does not include all the objects.
The exclusion of objects from the scope of ‘Außersein’ now resurrects the
question what Außersein and a fortiori what ‘object’ now can mean at all.
Meinong was aware of this weakening of his theoretical framework, as his late
works indicate. There (in particular Meinong (1915, 1916)), he concedes more
and more room to the thought of an even more inclusive domain for his theory.
Through discussion of other examples of problematic characterisations and socalled ‘defective objects’, he reaches a point where a relaxation of his previously
absolute doctrine of Außersein seems unavoidable.
In ‘On Emotional Presentation’ (1916), Meinong takes up the question whether
also self-referentially characterised (putative) objects can be objects at all.
Without offering a conclusive answer to this question, he speaks of ‘defective objects’ (1916, 20), and categorises also the Russell-‘set’ as such. Meinong counts
various non-well-founded objects as defective, and intuitively, this includes the
object theoretic domain (containing all objects) as well, if it indeed is an object.
If that is so, it has to contain itself, and thus is defective in Meinong’s sense.
Ultimately, Meinong does not explicitly answer whether he eventually considers ‘defective objects’ as objects or not, but he arrives at the conclusion that
any defective objects have to be beyond Außersein—i.e. on his own terms, then,
they must be beyond beyond being and non-being.
Außersein thus has to be complemented—either with a non-objectual domain (if ‘defective objects’ and cases like the existing round square with modal
moment are not counted as objects at all), or a further class of objects which
somehow (and despite all appearances to the contrary) must evade our inten-
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tional grasp. But either option seems ad hoc. The first one trims Free Assumption nearly beyond recognition: the scientific examination of the Russell-‘set’,
the Liar-sentence, and a whole realm of non-well-founded sets seem to prove
wrong the claim that we cannot assume self-referentially characterized objects.
The second option falsifies the Indifference Principle, and accordingly altogether
distorts Meinong’s notion of object. Außersein is amended with a domain of
objects that are apparently not indifferent to being, but given the historical
development of object theory, this seems to render it simply incoherent.
This incoherence is inherited by some of the modern ‘heirs’ of object theory.
To handle ascriptions of ontological properties, most authors adopt either that
(a) such intentional acts do not per se refer to objects (cf. e.g. Routley (1980)),
or
(b) they do refer to objects which however do not possess all of the intentionally
ascribed properties (cf. Jacquette (1996)). The existing round square is e.g.
identified with the round square—which also offers a very easy method of
conclusively answering the question of the identity of the intended objects.
But as we have seen, the existence of intentional acts that ‘shoot blanks’ as
in approach (a) entails the failure of the Intentionality Thesis, while approach
(b) loses intentional faithfulness. The relation between intentionality and objecthood thus becomes blurry in either approach, which in my view therefore
weakens the argumentative basis for any object-theoretical approach that follows (a) or (b).72

3.5.3

Restricting the Characterisation Postulate

The previous paragraph has shown that a restriction of the Intentionality Thesis
is inevitable in Meinong’s system. Contrary to Meinong’s early conviction,
72 A notable exception is Priest’s Modal Meinongianism or Noneism (Priest 2005), which
rejects both approaches by allowing objects to have any combination of properties at different
kinds of ‘worlds’:

‘I suggest, the object characterized by a representation has the characterizing
properties, not necessarily in the actual world, but in the worlds (partially) described by the relevant representation. [...] In this way, the CP [Characterization
Postulate] can be accepted in full generality: we just do not assume that an object characterized in a certain way has its characterizing properties at the actual
world, only at the worlds which realize the way the agent represents things to
be in the case at hand.’ (2005, 84-5)
However, as I will argue in the following paragraph, this strategy is tantamount to adopting a bifurcation of ways of property possession, which contrary to Priest’s claim to offer a
completely unrestricted Characterisation Postulate, is in fact such a restriction.
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not every intention is directed towards an object. This in turn was due to
the assumed generality of the Characterisation Postulate, according to which
objects literally have the properties they are Φed as having, or, in other words,
are faithful to the intentional content by means of which they are being Φed.
Since it is the Characterisation Postulate which demands the ultimately
unattainable literal truth of intentional attributions of ontological properties,
the consensus in more recent object theoretical works has been that also the
Characterisation Postulate needs to be restricted. But what does such a restriction look like?
Various authors defend some form of bifurcation-approach, i.e. either a bifurcation of properties, or a bifurcation of ‘ways of possessing’ properties. The former approach distinguishes characterising (or nuclear) from non-characterising
(or extra-nuclear) properties, which derives from Meinong’s own proposal to
distinguish between ‘existent’ and ‘existing’. A contemporary proponent of this
approach is Parsons (1980, pp. 19). But we have already seen that this approach
is questionable, as it cannot account for the problem of phenomenological indifference, for which it is irrelevant whether the intended characterisation is
nuclear or not. The property-bifurcation hence still has to claim that our intentional abilities are limited, which, as we saw, entails a restriction not only of
Free Assumption, but also of the Intentionality Thesis.
If neither the Intentionality Thesis nor the Characterisation Postulate are
unrestrictedly valid, we end up with a less than half-baked claim about intentionality: we can use arbitrary characterisations in our intending, but sometimes,
we do not hit an object at all, while sometimes when we do, the object we hit
does not have the properties with which we characterise it.
In addition, the only reason to distinguish between characterising (or nuclear ) and non-characterising (or extra-nuclear ) properties seems to be the blatantly false results the theory generates if all properties are admitted to be be
characteristic. Consider e.g. Parson’s remark that
‘[n]ot all predicates stand for nuclear properties. Take “exists”. [...]
[I]f we allowed for “exists” to stand for a nuclear property, there
would be trouble.” (1980, 22)
He then illustrates this ‘trouble’ with the familiar example of the existing
golden mountain. Given the foregoing discussion, the bifurcation approach thus
seems plainly and blatantly ad hoc.
The alternative approach (called the ‘dual-copula approach’ by Reicher (2010,
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22)) locates a bifurcation not among the properties themselves, but instead in
the copula ‘is’, which it claims to be ambiguous in predicative contexts. It is
maintained that properties are e.g. either ‘exemplified’ as opposed to ‘encoded’
by an object.73
But this move seems to raise more questions than it answers: what does it
mean that a non-existent object has property A in a ‘different way’ than an
existing object? Prima facie it seems unclear why and in how far both objects should be said to have the same property at all, and a fortiori we have
to ask on why we credit the non-existent object with ‘being’ A in any way
in the first place, as properties are only ever encoded by non-existent objects,
and never exemplified. This additional form of predication thus seems merely
obscure. Furthermore, one might be inclined to subsume the ‘way’ of possessing a property under the property itself, i.e. to understand ‘encoded-A’ and
‘exemplified-A’ as two distinct properties.74 I hence conclude that the strategy to distinguish between different ways of predication is not only ad hoc, but
when proposed as a metaphysical account of property possession also hopelessly
obscure.
A much less obscure alternative is to drop the metaphysical ambitions, and
to opt for a purely semantic way of handling the problematic attributions. We
can interpret ‘encoding of A by an object b’ as simply another way of saying
that we assign truth to ‘b is A’, while there is no literal truth to be had. After
all, Reicher emphasizes that
‘something that encodes the property of being a horse is not a horse
(in the usual predicative sense of “is”). Analogously, something that
encodes the properties of being round and square is neither round
nor square.’ (Reicher 2010, 23)
On this approach then, we simply accept that non-existing objects do not literally have the same properties as existing ones, and that consequently, also the
Independence Principleis given up. But before concluding that this is indeed the
bullet metaphysicians of intentionality have to bite, though, let us finally turn
73 The terminology used here for illustration is taken from Ed Zalta’s Abstract Objects. An
Introduction to Axiomatic Metaphysics. (1983). A survey of structurally similar positions
and their choices of terminology can be found in (Reicher 2010, pp. 22).
74 In a purely extensional account of properties, such that e.g. a property is defined as the
set of objects possessing it, we would end up with two distinct sets anyway, as the motivation
to introduce a distinction between encoding and exemplification just is for them not to be
coextensional.
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to Priest’s claim of maintaining a completely general Characterization Postulate
(CP) as announced in the last paragraph.
Priest’s Noneism or Modal Meinongianism (cf. Priest (2005)) claims that
‘[t]he CP can hold unrestrictedly, provided only that its instances
may hold, not at this world, but at others.’ (2005, viii)
He distinguishes possible (or: normal) worlds from two ‘kinds’ of ‘impossible
worlds’: ‘closed impossible’ worlds which are closed under some logical consequence relation, and ‘open’ worlds which do not obey this closure constraint.
These open worlds are hence understood as
‘worlds that realize how things are conceived to be for the contents
of arbitrary intentional states’ (Priest 2005, 21).
Interestingly, Priest claims all worlds besides the actual not to exist (2005,
139), which, however, is nonetheless not supposed to affect to which ontological
kind they belong in any way. Regarding the ontological ‘nature’ of his worlds,
Priest is non-committal but open-minded:
‘What is the status of their being? As far as I can see, the preceding
chapters are compatible with any answer one might wish to give
to this question. One might [...] be a realist of Lewis’s kind,[*]
and take worlds to be concrete objects of the same kind as ours,
just not actual. Alternatively, one could take non-actual worlds
to be abstract objects of some kind, such as sets of sentences, or
constructions out of properties or universals.’ (2005, 138)
Priest furthermore leaves open the possibility of a ‘hybrid’ approach to
worlds, viz. approaches in which
‘possible worlds and impossible worlds have different sorts of status.
Thus, one might be a modal realist about possible worlds, but take
impossible worlds to be abstract objects.’ (2005, 139)
However, he himself rejects this approach because he cannot find a convincing
reason to draw such a distinction between the ‘worlds’ (Priest 2005, 139).
Priest makes very clear that he aims at a literal Characterization Principle.
He mentions e.g.
‘the possibility of a purely fictional object, a person, who violates
the logical law of distribution. [...] This is a person (in the story),
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not an abstract object, but one who exists only at impossible worlds’
(Priest 2005, 136; my emph.),

which is reminiscent of Lewis’s argumentation against ersatz approaches to possible worlds from ontological discrepancy as sketched in 1.1.2. In places, he
furthermore explicitly favours a Lewisian concretism about possibility75 , but he
seems unaware that the adoption of concrete impossible worlds is incompatible
with such ambitions. As we have seen it chapter 2.2 already, Priest’s ontological
nonchalance and inclination towards concretism is unjustified. Kiourti’s theory
of concrete worlds was not able to provide content for all intentions, and stumbled over ontological ascriptions just as Meinong’s theory does. Since Priest
does not offer any additional information about how he conceives of concrete
impossible worlds, we have to assume that he has to encounter the very same
difficulties as Kiourti’s IGR.
Given that truth at his impossible worlds accordingly can only be assigned,
it seems that the person who does not obey the principle of distribution in
Priest’s example cannot literally be a person at his impossible worlds after all.
The Characterisation Principle which allows its characterisation by means of
the predicate person accordingly is accordingly not literal either, and does
not afford the characterisation of any impossible object that literally has this
property.
Lastly, also ontological characterizations seem to be problematic on Priest’s
approach. What does it mean that the existent round square exists at a nonexistent impossible world (cf. Bremer (2010, 109; FN 56))? And what, if
anything, prevents us from characterising the worlds themselves as existing?
Priest’s system is certainly able to accommodate intentional acts along such
characterisations by providing formal models which let them come out true.
But all this just goes to show that truth at his impossible worlds cannot be
literal.
All in all, Priest’s Modal Meinongianism does not seem to have the edge
over the bifurcation approaches that Priest claims it to have, as ultimately, both
approaches have to assign truth in cases of predications to impossible objects.
75 ‘The worlds that realize the Holmes stories are replete with things that, were they to
exist, would be standard physical objects, like people and hansom cabs. Were these worlds
with their denizens to exist, we would be able to interact causally with them. Just as Lewis
claimed, then, these worlds are just like the one in which we live—or they would be if they
existed.’ (Priest 2005, 139)
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Conclusion

The question this chapter set out to answer was whether Meinong’s theory of
objects provides a more plausible account of intentionality than impossibilist
extensions of LMR. But as we saw, the answer to this can only be ‘No’. Let me
briefly summarize the major shortcomings of object theory, before addressing
the error that affects both the theory of objects as well as Kiourti’s Impossibilist
Genuine Realism.
As we saw, Meinong’s main incentive for developing his theory of objects was
to devise a faithful account of intentionality. Early on, his aim was to develop a
philosophical psychology that does justice to agents’ intentional acts Φ, by not
only providing intentional objects for each act of Φing (this is the Intentionality
Thesis), but for that matter objects which literally possess the properties they
are Φed as having (Characterization Postulate). The Characterisation Postulate is the principle in Meinong’s theory which encapsulates its ambition to be
faithful to the content of intentional act. The Intentionality Thesis, on the other
hand, is a plenitude principle, as it commits the theory to provide objects for
all intentional acts without exception.
The aspiration to on the one hand provide plenitudinous objectual content,
and to be faithful to the intentional content in each case on the other now
forced Meinong to deny that all objects exist. There is no object in reality that
is literally a mountain and literally golden; but since we can Φ the (literally)
golden mountain, it must then be an object that simply does not exist. This
finding is encapsulated in the Principle of the Independence of the Sosein from
Being, according to which being is not a prerequisite for the literal possession of
properties. Meinong understands existence to be confined to only to (actual)
concrete objects, and accordingly, abstract or ideal objects are said not to exist.
Instead, such objects are said to ‘be’, viz. to subsist. Other objects, i.e. those
that are Φed as possessing incompatible properties have no being at all. Those
non-being objects are impossible objects, and as we have seen, Meinong credits their literal instantiation of incompatible properties as the reason for their
impossibility, and their consequential non-being.
Due to the simultaneous validity of the Intentionality Thesis, the Independence Principle, and the Characterization Postulate, no matter which properties
we combine in an intentional act, they are literally had by some perhaps nonexistent or even non-being object. But it seems that that ontological properties
such as existence, subsistence, or even non-being, are properties that we can
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use to intentionally characterize objects. In accord with the claim that those
properties are literally had by the objects, this is enough to render Meinong’s
theory not only actually false, but logically inconsistent. Once I Φ an existing
round square, a round square has to exist according to Meinong’s principles,
which is impossible. But the contradictory nature of such an object is at the
same time sufficient for Meinong to ‘guarantee its non-being in every sense’ (cf.
Meinong (1981, 86)), so that the existent round square is not only an existing
‘geometrical impossibile’, it exists and does not exist at the same time, i.e. also
has a contradictory ontological status.
This problem of actually false ontological characterizations gave rise to a
dilemma for Meinong’s theory, which I called the Dilemma of Being-So: either,
there is no object that literally corresponds to the content of this intentional
act, in which case the Intentionality Thesis is false. Alternatively, if the Independence Thesis is maintained, the claim that objects literally possess the
properties they are characterized as having has to be false. As we have seen,
Meinong embraced the latter option. He attempted to circumvent the inconsistency which ensues from the literal possession of ascribed ontological properties
to impossible objects by in effect denying that we are able to Φ such an object.
On the one hand, he attempted to restrict his Principle of Free Assumption, which states that we are able to Φ various non-factual states of affairs.
However, as a mere description of our intentional capabilities, Free Assumption is not amenable to such a restriction at all. Limiting Free Assumption
amounts to changing our intentional reality on theoretical grounds, which is of
course not only a rather desperate strategy to salvage the theory, but also futile
(impossible!) from the outset.
On the other hand, Meinong tried to distinguish characterizing (or nuclear)
from non-characterizing (or non-nuclear) properties, in order to defuse ascriptions of ontological properties and to rid them of their literal truth conditions.
To this end, he introduced a complicated conceptual apparatus, at the centre of
which stand the so-called ‘modal moment’ and ‘levels of being’. But since Free
Assumption cannot simply be restricted, none of this can alleviate his commitments to objects characterised by means of non-characterising properties.
Meinong therefore has to accept that the Intentionality Thesis cannot remain
unfettered. This means that contrary to Meinong’s aim, not all intentional
content can have an object. And this in turn means nothing else than that
not all intentional content can be given a literal semantics in the theory of
objects, since literalness is lost both when intentionally attributed properties are
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neglected or reinterpreted, or when intentional acts without object altogether
have to be accepted.
Let us now turn to the commonalities of the theory of objects an impossibilist Lewisianism as encountered in chapter 2. As you will recall, a very similar
problem to Meinong’s Dilemma of Being-So arose there: Kiourti’s Impossibilist
Genuine Realism of concrete ‘impossible’ or rather non-Lewisian worlds 76 , attempted to provide a literal semantics for impossibility statements. In IGR,
objects at non-Lewisian worlds are said to ‘instantiate contradictions and other
metaphysical impossibilities’ (Kiourti 2010, 165), and as argued in 2, it is plausible to see the adoption of concretism as an adoption of a literal semantics of
impossibility statements. The plenitude principle proposed by Kiourti was that
every proposition whatsoever is true at some world, though this of course need
not be a Lewisian (‘possible’) world at all. This translates easily into object
theoretical terms, as to any intentional object characterization corresponds a
proposition about that object which is accordingly claimed to be true at some
world. Kiourti’s and Meinong’s plenitude principles are hence not far apart.
But it was shown in both cases that the simultaneous demand of plenitude
and faithfulness leads to trouble. Neither object theory nor IGR are able to
retain their respective plenitude principle. In both cases, the problem arose due
to necessarily false ontological claims, which the respective plenitude principle
is obliged to render true, but which leads to a contradiction. In Meinong’s case,
we discussed the example of the intentional ascription of existence to a round
square, which entailed not only a false existential claim, but also an ontological
contradiction. In IGR’s case, it was extraordinary impossibilities such as the
non-existence of the Lewisian plurality of worlds which could not be literally
true at any world as this would render IGR inconsistent.
Perhaps the examples are different enough to deserve further elaboration.
For example, for IGR, the incorporation of an existing round square is technically
feasible77 . There can be a non-Lewisian world where there exists an object that
is round and square, and given that we adopt a paraconsistent logic when we
reason about such goings-on at the non-Lewisian worlds, this does not render
the theory per se inconsistent. The other way around, it is not quite clear what
76 Remember that Kiourti relativizes the modalities, and that talk of ‘possible worlds’ and
‘impossible worlds’ distorts this relativity.
77 I still want to insist that it should not only be technically feasible, but also metaphysically
plausible, in order to count as a contribution to the metaphysics, and not only the semantics,
of impossibility.
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the theory of objects has to say about the Lewisian plurality.78 The structural
similarity between the cases, however, is that either theory is
1. ontologically committed to the literal truth of some A:
In IGR, A is some statement regarding the ontological foundations
of LMR, which IGR extends and thereby accepts, such as EC.
In Meinong’s case, these were simply the facts about what does, and
what does not exist in reality: all objects with a contradictory Sosein
are claimed not to have being.
2. committed by its plenitude principle to provide
IGR has to provide

EC, since also

A:

EC is a proposition.

Meinong has to provide the existent round square as this is an intentional characterisation.
3. and that both A and
of faithfulness:

A have to be literally true because of their demand

Kiourti’s concretism commits her to the literal truth of both EC and
EC (cf. 2.2.3).
Meinong’s Characterization Postulate commits him to acknowledge
an object that is literally round, literally square, and which literally
exists, despite his previous commitment to such an object’s nonbeing.
Regardless of Kiourti’s sympathies and Meinong’s animosity towards the respective inconsistencies that arise in their theories, both theories thus encounter the
same structural dilemma: plenitude and Literalness do not seem to go together
if also impossibility statements are supposed to be in anyway literally true. Because then there must be impossibility statements that cannot be true at all.
Therefore, either plenitude or faithfulness has to go.
In both the conclusion of the previous chapter (cf. 2.4) and in this chapter’s
section 3.5.3, it was already hinted at the possibility of abandoning or at least
restricting literalness for impossible contexts altogether. The following chapter
78 I suspect that Meinong would consider Lewis’s worlds as subsisting entities, of which
it would be plainly wrong to attribute non-being. However, I feel uncomfortable venturing
this guess: given the time span between the conception of Gegenstandstheorie and LMR
respectively, there is too little upon which to base my suspicions.
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discusses why literalness and not plenitude should be restricted, and how this
can be done without incurring the same accusations of ad hoc-ness brought
forward against Meinong’s back-pedalling from literalness in problematic cases.
Furthermore, literalness is the semantic property that enables an account of
intentionality to be faithful to an agent’s intentional content. It hence needs
to be addressed how the consequential abandonment of intentional faithfulness
is justifiable at all. As we shall see, there is a way of interpreting the loss of
literalness in a plausible way: by taking into account errors of intentionality.
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Chapter 4

The Impossibilist Plenitude
and the Residua of
Faithfulness
4.1

A Principled Representationalism

4.1.1

Plenitude, Granularity, and a Grain of Salt

We have seen in the foregoing chapters how both IGR and Meinongianism fail
to capture some possibly held intentional content, which in both cases involved
mistaken ontological claims. The question thus arises whether (and if so: how )
a semantics of intentionality can provide a plenitude of impossibilities, in order
to provide content for all possible intentions.
‘plenitude’ means the provision of enough non-trivial content for any possibly held intention. Only a semantics that is plenitudinous in this sense offers
a solution to the Granularity Problem , viz. the failure to semantically distinguish intuitively distinct content (cf. 2.3.3). A failure to supply a plenitude of
impossible content now means that some impossible content A is Φable, but the
semantics does not provide positive content for A. This immediately voids A’s
function in conditional reasoning, as any conditional with A as its antecedent
will be trivially true1 . It furthermore conflates A with any other unaccounted
1 Such as ‘If LMR is false, Oliver North is Bob Saget’s sister’ or ‘If the ancients had
successfully squared the circle, mathematics would have evolved as it actually did’.
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impossible content A .2 Accordingly, if any possibly held impossible content
does not receive adequate treatment in a semantics of intentionality, the semantics cannot be said to offer any principled solution to the Granularity Problem
. As we have seen, neither the theory of objects nor IGR were able to offer such
a solution.
A word needs to be said about how I understand ‘possibly held intentional
content’. Some3 flatly reject the idea that we are indeed able to entertain strictly
impossible content, so on that view, it is impossible for impossible content to
be held. But as you will recall from section 2.3.3, impossible content is often
not as blatant as ‘2 2 5’ or ‘some square is round’. It can be much more
subtle, as the examples of metaphysical disagreements illustrate. Due to the
endorsement of LMR as the theory of possibility in this thesis, impossibility
statements here are simply statements that are not true at any Lewisian world,
and as we have seen, these include statements that contradict the fundamental
ontological posits of LMR. Ardent belief in some such impossibility statements
is a well-known sociological fact in philosophy, generally referred to as ‘the
Incredulous Stare’.4 However, even if one wanted to object that the incredulous
stare does not involve actual disbelief, recall that Φing can be much weaker
than having a belief, having a pictorial representation, or any such affirmative
attitude towards the content in question. It can mean mere entertaining, mere
contemplation of some proposition, the possibility of which I find difficult to
2 Recall that the difference in degree of intuitive abhorrence between A and A can be
as big as the one between ‘Graham Priest buried an inconsistent object in Richard Sylvan’s
backyard and took it with him, too’ and ‘LMR is false’.
3 At a talk I gave at the Logic Tea at the ILLC in Amsterdam, somebody insisted that
having strictly impossible intentional content is impossible. While I strongly disagreed with
that, he was unable to see my point, which left me wondering why he was so keen on discussing
the issue.
4 Some may now wish to reject also the idea that such metaphysical disagreements are
possible at all. In the vein of Carnap, who, in in his (Carnap 1931) proclaimed metaphysics
to have been superseded by ‘applied logic and the theory of knowledge’ (Carnap 1932, 60),
and who debased the former prima philosophia to ‘an inadequate substitute for art’ (1932, 80;
rearr.), one may now suggest that belief in Lewis’s ontological claims is impossible, because
they are meaningless, whereas belief presupposes meaning. As Carnap claimed, metaphysical
concepts and statements are generally void of content, and amount to mere ‘pseudo-concepts’
(German: Scheinbegriffe) and ‘pseudo-statements’ (Scheinsätze), and sentences that quantify
beyond the actual are certainly pseudo-statements for the the Carnapian positivist. Accordingly, any negation of such metaphysical claims, such as EC, lacks content just as much,
which is why there simply is no content that could possibly be had. I want to point out
that there is no actual conflict between my position and that of this kind of sceptic about
impossible content. I am after all in a position to answer the question whether or not we
can such entertain impossible content with ‘yes’, while those who want to reject this cannot
reasonably answer with ‘no’ (at least not without either babbling mere nonsense on their own
terms, or applying a double-standard).
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doubt. I therefore take the onus to be on the sceptic about impossible content to
conclusively argue that it is impossible for us to Φ impossible content. Without
any argument to that effect, I will insist that it is possible to Φ content that is,
in fact, impossible, and that therefore, impossible content has to be accounted
for in a plenitudinous semantics of intentionality.
It is hence with a significant grain of salt that I suggest to use from now on
the name ‘impossible intentions’ for possible intentional acts that are directed
to impossible states of affairs. The question of plenitude than becomes how
content can be provided for all intentions, including the impossible ones cum
grano salis.
As we have seen, both Meinong and Kiourti endorsed plenitude principles.
Meinong’s objectual plenitude principle was the Intentionality Thesis, which
was introduced to guarantee objectual content for any intention. In the context
of world semantics, however, the task is not strictly to provide an object for
every intention5 , but to have any Φable proposition come out true at some
‘world’, which was explicitly adopted by Kiourti. Such plenitude principles
are commonplace in the literature on ‘impossible worlds’. For instance, Nolan
claims that
‘[t]he most plausible comprehension principle for impossible worlds
is that for every proposition which cannot be true, there is an impossible world where that proposition is true’ (1997, 542)6 ,
or as Jago puts it with more emphasis on intentionality:
‘I’m assume[sic] a plenitude principle for impossible worlds: for any
impossible situation which can be meaningfully thought about, there
is an impossible world which represents that situation’ (2012b, 62).
In the context of worlds-semantics, then, a theory that provides ‘too few’
‘impossible worlds’ to account for any possibly held intention does not stand a
chance of solving the Granularity Problem . Such a theory thus loses one of the
most-cited motivating factors for the introduction of impossible worlds: if the
worlds are introduced in order to solve the Granularity Problem but ultimately
don’t, they not only seem to be irrelevant to the issue of content, but, depending
on what they are understood to be, may seem not to earn their keep at all.
5 Such provision is anyhow a by-product of any world-semantics which validates all propositions at some world, as to every Meinongian object characterization corresponds a proposition
that expresses that characterization.
6 The problems arising from the claim that propositions that couldn’t be true are in fact
true at some worlds have been discussed in 2.2.2.
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This may appear to echo Shalkowski’s (1994) plenitude constraint on LMR
(as discussed in 1.2.1) to some extent. But the crucial difference between his
complaint and mine is that he asks for the provision of sufficient worlds to
provide a materially adequate analysis of possibility in order to warrant the
successful reduction of possibility to ontology. My present concern however
is neither a materially adequate analysis of impossibility nor a reduction of
impossibility to ontology. These questions I consider as already solved, for
on the assumption that LMR is plenitudinious about possibility, it provides a
trivially plenitudinous semantics for impossibility statements anyway. If (Psem) exhausts possibility, there are no impossibility statements that are left out
by its contraposition. Impossibility then is falsity at all the worlds, and no
additional ontological constraint (such as truth at a different kind of world or
the like) needs to be met to ensure that no true impossibility statement goes
uncaptured in this sense.
Instead of material adequacy, it is semantic adequacy for which plenitude
matters in the present context. We have not yet addressed the question what the
‘truth of a proposition that couldn’t be true’ (in Nolan’s formulation) amounts
to, now that we are renegotiating literalness. But no matter how we spell out
‘validation’ of proposition at ‘impossible worlds’, if there are impossibility statements which our impossible worlds cannot validate at all, the question arises
what they have to do with either impossibility or intentional content. Below, we
will see examples also of representational theories that use the Granularity Problem as their motivation, but which at the same time fail to provide plenitude.
Such proposals gain little with regard to granularity, and furthermore have to
tell us what, if anything, their impossible worlds have to do with impossibility.
Let us now address the question how ‘truth’ at impossible worlds can be
understood if not in literal terms.

4.1.2

Truth, ‘Truth’, and Representations

The problem of uncaptured impossibilities arose both in IGR and Meinongianism because both theories rely on a literal notion of truth, which in IGR’s case
is inherited from LMR. These recalcitrant impossibilities consisted in literally
false existential claims, which when interpreted as literally true rendered either
theory inconsistent. Therefore, theories of impossible content have to find a
way to incorporate content that contradicts their very own ontological commitments. Given that the literal understanding of truth is what precludes a
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plenitudinous account of impossibility, we have to conclude that universal impossible truth can only be understood in terms of of representational ‘truth’,
which were called ‘mere truth assignments’ above.
But the decision to handle the ‘truth’ of impossibility statements in representational terms does not answer which kind of representations we should
choose. In 2.2.4, I concluded that contrary to Kiourti’s ambitions, ‘truth’ in
IGR is best understood in terms as mere truth-assignments, and without further constraints, IGR is now that we opt for representationalism just as good a
contender for a representational account of impossibility as any ersatz proposal.
One might therefore want to suggest that since we are now more amenable to
representational ‘truth’ in the context of impossibilities, we should return IGR
to provide our representational basis.
But behind such superficial appearances, I cannot find any convincing reason
why IGR should be rehabilitated. Once we have to accept a representational
semantics for impossibility statements, what would be the reason to quantify
over concrete non-actual representational objects? Once literalness is given up
in a certain area of discourse, the nature of the representational objects seems
to matter only in so far any more that they should not introduce new problems
by solving others (or at least not too many).
Yet, the ontological postulate of IGR was to add genuinely impossible concrete objects to LMR’s already crowded ontology. This ontological postulate
is prima facie unaffected by our renunciation of literalness in impossibilitycontexts.7 And as such, it does seem problematic in various respects. Our semantic decision to work with truth-assignments alleviates the ontological need
for its objects. Once representations account for impossible ‘truth’, possible
objects can do the representing, as nothing need literally have the incompatible properties that constitute the impossibility. Concrete impossibles will for
these reasons not be pursued any further in this work. But what this example illustrates is that more needs to be said about which objects are chosen as
representations.
In the remainder of this thesis, then, it will hence be probed how well possible
objects can do the job of representing impossibilities, and how we best assign
truth to impossibility statements. Prima facie, for this the question whether our
representational objects are abstract or concrete seems to be irrelevant, which is
why what has been called the ‘Parity Thesis’ (Rescher and Brandom 1980), i.e.
7 Or

is IGR itself supposed to be only impossible?
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the thesis that possible and impossible worlds are of one kind (that is, either
both concrete or both abstract), is neither as interesting nor as important as it
apparently is to some (cf. esp. Rescher and Brandom (1980), Berto (2010)). The
interesting aspect about a combination of Lewisian worlds with representational
‘impossible worlds’ lies not in their ontological similarities or dissimilarities,
but in the different ways such entities are taken to account for the truth of
statements. This, however, is no less interesting when concrete objects are used
as representations.
Since we have already dismissed IGR from our consideration, we must assume that what is called ‘impossible worlds’ are not literally impossible objects.
We face two options to understand this claim: on the one hand, one may insist that talk of ‘worlds’ is still to be taken at face value, and that even though
nothing about ‘impossible worlds’ is literally impossible, it is still literally worlds
that do the representing. In this case,‘impossible’ (but not ‘worlds’) is to be
reinterpreted in our talk of ‘impossible worlds’, and accordingly, this is the option of ‘impossible’ worlds. Unfortunately, I do not know of a single proponent
of such a view, and neither can I find it theoretically appealing. I will hence not
pursue it any further.
The second option uses entities other than worlds as its representations, so
it is ‘worlds’ that here does no longer have its literal meaning. Ontologically,
depending on how impossible states of affairs etc. are conceived, the impossibility of such impossible ‘worlds’ can still be understood as the impossibility in
the strict sense dictated by Lewis’s vacuous account of impossibility. If some
state of affairs does not obtain at any Lewisian world, it is impossible; and impossibility then amounts to the impossibility to obtain, which is in agreement
with Lewis’s analysis.
Unsurprisingly, proponents of this view are much more numerous than those
of literally impossible worlds and of ‘impossible’ worlds. (Berto 2010, Restall
1997, Mares 1997) are examples of proposals that are either explicitly designed
for, or at least claim to be amenable to, a combination with LMR as the underlying theory of possibility. In agreement with recent practice, I will follow
Berto’s (2010) terminology and refer to them as ‘hybrid’ approaches to possible
and impossible worlds. All of the three mentioned hybrid proposals shall be
discussed below.
Lastly, yet another alternative option is to insist on the literal impossibility of
the postulated worlds, but to deny their existence, i.e. to revive the Meinongian
idea of non-existent objects. Priest’s Noneism or Modal Meinongianism (2005),
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is a proposal to this effect, which was briefly discussed in 3.5.3. However, as
we saw there, Priest’s claim to overcome the difficulties that beset Meinong’s
original conception and concomitant promise to provide a faithful impossibilist
plenitude were unjustified. Just as Kiourti’s approach, Priest’s was charged
with implicit truth-assignments to impossibility statements at the non-Lewisian
worlds he proposes, which in his case are all claimed not to exist.
The question whether we want to endorse Preist’s noneism as our representational base depends on our answer to the question whether or not we can
accept a commitment to non-existent objects which in one way or other represent impossibility statements as true. For the time being, I want to reject this
approach, as also this seems a too high ontological investment—of course not
in terms of a multiplication of entities beyond necessity, but a multiplication
of objects beyond obvious necessity (which in my view albeit obeying the letter still contradicts the spirit of the lex parsimoniae). As we will see below,
a highly expressive hybrid proposal can be constructed on the base of objects
that without exception exist in the ontological setting of LMR, which accordingly renders any additional postulate of non-existent objects unnecessary for
the task at hand.
Before we turn to the detailed discussion of hybrid approaches, we have to
address the issue of representationalism from an altogether different angle: What
does the turn towards a representational semantics mean for the faithfulness of
intentionality ascriptions as described in 2.3? I will address and answer this
question by reviewing and renegotiating the reasons for a faithful intentional
semantics in the following section.

4.2

Renegotiating Faithfulness

4.2.1

Two Ways of Being Wrong

Faithful intentionality was understood above as an intentional object’s literal
possession of the properties that it is intentionally characterised as having. As
we have seen by means of the example of ontological misrepresentations, this
cannot be maintained in all cases: we cannot Φ things into being, and neither
can we Φ them away.
Intuitively, agents who Φ the impossible in one way or another can be said to
be doing ‘something wrong’, i.e. the default setting of actually held impossible
intentional content is one in which the agent in question commits a mistake.
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After all, if you happen to believe that 535, 864 345, 131 184, 953, 278, 184,
you simply did not ‘get it right’. But while in the case of arithmetic, the mistakes
are easily verifiable with a pen, a pencil, and a bit of time, other intentional
mistakes may remain undetectable. A case in point are the by now familiar
disagreements about metaphysics (and logic) mentioned by Nolan:
‘If these are genuine, meaningful disagreements, and at most one
of the parties to the various disputes can be correct, then it seems
that the other parties are reasoning about, and even believing in,
impossibilities (albeit without knowing it).’ (1997, 537)
Here, the question which side of a dispute is endorsing an impossible theory
may perhaps never be determined; however, also this will here be considered
as ‘faulty reasoning’ and as resting on a mistake. Quite deliberately, I rely on
the possibility of the content in question as a necessary (though of course not
sufficient) condition for the ‘faultlessness’ of one’s beliefs.
Impossible intentions occur both unwittingly as well as on purpose, so not
all cases involve a mistake in the strict sense. As suggested by Nolan already,
deliberate impossible intentions include e.g. per impossibile reasoning, in which
we establish a conclusion by means of a reductio ad absurdum, or when we
eliminate ‘epistemic possibilities’, i.e. propositions we initially deem to be possible, but discard once we realize that that is not the case. In such reasoning
contexts, we have to at least entertain an impossible proposition, and it seems
that it must be strictly impossible according to the notion of possibility we are
implicit assuming—if it weren’t, why would we be justified in deriving the literal
truth of its negation?
That this kind of impossible intention is deliberate, however, means in most
cases that any assent to the Φed proposition is either outright rejected or at
least suspended. At no moment in my derivation of A from B
B am I forced
to believe B

B to be true or to otherwise accept it. But regardless of my

assent or disbelief, I inevitably have to entertain it—in Meinong’s terminology,
deliberate impossible intentions inevitably require an assumption, though not
an accompanying positive judgement. Intentional acts deliberately aimed at the
impossible will henceforth be represented by variable Ψ.8
Other impossible intentions such as in the mentioned metaphysical disagreements involve belief in the—impossible—factivity of (or a similar endorsement
8 It thus stands for what with yet another huge grain of salt might have been called
‘intentionally impossible intentions’, but I will refrain from adding even more metaphors to
the mix.
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of) the content in question, and they are hence (in most cases)9 not deliberately
aimed at impossibilities. From now on, and unlike before, I will reserve the
variable Φ for such ‘inadvertently impossible’ intentions.
When agent a now Φs that A, A’s modal status does not (usually) affect
the phenomenological quality this intentional act has for a. In particular, a
need not realize at all that A is impossible. This was called the problem of
phenomenological indifference above, and it poses a problem in the context of
metaphysical theories qua theories of intentional content. To illustrate, to the
extent that metaphysical statements are never conclusively verifiable, I may be
ultimately left in the dark about e.g. whether LMR is correct or not. But
even if LMR is necessarily false, the quality of my actual belief in its truth is
unaffected by this uncertainty. Conversely, I may believe that LMR is necessarily
false, while it is in fact true. By entertaining its main premisses I may hence
believe to perform acts of Ψing, which are in fact no impossible intentions at
all. Introspectively, we are hence often not in any position to tell whether or
not we are Φing, Ψing or (if A is possible) simply ∆ing A.
Yet, that the modal status of propositions does not affect our intentional attitude to its content does not mean that we are unable to ascribe such a status.
Just as ontological determinations such as existence ascriptions were considered
legitimate intentional characterizations in chapter 3, also modal determinations
such as possibility ascriptions to impossibility statements are legitimate, and
should not be excluded from consideration. After all, also such modal misattributions are impossibility statements and a plenitudinous semantics accordingly has to capture also ♦A when A is impossible. Impossible modalizations
of impossibility statements like ♦A in this example shall henceforth be referred
to as ‘higher-order impossibilities’ .10
Now, we have already seen that ontological and modal characterizations
often cannot be literally be true at all, even when the intentional agent believes
them to be. In those cases, the agent is wrong in doing so: what he Φs is
not literally true of anything, which seems like a good reason to accept a non9 There

may be cases of agents claiming to deliberately take what they take to be impossible
as the literal and actual truth. Frankly, I am uncertain about how such cases ought to be
handled. My suspicion is, however, that those people are either mistaken about their own
beliefs, that there is an equivocation regarding the meaning of ‘impossible’ at hand, or that
they are simply lying. (An illustration of the equivocation is given by dialetheists who claim
that because contradictions are actually true, the actual world is impossible. Cf. e.g. the
remarks in Priest (1997, 482)).
10 Nolan’s example of the existing-in-all-possible-worlds God of Anselm’s imagination is a
subtle case of a higher-order impossibility, for the (false) stipulation of a necessary existent is
in the end a false claim about what is possible.
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faithful semantics for such cases. But prima facie, the problem of a non-faithful
semantics is that if a Φs A, but in order to make ‘semantic sense’ of a’s Φing that
A, A has to be reinterpreted, the reinterpretation appears to alter a’s intentional
act by giving it a content that is not what a Φs.
For instance, if John erroneously believes that dogs are lizards, we should not
take this to be captured by any world where ‘dog’ denotes agamas11 , or where
‘lizard’ denotes mammals, or any world where ‘dog’ and ‘lizard’ mean something
completely different from their ordinary reading. By doing this, we would also
falsify that a performs an intentional act of Φing A—one reason being that in
the first two cases he would turn out to be right, despite his obviously flawed
taxonomy. In the last case, there is no saying whether he is right or wrong,
which is also not a plausible analysis, as we already know that John’s zoological
opinions are off. If a Φs that A, it should not only come out true that a performs
an intentional act of Φing A, but also that he assumes A to be literally true,
which in turn should be reflected in a faithful semantics of intentionality.12
But we have seen that not all statements can be literally true descriptions
of some perhaps remote reality. It now seems that the only way to reconcile
the need for faithfulness to the agent’s intention and the unavailability of literal
truth is to distinguish an agent’s taking a statement to be true from it being
literally true, i.e. by treating the Φed ‘truth’ of A as a mere truth-assignment.
Intentional faithfulness therefore has to be reinterpreted not to mean the literal
truth of predications within an intention, as was Meinong’s (and to a lesser
extent also Lewis’s) take on it, but it has to take into account that literally, an
agent Φing the impossible is in fact wrong about reality. In case of unwittingly
impossible intentions, it is therefore the agent’s error which gives the turn to
mere truth-assignments a plausible sense.
Should the same apply in cases of Ψing? After all, in those cases, the agent
does not necessarily commit any mistake at all. Ψing of A is compatible with
firm belief (or even knowledge) of ♦A, after all. If a mistake is the only reason
to accept mere truth-assignments in our semantics, it seems that here, we are
still committed to the literal truth of A at some ‘impossible world’.
But also this difficulty is merely apparent. The way Ψing was defined above,
11 I

assume here that John speaks ordinary English without any such reinterpretations.
we already encountered a much less far-fetched case of a ‘resemantization’ of
someone’s intentional content: Kiourti’s handling of Anselm’s idea of God restricted the worldquantifiers to one world, while in the example, Anselm explicitly quantifies beyond his world.
Also there we saw that this distorted not only Anselm’s intention, but also provided him with
possible intentional content, just as in the case of John’s mistaken taxonomy.
12 Above,
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the agent Ψing A is not endorsing the literal truth of A in any sense. Ψing of A
amounts to either a deliberate denial of A, as e.g. when discussing an opponent
metaphysician’s view, or to leave the truth of A in suspenso, as for instance
when drawing conclusions from premises A already known to be impossible.
When faithfulness is understood not as fidelity to the content itself, but to the
agent’s attitude towards that content, any putative commitment to the literal
truth of the Ψed proposition disappears when it is already part and parcel of
the agent’s attitude to disbelieve it.
For both Ψing and Φing of impossible propositions, then, I suggest to give
up the requirement of faithfulness, viz. the literal truth of intentional property
ascriptions. We have to abandon the idea that the semantics of content generally
requires the literal truth of the propositional content in question at all, as this
is itself impossible when the content is impossible. Therefore, as a matter of
theoretical economy, no additional ontology should be postulated in order to
account for our Φing or Ψing of necessary falsehoods. Instead, I propose to
to cast our analysis of content in terms of our ‘conservative’ Lewisian ontology
with its literal account of possible truth, which will be supplemented, not with
additional worlds, but with mere truth-assignments to account for impossible
intentions. This move does not do as much injustice to the intentional act as it
might initially seem: as explained, the assumption is that the intentional agent
either commits a mistake by misrepresenting reality, or he assumes the intended
proposition to be false in the first place, which is captured by its content not
being literally true anywhere.
Yet, in the light of the foregoing chapters, the proposed view will strike some
readers as questionable. How does this reinterpretation of truth in intentional
semantics square with the use of LMR as a foundation of intentional content and
its analysis of possibility? In particular, if faithfulness can be abandoned in case
of impossible intentions, why should it be maintained for possible intentions?
How do we distinguish faithful from non-faithful content in a non-arbitrary way?
And lastly, what is the relation between literal truth and truth-assignments in
the face of phenomenological indifference?
The following section addresses these and related questions before turning to
the overdue assessment of specific proposals for ontologies of ersatz impossible
worlds.
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4.2.2

Objections

One question that arises with regard to the proposed reinterpretation of faithfulness is what if anything impossible intentions have to do with impossibility at
all, once we accept that the truth of the allegedly impossible content is merely
assigned. To illustrate, when Meinong believes (∆es) that some square is round,
doesn’t the literal truth of this description (viz. the truth of ‘Meinong ∆es that
some square is round’) require that some thing is literally round and square in
order for it to—truly—state that Meinong believes something impossible?
Let us also briefly recall Meinong’s argument against psychologism from
‘ontological inapplicability’. According to this argument, in a presentation of
anything blue, warm, or heavy, it is not the presentation itself nor its content
that possesses these properties (cf. Meinong (1899, 384); 3.3.1). Meinong inferred that an object has to be postulated to make sense of such intentional
property attributions, and can one reason along very similar lines and ask how
predications function in intentional semantics if they are not literally true of
anything. It seems that if simple predications are not literally true, this carries
over to any modal statements that embed them: round squares are impossible
because they are literally round and literally square. Meinong’s question is that
if some thing’s being both round and square is not understood in terms of literal
possession of roundness and squareness, what is it that makes the content
of his intentional act impossible at all? After all, there are many things that are
not literally round and literally square, including you, me, and Oliver North.
But none of us have anything to do with Meinong’s intending of round squares,
it seems, and none of us are impossible objects.
We can take this line of reasoning even farther and not only ask what happens
to predications, but to the logical functors in intentional contexts once literalness
is abandoned. We usually take squareness to entail non-roundness—but if
predicates like roundness and squareness are not literally true of anything
in intentional attributions, what does the ‘non’ of non-roundness signify?
Since roundness is not understood literally, it seems that also non-roundness
should not designate the property of literally not being round.
This worry is generalized by Stalnaker in his (1996, 198)13 . There, it is asked
if negation at possible (‘boring’) worlds
and putatively impossible (‘weird’)
worlds
need not have the same truth-conditions at all, but only the boring
13 (Stalnaker 1996) is a fictitious dialogue between two (not so fictional) characters Bill and
Louis, and it is Louis who presents the argument recapitulated here. It obviously corresponds
to Lewis’s views on impossibility, as sketched in chapter 2.
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worlds, how could we be in a position to know whether a world that makes
A
A true validates a contradiction? After all, we are left without a clue
what means at ‘weird’ worlds—we only know that per stipulation coincides
with
at ‘boring’ worlds, while at ‘weird’ worlds they need not so coincide.
We are thus given only a positive constraint (coincidence at ‘boring’ worlds),
plus the information that this constraint is not necessarily met at the others.
A is true is
How could we now possibly determine whether a world where A
possible or impossible? (That the answer to these questions is less than obvious
is what prompts Stalnaker to speak of ‘boring’ and ‘weird’ instead of of possible
and impossible worlds.)
But given that we use LMR as our basis for possibility, though, this problem
is merely apparent. We only have to resort to LMR’s plenitudinous account
of possibility and its collateral vacuous analysis of impossibility in order to answer for any sentence whether it is possible or not. Also the case of Stalnaker’s
is answerable by these lights, since we know that
is stipquasi-negation
ulated to coincide with standard negation
at possible worlds. For A
A
then, we know that it does not hold at any possible world14 , and hence is an
impossibility. Accounting for the impossibility of a statement is unproblematic
once impossibility is analysed in terms of falsity at all possible worlds instead
of truth at some impossible worlds.
However, the question that drove us here was how we can account for the
positive (=non-vacuous) content of impossibility statements, and so far, it may
seem that we have not taken a single step towards an answer. In the example
above, it seems that we distort the content Meinong actually ∆ed, when we give
‘some square is round’ a non-literal semantics, since he intended the predicates
to literally apply to an object—which is not the case in a non-literal semantics.
It seems that ‘Meinong ∆es that some square is round’ is itself not literally true
if we interpret its content representationally and abandon faithfulness to his
intentional content in our semantics. We know that nothing could be round and
square at the same time, because nothing at the Lewis worlds is both round
and square—but how can we express that Meinong believed that something is?
The answer seems to lie in the ‘error-theory’ I proposed above: Meinong
simply commits a mistake. The problem lies not in the predicates, however.
Roundness and squareness have their literal meaning in ‘Meinong ∆es that
14 Unless A is a contingent statement and we speak unrestrictedly; however, this is then a
necessary truth from the standpoint of all, while not a truth at any of the worlds, which is
not what is currently being discussed.
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some square is round’. But since nothing (i.e. no object) literally possesses
both roundness and squareness, it is the quantifier clause which is literally
false. The literal truth is confined to LMR’s universe, which includes all literally
round things and all literally square things. These sets, however, do not overlap,
which is why Meinong’s ∆-content is literally false. Per truth assignment, we
can now reflect Meinong’s attitude towards this literal falsehood: he believed
that it is true that some square is round, and we can capture this by assigning
truth to the embedded clause in ‘Meinong ∆es that some square is round’. He
literally believed this, but he was just as literally wrong.
Meinong’s ‘possible intentions’, i.e. the intentional acts performed by Meinong
that are directed towards possible objects and scenarios, illustrate just how
faithful we in fact remain to his intentional content with this strategy. When
Meinong imagines the golden mountain, he is not imagining any actual object
(and of this he is completely aware). Nevertheless, the object he intentionally relates to literally possesses mountainhood and goldenness in the (from
our perspective) non-actual worlds where it exists. As a matter of fact, even
Meinong’s pondering of the question whether or not he should allow for an existing golden mountain in his ontology is adequately modelled on the basis of
LMR, as also the putative existence of the mountain can be taken literal. It is
after all possible for such a mountain to exist, which in LMR just means that it
does exist somewhere. The denial of this is of course impossible. As impossible
content, it accordingly rests on a mistake, i.e. a misrepresentation of (modal)
reality, and this is easily accounted for by assigning truth. We see that LMR’s
ontology still aids the semantics of intentionality, and that accordingly, there is
neither need nor obligation to resort to truth-assignments in cases of ‘possible
intentions’.
Also a second objection to the proposed reinterpretation of faithfulness can
be answered against the backdrop of these considerations. It concerns the division between literal truth for possibility statements on the one hand and mere
truth-assignments for impossibility statements on the other. It seems that resorting to truth-assignments exclusively in cases of impossible content is just as
hoc as e.g. the distinction between encoding and exemplification of properties
in Meinongian theories (cf. p. 126). In chapter 3, I complained that ‘encoding
of A by an object b’ is nothing but another way of saying ‘assigning truth to “b
is A” ’. In the Meinongian context, such truth-assignments were an impromptu
means to salvage the Intentionality Thesis and the Independence Principlefrom
the threat of impossibilities that lead Meinong’s theory into inconsistency. In
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the present context, however, we have already accepted that absolutely general
faithfulness has to be abandoned in a semantics of intentionality, and that at
least some ‘intentional truth’ can only be assigned. That means that while we
do accept a plenitude principle, contrary to Meinong, we do not endorse anything as absolute as the Independence Principle, and hence we do not accept
that any object possesses literally incompatible properties. The move towards
truth-assignments in the context of impossible intentions thus merely bears witness to our rejection of the Independence Principle, which is certainly not an ad
hoc manoeuvre.
But doesn’t an exact allocation of literal truth and truth-assignments along
the divide between possibility and impossibility recreate the impression of arbitrariness? Indeed, such an apportionment of truth and ‘truth’ would not only
seem ad hoc, but altogether fails to make sense, what is easily seen when considering complex impossibility statements, and in particular, conjunctions. Up
to this point, we have never imposed any formal restrictions on impossibility
statements, and there do not seem to be any good reason to impose any—as
a matter of fact, plenitude concerns offer very good reasons to refrain from
any such restriction. Accordingly, the impossibility statements we have to deal
with include complex statements such as conjunctions and the like. Now, if the
truth of a conjunctive (or otherwise complex) impossibility statement is merely
assigned, we can wonder whether this affects the truth of the constituent statements on their own as well. One might worry that the truth-assignments to
complex impossibility statements flow back to their constituents, which would
then seem to either obscure or to undermine the literal truth altogether.
But also this concern can be disarmed by very similar considerations as
above. While it may well be that, say, A
A is impossible and hence can
only be validated by a truth-assignment, if A is a contingent atomic statement,
there is no reason why the truth of A and A shouldn’t be literal at the possible
worlds that validate them. A

A, however, is not rendered literally true by

the literal truth of its conjuncts. The literal truth of conjunctions of atomic
ordinary statements then depends on the literal truth of its constituents at the
same world, which is impossible.
However, statements affirming trans-world states of affairs (such as the existence of sets or of the plurality of worlds), cannot, as we have seen, be literally
true at any of the worlds anyway, as ‘truth at’ was defined in terms of mereological parthood. In terms of truth from the standpoint of the worlds, though,
such statements have to be evaluated as necessary: from the standpoint of all
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the worlds, such simple extraordinary claims are true. But that they are not
literally true at the worlds does not mean that they are not literally true. Their
truth is literal, as it reflects ontological facts. Note, however, that accordingly
some, but not all, conjunctive extraordinary claims are literally true: on our
current background assumptions, it is literally true that there is a plurality of
worlds and that there are sets. What cannot be literally true are negations
of the extraordinary truths, as these have no foothold in reality, and accordingly, neither can complex statements formed with extraordinary negations as
constituents.
It does not seem ad hoc to assign truth only to impossibility statements, as
these are defined by a lack of the ‘right’ kind of correspondence to ontology.
And this lack of correspondence is precisely what constitutes the error that the
agent of an impossible intention is committing. In a very Lewisian vein then, we
are letting ontology dictate what is literally true, and this in turn decides what
is possible and what not. Furthermore, this also gives us the principled way
we sought to distinguish faithful from non-faithful content, even though this
method is purely theoretical, as the phenomenological quality the intentional
act has for the agent is still unaffected by the modal status of its content. And
since our semantics of impossibility is after all intended not to compromise the
agent’s attitudes, this is precisely as it should be.

4.3

Conclusion

In this chapter, we set out to strike a balance between our previous ambitions
to do justice to the content had by intentional agents on the one hand, and on
the other to find a general solution to the Granularity Problem . It was argued
that in order to do the latter, we have to provide plenitudinous content, i.e. a
semantics for intentional content provides non-vacuous content for any possibly
held intention.
This ambition was given priority over what had been called intentional faithfulness, which required the literal truth of property ascriptions in intentional
contexts. It was argued that in cases of impossible intentional content, the agent
in question is committing some form of mistake, and the content itself should
not be interpreted as being literally true anywhere. ‘Mistake’ was understood
broadly enough to include on the one hand also deliberately impossible intentions (i.e. intentional acts consciously targeting impossible states of affairs),
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and on the other also intentional acts that are indeliberately aimed at impossible states of affairs. The latter class of of intentional acts includes affirmative
attitudes towards the content in question (such as belief), while the former does
not usually allow for such assent.
Semantically, this allows us to treat also literally false statements as true
when required. It was shown how the Lewisian analysis of possibility provides us
with a well motivated line of demarcation between literal truth and mere truthassignments. The upshot was that if a statement is neither true at nor from the
standpoint of any of the worlds, its ‘truth’, when embedded in a propositional
attitude construction, can only be assigned. However, while this was put forward
as an objection to Meinongian distinctions between ways of property possession
or kinds of properties, which appeared utterly ad hoc, it was shown that here,
the distinction between literal truth and truth-assignments is justifiable by our
ontological commitments, and cannot be called ad hoc due to our principled
prioritization of plenitude over faithfulness.
We have thus relaxed our previous constraints on our semantics for intentionality by locating an error involved in impossible intentions: against the backdrop
of LMR’s analysis of possibility, it is their failure to correspond to any actual or
(from our perspective) non-actual reality and their consequential literal falsity,
which justifies their evaluation in terms of mere truth-assignments.
However, nothing has been said about how plenitudinous impossible content
can be accounted for besides that it lacks literal correspondence to any reality.
It is hence time to consider specific proposals to provide intentional content for
impossible intentions, and to evaluate them against our demand of plenitude.
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Chapter 5

Veracity, Mendacity, and
Granularity
5.1

Backlashes of Literalness in two “Hybrid”
Theories

This chapter discusses which resources a semantics needs to provide plenitudinous representational content. Before turning to an actually plenitudinous semantics, it will be instructive to have a look at two rather similar proposals
of how to amend Lewisian literal possibility with ersatz impossible ‘worlds’.
The cases of (Restall 1997) and (Berto 2010) are particularly interesting in the
context of literalness and plenitude, as both of them, though in different ways,
adopt the former and for this reason fail to achieve the latter. Let us begin with
Restall’s proposal.

5.1.1

Restall’s Extraordinary Contingencies

Restall motivates his impossible worlds explicitly with an eye to intentionality
and doxastic semantics, with a particular focus on inconsistent beliefs (Restall
1997, 583). He criticizes Lewis’s strategy of understanding seemingly inconsistent beliefs as harmless cases of ‘doublethink’ (cf. 2.3.3), to which he refers as
the ‘chunking account’ (1997, 584). As Restall notes, one reason why Lewis’s
strategy cannot be generally applied to all inconsistent beliefs is that
‘not all inconsistent beliefs are formed by conjoining two or more
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consistent beliefs. The straightforward ways of reading Fermat’s
last theorem and of naïve set theory seem to be examples of this’.
(1997, 584)
Additional examples are provided by the extraordinary impossibilities we
encountered above, which are usually not conjunctive either.1
Another example of Restall’s, about Frege believing naïve set theory to be
consistent despite its actual inconsistency (1997, 584), is in fact an example of
belief in a higher-order impossibility, at least if consistency is understood as
a necessary condition for possibility2 . So while the theory itself is impossibly
true due to its factual inconsistency, its consistency is yet another impossibility,
which in turn is the doxastic content attributed to Frege in Restall’s example.
Restall does not address plenitude concerns explicitly, but he thus acknowledges
the task to provide a semantics for both non-conjunctive and higher-order impossibilities . His concerns are mainly logical—whether he has any preference
for Lewisian concreta or ersatz worlds remains open when he announces that he
‘[...] will use the techniques readily available to theorists like Lewis
and Stalnaker—possible worlds and a first-order language, related
in the usual classical way—and out of this machinery we will see
how “impossible worlds” can be constructed in a well-motivated way’
(1997, 585).
Lewisian worlds are thus officially declared to be well-suited for his purposes,
and I will presuppose LMR as our underlying ontology of worlds in what what
follows.
Restall defines his impossible ‘worlds’ as non-empty sets of Lewis-worlds.
Let us therefore speak of world-sets X, Y , Z,... instead of ‘impossible worlds’.
Restall’s generalization of truth to what he calls “ ‘truth in a world”, which allows
inconsistent worlds just as much as consistent ones’ (1997, 593), therefore strictly
means ‘truth in either a world or a world-set’.
Restall’s generalized definition of truth leaves truth at worlds unchanged.
For a statement to be true in3 a world-set X, however, it is sufficient that it be
true in one of its members. The key move to allow us to treat also inconsistencies
1 Also

this was already mentioned in section 2.3.3.
does Restall: ‘Clearly, contradictions of the form A
A are impossible’ (1997, 585).
3 Recall that ‘truth in a world’ is here used as a technical term which comprises both truth
at as well as from the standpoint of worlds. Restall does not distinguish between these cases,
and the use of ‘in’ instead of ‘at’ in his truth definition is my own choice, which I make to
provide the most charitable interpretation of Restall’s hybrid.
2 As
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as true is now that falsity at world-sets is handled in exactly the same way: a
statement A is false in X if it is false in at least one of its member worlds—no
matter which truth-value A has in any other member world. As furthermore the
truth conditions of conjunction are defined the standard way for world-sets—a
conjunction is true in a world-set if both conjuncts are true in the set, while
it is false otherwise—, it is possible for sentences to be both true and false in
X, A is evaluated
world-sets. If A is true in w X while being false in w
both as true and false in X, so that X A
A.
Restall’s definition of truth in world-sets is interesting from an ontological
perspective. As a matter of fact, the validation of contradictions in his approach
relies on treating ordinary (i.e. ‘intra-world’) contingent statements as if they
were extraordinary contingencies that obey Divers’s schema (AC) (cf. Divers
(2002, 49), 1.2.2). That is, he takes statements that are literally true at the
worlds, but treats them like extraordinary content4 . In the original Lewisian
setting, there are no extraordinary contingencies, precisely because their existence would mean that there are literally true contradictions5 . Restall exploits
exactly this by ‘superimposing’ the truth-values of possible contingencies at the
world-sets. This way, only what is literally true in worlds can be ‘true’ in the
world-sets too. However, this reliance on the literal truth in Lewis-worlds is one
of the reasons why Restall’s system cannot capture all impossibilities.
To begin with, with the deployment of Lewis worlds it is obvious that nonconjunctive impossibilities cannot be interpreted as true on his account. If
A is not true at any world, A can’t be true at any world-set either. Restall
mentions that ‘[i]t might be that in the model, there is no possible world w such
that w

p, for some atomic proposition p’ and that ‘[t]his is allowed by the

constraints of the model’ (1997, 585-6). However, that the model in principle
admits for atomic ‘impossibilities’ is irrelevant for the expressive power of the
world-sets if these are constructed out of Lewis-worlds. If all we can do to
‘create’ impossible content is to ‘put worlds into sets’, and truth at its members
is necessary for ‘truth’ at the set, such impossibilities are unattainable.
In a similar vein, Restall’s definition of truth at world-sets is unable to render
true any contradictions where the conjuncts are necessary. E.g. the theorems
of classical logic, such as e.g. tertium non datur, are true at all Lewis-worlds.
Hence, also any arbitrary world-set validates A
A, while its negation on
4 This

was flagged already in chapter 2, footnote 14.
also the discussion of the extraordinary reading of ordinary contingencies in chapter
2, footnote 12.
5 Cf.
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its own as well as its conjunction therewith, which both are impossibilities in
LMR, elude Restall’s semantics. The same applies to any negations of the
ontological necessities of LMR, i.e. the mentioned extraordinary impossibilities
. For any extraordinary existential claim such as ‘There is a plurality of worlds’
there is no non-empty set of worlds which validate their negation. Accordingly,
extraordinary impossibilities cannot be true at any world-sets, since these, by
definition, are non-empty.
Lastly, we can ask about Restall’s own example of Frege’s belief in the consistency of naïve set-theory, but obviously, also this higher-order impossibility
is not captured by any world-set: there are no Lewis-worlds where naïve set
theory is consistent. All of these impossibilities cannot be validated by Restall’s
generalized notion of ‘truth in worlds’, because it implicitly relies on the literal
truth at (or from the viewpoint of) Lewisian worlds when LMR serves as its
ontological foundation. Restall’s system is unable to capture all impossibilities
there are according to LMR, despite his use of abstract objects as stand-in impossible ‘worlds’. The proposed apparatus does therefore does not provide an
adequate foundation for impossible intentions either, and is unable to resolve
the Granularity Problem .
Let us hence turn to a discussion of Berto’s proposal to identify impossible
‘worlds’ with Lewisian propositions.

5.1.2

Bertonian Propositions

Berto’s 2010 ‘Hybrid Modal Realism ’ (HMR) uses sets of Lewisian propositions as impossible ‘worlds’. Lewisian propositions themselves are sets of worlds
(Lewis 1986, 53-4), and the set of all Lewisian worlds W is naturally partitioned
by negation into those worlds in which A holds and those in which A is false
(and A is true). In what follows, the Lewisian proposition that A, viz. the set
of Lewis-worlds where A holds, will be referred to as A .
Berto makes use of the exhaustiveness of negation on Lewisian propositions
and represents the content of contradictory statements such as A
A by the
set containing the complementary sets of worlds corresponding to A and A
respectively, i.e. the Lewisian propositions A and

A . Berto emphasizes that

‘what makes [proposition sets] inconsistent is that their subsets6
have no common element. That no genuine world appears in each
6 I take it that what is meant are the member sets, i.e. the Lewisian propositions included
in Berto’s sets, and not their subsets (themselves sets of sets).
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of them shows that the propositions such subsets consist in can be
jointly true in no possible world’ (2010, 482).
Such a set A , A itself—also referred to as a ‘world-book’ by Berto
(2010, 481)—is explicitly understood to be a proposition, even though it cannot
be a strictly Lewisian one. Lewisian possible propositions and Bertonian impossible propositions, despite belonging to the same ontological kind, differ in
important respects7 . While both are sets, the distinction regarding their degree
of iteration has important algebraic consequences. For instance, Berto’s conjunctive impossible propositions such as A
in terms of the intersection between A and

A have to be understood not

A , which would be the standard (Boolean) way of accounting for conjoined propositions, but in terms of

‘co-membership’ viz. the concurrent inclusion of A and A in some superordinate set. Complex Lewisian propositions, however, do not require additional
structure, as they are identified with the results of the usual Boolean operations
on sets:
the conjunction of A and B is A

B

the disjunction of A and B is A

B

the negation of A is A.
Set-theoretically speaking, all Lewisian propositions are just sets of urelements, i.e. non-set individuals. And while Berto accepts this analysis for
atomic and simple negated propositions, he explicitly deviates from it for impossible conjunction. Berto insists that also ‘impossible worlds’ are identified
with propositions:
‘The impossible proposition that A and
set

A,

A just is the inconsistent

8

A ’. (2010, 481; my emph.)

This is not altogether different from the way Restall handles impossible conjunctions, and the ‘doubling’ of semantics for conjunction is not any special
feature of Berto’s proposal. Also Restall’s definition of truth in world-sets generalizes conjunction to validate also conjunctive statements that are not true on
its usual definition—truth in world-sets is after all intended not to coincide with
7 Remember

that the only Lewisian impossible proposition is .
also confirmed to me in conversation that this passage is not a mere slip of the
tongue and that the ontological identification between impossible propositions and his worldbooks is as intended.
8 Berto
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truth in worlds, and from the perspective of impossibilities as merely representational ‘superimpositions’ (cf. Restall (1997, 586)) of incompatible content, this
strategy is fine for either approach. Both can equally well account for the error
involved in an impossible intention. Restall’s world-sets are just sets, however,
while Berto’s literal identification of ‘impossible worlds’ and propositions raises
several questions Restall does not have to answer. How do Bertonian proposiA (
!) relate to each
tions A , A and their Lewisian forebears A
other? Does A , A take the place of A
A also in non-intentional
contexts? Or even more generally, does

A

B

replace A

B?

No indication is given in (Berto 2010), though, whether or not this is intended as a general reinterpretation of conjunctive propositions, i.e. if the
interpretation of conjunction as co-membership is intended to apply also to
non-contradictory conjunctions. Yet, Berto seems to be committed to either a
uniform replacement of standard to conjunction that applies without regard to
a statements modal status, or has to make plausible why a reinterpretation of
only impossible conjunctions is less ad hoc than it seems. After all, the provision
of a completely different extension to propositions also outside of the context
of impossible intentions goes far beyond the task of giving a representational
semantics for impossible intentional content. We should therefore insist on receiving additional information on the nature of complex propositions in (Berto
2010). Sets of sets of worlds are not propositions in the Lewisian sense, and if
they are to count as propositions, we either have two kinds of propositions—
Lewisian ones for possibility, Bertonian ones for impossibility—, or we have
to abandon the Boolean algebra on propositions we love and cherish, as the
impossible propositions do not obey the usual rules for conjunction.9
But let us leave these ontological worries aside and return to our semantic concerns. Is Berto’s account of impossible ‘worlds’ able to provide enough
9 This is why a general reinterpretation of conjunctions seems unwarranted. Due to its
enormous plausibility, the standard interpretation of conjunction as set intersection (as well as
the dual understanding of disjunction as set union) has to overrule any such proposal unless
it is at least as plausible. After all, it is the intersection-reading of conjunction that give sense
to principles such as the inverse relationship between information strength and the number
of available informations states, according to which the information that A B is stronger
than the information that A or B on their own. When worlds are taken as (playing a relevant
part in the context of) information states, the information that A B is plausibly understood
as ruling out the worlds where either only A or only B is supported, so that only the worlds
that support both (i.e. A
B ) remain—and crucially, we want to rely on this principle too
in our non-trivial reasoning about impossible states of affairs. Abandoning this reading then
forces us to reinterpret also all such principles that have been constructed on its back. Prima
facie, at least, a general co-membership interpretation of conjunction does away with all such
principles, and as such does not match the intersection reading in terms of plausibility.
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impossibilities to solve the Granularity Problem if we take for granted that
Bertonian propositions encapsulate impossibilities? The answer is, as Berto
himself indicates already on the very first page of his (2010), a straightforward
‘no’. While recognizing the Granularity Problem as the main motivating factor
to introduce his ‘world books’ (2010, pp. 472), Berto contends himself with
an account that is not plenitudinous, but which ‘distinguishes many intuitively
distinct propositions’ (2010, 471). However, many other intuitively distinct
propositions are still conflated. First of all, and just as in Restall’s system, noncontingent propositions which do not have non-empty complements as well as
any contradictions with such propositions as conjuncts have to be analysed as
in Berto’s approach. And also non-conjunctive impossibilities
the set W,
are again invariably analysed as the empty set, which entails that also the problem of higher-order impossibilities —after all a special case of non-conjunctive
impossibility—remains unsolved. Berto’s ‘hybrid’ of concrete possibles and abstract impossibles explicitly endorses the Lewisian analysis (P) (cf. Berto 2010,
480), and thus analyses ♦A in terms of A being true at some world. No matter
that some proposition set makes A true, there is no Lewisian world at which A
holds, and therefore there are none where ♦A holds, either. If possibility is a
question of truth at worlds, it is hard to see how any set-theoretical structure
imposed upon the worlds could discriminate between higher-order impossibilities . In the given setting, they all have to be analysed as the empty set.
Hence, also HMR is structurally incapable of providing a plenitudinous analysis
of possibility.

5.1.3

Evaluation

So far, we have seen that Restall’s proposal, despite using abstract representations instead of concrete worlds, fails on the challenge of plenitude. His
world-sets are unable to account for impossibilities that are not combinations
of incompatible contingent possibilities, which is why necessary truths cannot
be falsified at all, and why the only necessary falsehoods that are validated are
explicit contradictions. But since extraordinary impossibilities are not (necessarily) conjunctive, they cannot be validated at world-sets—which makes the
extraordinary necessities unfalsifiable also at Restall’s representational impossible ‘worlds’.
Furthermore, we have seen that also Berto’s HMR, albeit proposing a different form of set to represent impossibilities, suffers from largely the same defect.
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Even though Berto relies on sets of worlds and not worlds themselves as the
members of his set-theoretical impossible ‘worlds’, such Lewisian propositions
are still individuated by the goings-on of their members and the literally true
descriptions thereof. Whatever isn’t going on at any Lewis-worlds is hence only
expressed by the empty proposition, and Berto’s proposal does not make any
headway regarding the extraordinary impossibilities .
To a significant extent, Berto is aware the limitations of his approach. In
his own assessment of HMR, he writes:
‘Things get more complicated when we consider that some impossible propositions are just atomic ones—that two is odd, for instance—
which is why in the examples above I have been speaking of contingent propositions to begin with. There may be a way of analysing
these atomic impossibilities into set-theoretic constructions out of
worlds after translating them them into structured impossibilities;
but at present I have no idea how it could be done systematically.’
(2010, 484-5)
I want to contend that, systematically, there is no way of validating extraordinary impossibilities (including atomic ones), as long as the ‘set-theoretic
constructions out of worlds’ that are proposed as their analytical substrate incorporate the literal truth of LMR. As long as the literal truths of LMR’s
worlds lie at the bottom of the evaluations of impossibility statements at Berto’s
set-theoretical structures, it seems at least unlikely that a systematic way of
analysing atomic impossibilities into constructions out of worlds. That his impossible ‘worlds’ are sets may soothe ones ontological worries; the semantic task
of distinguishing impossibilities, however, is as a matter of principle not alleviated by this move alone.
The common problem of both Restall’s and Berto’s approach is that they
are forced to respect the ontological facts imposed by their acceptance of LMR,
and this point is the occurrence of extraordinary impossibilities . Any theory
that aims at a (semantic) plenitude of impossibility on the basis of LMR needs
to have the expressive power to contradict the ontological necessities that LMR
brings along, as well as the ‘possibilizations’ of any such impossibility claims,
which were here called higher-order impossibilities . And as we have seen, this is
a problem regardless of whether we are talking about concrete impossible worlds
or abstract ‘impossible worlds’. Regardless of their nature, the capabilities of
impossible worlds to account for all impossibilities that are Φable depend on
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their ability to misrepresent facts, or on what I want to call their mendacity:
they have to be able to ‘lie’ about the facts. Additional ontological ‘layers’
(e.g. sets, sets of sets or the like) on top of a necessary ontology such as the
one endorsed by LMR do not help to conceal the literal truth about this ontology, which is why I conclude that such approaches are wanting as semantic
foundations for intentionality.
Let us hence turn to a proposal which, despite also being based on Lewisian
realism about possibility and also using set-theoretic structures as representational objects, approaches its task of representing impossibility from a different
angle. As we shall see, it introduces a mechanism the only function of which is
to obscure the literal truth.

5.2

Mares’s Lying Situations

5.2.1

States of Affairs and Indices

Just as Berto’s and Restall’s, also Mares’s proposal is explicitly (while not exclusively) designed as an extension of LMR. Like Restall, also Mares claims to
use ‘only tools standardly in the toolbox of possible worlds theorists’ (Mares
1997, 518) to construct what he calls states of affairs: possible ones that correspond to Lewis worlds, or impossible ones which stand proxy for worlds where
there are none. Maresian ersatz worlds are understood as (complete; see below)
collections or sets of states of affairs, so that for Mares,
‘[a] possible (ersatz) world is such that all of its states of affairs are
true10 in some “real possible world” ’ (1997, 516).
States of affairs as conceived by Mares are structures of the form
R, a1 , ..., an , π , where R is an n-place relation, a1 , ..., an are individuals, and
π stands for a polarity, taken as either 1 or 0. Let us call R, a1 , ..., an , 1 a
positive, R, a1 , ..., an , 0 a negative state of affairs from here onwards. The polarities mark for any given Ra1 , ..., an whether it ‘holds’ or ‘does not hold’—an
expression in obvious need of clarification in the present context. But even
regardless of what ‘holding’ means, it already becomes apparent that the polarities are the main device to achieve ontologically non-committal assignments of
10 In accord with Mares’s other characterizations, I suspect that it is a mere ‘slip of the
tongue’ that he here implicitly claims states of affairs to be truth-carriers. As we shall see
shortly, Maresian states of affairs are otherwise not construed as linguistic items at all.
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truth in Mares’s approach. Their function, their ontology, and the implications
of their stipulation will therefore be discussed below in the detail they deserve.
Mares leaves open what a state of affairs is in his ontology. According to
him, it ‘might be a set-theoretic construct (like a sequence) or something more
vertebrate, perhaps even sui generis’ (1997, 519). And in the present, semantic,
context of plenitude, it does not matter much what the states of affairs themselves are. Fur current purposes, we can adopt the operational interpretation
suggested by Mares: states of affairs are basic pieces of information (1997, 520).
The ontological questions what pieces of information are, and how they relate
to LMR’s ontology, will nevertheless have to be addressed in the long run. They
will be taken up in section 5.3 below.
States of affairs can be significantly smaller than full-size worlds, and since
we are dealing with impossible worlds or plausible stand-ins for such things,
we now turn to Mares ‘worlds’. I will follow Mares in referring to his own
brand of ‘worlds’ as ‘indices’. Indices i are sets of states of affairs, such that
i, where
for any R and sequence a1 , ..., an , R, a1 , ..., an , 1 or R, a1 , ..., an , 0
the disjunction is understood as inclusive. Its inclusiveness admits the case
that both, but nevertheless prohibits that neither are in i. Let us follow the
usage of (Barwise and Perry 1983, 53), which Mares credits with the authorship
of his situation-theoretic set-up, and refer to the sequences R, a1 , ..., an as
constituent sequences.
A Lewisian world w is now represented by index i if for all states of affairs
1. R, a1 , ..., an , 1

i iff a1 , ..., an is in the extension of R at w,

2. R, a1 , ..., an , 0

i iff a1 , ..., an is not in the extension of R at w.

The clauses on the right-hand side resemble the usual predicate logical truth
i, ‘Ra1 , ..., an ’ is
conditions for atomic formulas, such that if R, a1 , ..., an , 1
true, and if R, a1 , ..., an , 0
i, ‘Ra1 , ..., an is false at w. Surprisingly, Mares
only sketches a propositional logic in his (1997). And as a matter of fact, an
extension of his approach seems uncomplicated enough, as I will show below.
Indices are thus defined as (possibly over-)complete information states, and
if such a state matches the goings-on at a Lewisian world (i.e. truly describes
a Lewis-world), it is a possible index; if not, an impossible index, which neatly
emulates the Lewisian vacuous analysis of possibility. The incompleteness of
information, which is significant for intentional semantics for non-ideal intentional agents, is modelled by sets of indices instead of admitting also incomplete
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indices. And as Mares himself notes, their prohibition is a purely discretionary
decision taken by him for simplicity’s sake, which does not reflect any deep
philosophical qualms (1997, 520).
A few more formalities need to be addressed in order to get to what interests us here, viz. truth and falsity of impossibility statements. Frames in
Mares’s system are triples I, P, $ , where I is the set of indices, P
I the
set of possible indices, and $ an assignment of a set of spheres to indices. The
spheres themselves are sets of indices that are to a certain degree similar to the
index they are assigned to, which roughly follows Lewis’s 1973 semantics for
counterfactuals (cf. Lewis (1973), Mares (1997, 521)).
However, more important in the context of this thesis are models in Mares’s
theory, which are quadruples I, P, $, v , where I, P, $ is a frame and v is
a function from propositional variables and indices to the set of truth-values
t, f, b , where t and f are truth and falsity, respectively, and b represents the
glut value, i.e. simultaneous truth and falsity. Truth of formulas A at indices i,
A, is defined ‘LP-style’ , i.e. as ‘minimal’ truth11 , with the proviso that v
never assigns b to atomic formulas at possible indices.
i

The relation between v and the states of affairs of indices remains implicit
in (Mares 1997). I assume that v is intended to assign t at i to propositional
variables p that correspond to some R, a1 , ..., an , 1
i, and f to those states
of affairs such R, a1 , ..., an , 0
i, unless both states of affairs are in i, in
which case b is assigned. As we have the consistency constraint on propositional
variables, satisfaction, and therefore also negation, at possible indices behave
classically (Mares 1997, 523-4). Accordingly, at possible indices, a polarity 1
corresponds only to t, just as 0 corresponds only to f . Assignments of b are
hence reserved for impossible indices, as only the impossible indices may contain
both a positive state of affairs and its negative counterpart at the same time.
We see that Mares’s truth-function v does not does not disambiguate between
the literal truth and mere truth-assignments. However, his use of the Lewisian
worlds as a ‘sorting device’ on the indices does that job nicely, as literal truth
is still reserved for those indices that correspond to Lewisian worlds. This
classifies indices as possible or impossible in accordance with Lewis’s analysis of
possibility. It is hence possible in Mares’s approach to have ontology decide when
mere truth-assignments are necessary to do justice to the content of intentional
agents, which is only ever the case when it lacks this correspondence, which need
11 A true formula A is at least true. If it is only true, it receives the value t; and if it is also
false, it receives b.
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not be known to the agent. The indiscriminate assignments of ‘truth’ (which
may amount to literal truth) hence captures the phenomenological indifference
between possible and impossible intentions.

5.2.2

Logic vs. Systematic Mendacity

Mares in his (1997) is mainly concerned with the semantics of relevant and
generally paraconsistent logics, and motivates this concern with our prevalently
non-trivial intuitions regarding counterpossible conditionals (cf. 2.3.3). He introduces the following truth-conditions for the logical connectives:
i
i

A

B iff i

A and i

A

B iff i

A or i

B

i
i

A

B iff i

A or i

A

A

B iff i

A and i

i
i

A

B

A iff i

A

A iff i

A (cf. Mares (1997, 522)).

is intended as a satisfaction relation between indices and formula, whereas
is a dissatisfaction relation. They are designed to allow for simultaneous
satisfaction and dissatisfaction, as implies, but is not equivalent to, .12
We can now turn to the mentioned first-order generalization of the Maresian
programme. Our domain of discourse should comprise all individuals that exist
simpliciter in LMR. Let hence W be the set of all Lewisian worlds, plus all
their parts, plus all fusions thereof. This exhausts the individual domain of
LMR13 . The set of worlds W is a subset of W , and obviously, neither W nor
W is finite.
Take a standard first order language consisting of a set of individual constants Con, a set of individual variables Var, the connectives

,

and the

quantifier . Obviously, we want our atomic first-order formulas Rt1 , ..., tn to
correspond to the constituent sequences R, a1 , ..., an in Mares’s states of affairs. We first define a denotation function δ on the individual terms in our
language with W as our individual domain D14 :
12 A

similar proposal is of course Dunn (1976).
that sets are not individuals.
14 Both presentation and content of much of the first-order extension is literally copied from
(Priest 2005), which agrees with much of my Maresian programme, though (of course) not
with the individual domain I propose.
13 Recall
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if c is a constant (i.e. c
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Con), δ c

D

if R is an n-place predicate symbol and i
where δ R, i , δ R, i
Dn

I, δ R, i is a pair δ

We go on to define a mapping from variables and constants s : Var
such that
if c

Con, δs c

δ c

if x

Var, δs x

sx.

R, i , δ

Con

R, i ,

D

In agreement with Mares’s propositional semantics which allows for simultaneous truth and falsity of the same proposition, in the first order case we should
allow for overlapping extensions of our predicates. This we can do by assigning
an extension δ as well as an anti -extension δ to atomic statements Rt1 , ..., tn .
This assignment of double extensions takes over the function of the polarities
in our logical language: The positive extension indicates that the positive state
of affairs that corresponds to our statement is included in the index set, the
anti-extension indicates that the negative state of affairs is included. As in the
propositional case, this allows for both to be included; and following Mares, also
here we can forbid that neither state of affairs is included. More importantly,
however, we retain his proviso that positive and negative extensions of predicates need only mirror any real goings-on at possible indices p P
I, for

which the inclusion of conflicting states of affairs is accordingly prohibited.
Let

be a relation between indices i and statements that can be read as ‘is

“true” at’. The clause for atomic sentences can then be formulated as follows
i
i

s

Rt1 , ..., tn iff δs t1 , ..., δs tn

δ

R, i

s

Rt1 , ..., tn iff δs t1 , ..., δs tn

δ

R, i

If we compare these with Mares’s original clauses for literal truth (cf. p. 162)
at the possible indices p

P

I that represent Lewis worlds:

1. R, a1 , ..., an , 1

p iff a1 , ..., an is in the extension of R at w,

2. R, a1 , ..., an , 0

p iff a1 , ..., an is not in the extension of R at w.

we can note the following. First of all, and as desired, the assignment of
truth to atomic formulas depends on their correspondence to the constituent
structure of Mares’s indices. Secondly, as indicated above, δ R, i as the positive extension of relation R at index i is to be understood as the set of all states
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of affairs R, a1 , ..., an , 1 that by means of polarity 1 affirm that R holds of the
individual sequence a1 , ..., an . This means that if R, a1 , ..., an , 1
i and if
δs t1 , ..., δs tn
a1 , ..., an , then δs t1 , ..., δs tn
δ R, i , and accordingly i s Rt1 , ..., tn . In accordance with clause 1., this means in turn that the
positive and negative extensions of atomic formulas merely take over the function of polarities by ‘sorting’ the states of affairs into positive and negative ones,
which is exactly as desired. And if they mirror the goings-on at a Lewis-world,
they accordingly serve to express the literal truth. However, since the clauses
for atomic formulas are defined for all (and not only possible) indices, we see
is not strictly a truth relation: as intended, the ‘truth’ at impossible
why
indices can be merely assigned, and should therefore not be confused with truth
in the strict sense, i.e. literal truth.
It seems that now we could simply go on to give ‘truth’ conditions for complex statements at all indices. For negation and conjunction, the following seem
plausible, as they mirror the ones given above which were proposed by Mares
himself for his propositional case (cf. 1997, 522):
i
i
i
i

s

A iff i

s

A

s

A iff i

s

A
s

A and i

s

A or i

s

A

B iff i

s

A

B iff i

s
s

B

B

Also a reasonable clause for the quantifier appears straightforward:
i

s

xA iff there exists a d

i

s

xA iff for all d

D, i

D, i
s x d

s x d
15

A

A

At this point, we should take a step back and assess how Mares’s indices
fare on the matter of plenitude as things stand. The question arises whether
the truth-conditions—both the Maresian propositional ones and the first-order
ones given here—are compatible with the plenitude of impossibilities we seek,
and it seems that this is not the case.
The conditions make e.g. the assignment of truth to a conjunctive statement
B depend upon the assignments of truth of its conjuncts also at impossible
indices. Accordingly, the ‘truth’ of a conjunction—never mind whether it is

A

15 We have to be very clear about what this quantifier expresses at possible indices: it does
not express world-bound existence or ‘existence at’, but existence ‘from the standpoint of’,
as introduced in section 1.2.2. In order to express the world-bound existence of possibilia, a
parthood-predicate or the like could be introduced.
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literally true or not—at any impossible index warrants that each of its conjuncts
is also at least16 ‘true’, and vice versa. While this enables the representation
of ‘true’ contradictions and hence serves Mares’s purpose to devise semantics
for paraconsistent logics nicely, it excludes all non-adjunctive indices: indices,
where a conjunction fails to be ‘true’ while both conjuncts are (cf. Berto (2013)).
In the same vein, there cannot be any non-prime indices (where a disjunction is
‘true’ even though both disjuncts are ‘false’) either if the ‘truth’-conditions for
disjunction hold at all indices. Even if what is at stake is not literal truth, we
should avoid a notion of ‘truth’ that is ‘too orderly’ to account for all possibly
held intentional content. If we are targeting plenitude, we cannot therefore
impose too much structure onto the indices, and yet, these clauses do exactly
that. From the vantage point of plenitude then, there should not only be an
index where A and B are both ‘true’ without A B being ‘true’, there should
also be one where their conjunction is ‘true’ while at least one of them (only)
fails to be so, and so on and so forth. But with a ‘truth’ condition as the one
above in place, none of this can be. The problem is that the ‘truth’ of complex
formulas is made to depend on the already assigned ‘truth’ of its constituents,
which in this sense cancels the originally arbitrary assignment. Accordingly, the
uniform imposition of ‘truth’-conditions for all indices is counterproductive in
the context of plenitude.
With the extraordinary impossibilities in mind, which, as you recall, were
absolutely necessary existential statements, we should ask about the quantifier
too. Is there a similar risk of introducing ‘too much truth’ too, and too much
ontological truth for that matter? But we see here that also this does not allow
for plenitude. On the bright side, the condition on the right-hand side requires
the existence of an object which ‘makes true’ the embedded clause A under s,
but in the present setting, any object at all serves to fulfil this task for any A.
The requirement that i

A is, after all, up for stipulation at impossible
indices, and we can claim any d at all to satisfy A at such an index. However,
with a condition like this we lose the (impossible) independence of quantified
formulas from their objectual instantiations, but a plenitudinous semantics has
to capture also this kind of impossibilities.
s x d

What I want to suggest in order to solve this is to follow Priest (2005) also
in imposing ‘truth’-conditions for the logical connectives only at subsets of the
indices.We introduce a distinction between ‘impossible worlds’ that are closed
16 ‘At

least’, as of course they can also be false at the same time.
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under some (non-standard) notion of logical consequence, and ‘open worlds’
which aren’t closed under any notion of logical consequence at all. This in turn
allows Priest (2005) not only the introduction of a relevant conditional, but also
the modelling of mistaken but nevertheless rational reasoners, i.e. intentional
agents who believe, say, that intuitionism is the only ‘true’ logic. Yet, it is clear
that absolutely random worlds are needed if plenitude is to be reached, as only
this warrants that any at all Φable state of affairs can be accommodated in our
semantics. The next section proposes how such a systematic mendacity can be
introduced into Mares’s framework, and offers ways of accommodating the so
far problematic extraordinary and higher-order impossibilities .
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Systematic Mendacity at Work

For reaching plenitude, we can avail ourselves of large parts of the logic of
intentionality that is detailed in Priest (2005). While some formal tweaking
is necessary to make it work in our favour, also some simplifications can be
introduced. It should be pointed out, though, that most of these corners can
only be cut because we are using a language less complex than Priest’s, e.g. we
do not introduce function symbols, ι- or -operators or the like. Such additional
expressive resources can be introduced if necessary, however, e.g. if (as I assume)
the expressive strength of the language has to somehow reflect the complexity
of the ‘inner language’ of the intentional agent in order to provide adequate
content. Yet, for present purposes a somewhat impoverished language suffices to
illustrate how the principal obstacles can be overcome, and additional machinery
can certainly be introduced along the lines of Priest (2005).
As a matter of fact, Priest’s system is ideal for our purposes, as it is tailored
for the very similar goal of providing a (Meinongian) object for every intentional
act. As argued at length in 3.6, the Meinongian aim is very similar to ours, but
we should disagree with their conclusion that in order to achieve plenitude, we
have to claim that some objects do not exist. Since there is no need to give
the logic Priest’s Meinongian interpretation, we can keep his logical structure
intact and apply it to our case. What follows is hence heavily indebted to Priest
(2005), who in turn refers back to the classic (Rantala 1982).
We define models as structures M
following definitions hold:

P, I, O, @, D, R, B, δ, g such that the

P is the set of possible Maresian indices, viz. indices that are isomorphic
to Lewisian worlds.

I is a set of impossible indices, viz. indices which are not isomorphic to

any Lewisian worlds but which are nevertheless logically closed. Their
lack of correspondence to the consistent Lewisian worlds, as before enables evaluations to simultaneously assign truth and falsity to the same
propositions; the assigned values for complex statements are computed
compositionally from the atomic values.
O, in contrast, is a set of indices where compositionality fails altogether.
This will be explained in detail below.
For obvious reasons, we stipulate that P, I, and O are pairwise disjoint.
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Furthermore, we borrow from Priest the shorthands C
C

O.

P

I and W

@ is the index that is isomorphic to our world, and we assume that @

P.

D is our individual domain that consists of all Lewisian individuals, which
was before introduced as W . We assume D to be non-empty.
R W W is an accessibility relation for the modal operators and ♦.
We impose the condition that at possible indices, only possible indices are
R-accessible: if i

P, then iRj iff j

P.

B is a ternary relation between individuals and pairs of worlds: B
W

D

accessible.

W. dBij means that for individual d at i, j is intentionally17

δ is reinterpreted as our interpretation function. For assignments s, we
let δs be as before (cf. p. 165 and (Priest 2005, 10)). We also maintain
δ and δ as introduced above. δs t , δ P, i , and δ P, i are also as in
Priest. For n-ary P we require:
P, i

Dn , for all i

δ

P, i

D , for all i

δ

P, i

δ

P, i

Dn , for all i

δ

P, i

δ

P, i

∅, for all i

δ

n

C
C

C
P

g is a function from indices, assignments, and statements into the set of
polarity assignments

1 , 0 , 0, 1

such that for each i

s and s , formula A and term t:
1. if s and s agree on variables free in A, g i, s, A
2. where A x :
t

O, assignments
g i, s , A

t is the result of substituting t for x in A, g i, s, A x :

g i, s x δs t , A .

This concludes the definition of models. We define validity as truth-preservation
at @, which will be noted as a relation between propositions. Let us now have
a closer look at evaluations at indices.
For i

C, we maintain the following clauses:

17 We can leave open which particular intentional attitude this relation should capture.
While B is borrowed from ‘Belief’, it serves as a structural blueprint for various intentional
attitudes.
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( ) i
i

s

( ) i
i

s

s
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P t1 . . . tn iff δs t1 , . . . , δs tn
P t1 . . . tn iff δs t1 , . . . , δs tn
A iff i
A iff i

s

A

s

A

A

B iff i

s

A and i

s

A

B iff i

s

A or i

s

B

( ) i
i

s

A

B iff i

s

A or i

s

B

s

A

B iff i

s

A and i

( ) i
i

s
s

xA iff for some d D, i
xA iff for all d D, i s

( ) i
i

s

xA iff for all d

s

xA iff for some d

s

D, i

s

s

δ
δ

B

B
s x d

x d

A

s x d

A

D, i

P, i
P, i

s x d

A

A

These are all as introduced above. For the modalities, we add:
( ) i
i

s

A iff for all j such that iRj : j

s

A iff for some j such that iRj : j

s

A

(♦) i
i

s

♦A iff for some j such that iRj : j

s

A

s

♦A iff for all j such that iRj : j

A

(B) i
i

s

Bt A iff for all j such that δs t Bij : j

s

Bt A iff for some j such that δs t Bij : j

s

s

A

s

A
s

A

In ( ) and (♦) we see how the definition of R ensures that the alethic modalities
remain conservative at i P, as such i are only R-related to other j P. Since
this is not the case for i

I, it becomes clear that there, modalities do not
reflect Lewisian ontology and accordingly not ‘real’ possibility. All that a ‘true’
possibility statement says at an impossible index is that there is some index at
which its embedded clause is ‘true’, but no claim can be made that this index is
element of P. This suffices already to validate some higher-order impossibilities
: as A B can be ‘true’ at some i I, which can be witnessed via R by some
j I, we can have j s ♦A B.
However, as extraordinary impossibilities are not automatically accommodated by the move to paraconsistent truth-conditions, this alone does not suffice to establish a plenitudinous account of impossibility. This is where the
open indices i O come in. There, we liberate truth-assignments from the
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structure of formulas altogether. This liberation is achieved by the introduction
of the function g, which takes an index, an assignment, and a (complex) formula as arguments, and maps them into the set of possible polarity assignments
1 , 0 , 1, 0 , where as before 1 abbreviates that only the positive state of
affairs is included, 0 that only the negative one is included, and 0, 1 that
both are. g is our simulator that makes up for the missing systematic ‘truth’conditions of complex statements that had to be rejected due to concerns on
plenitude.
i

We impose the following one-for-all clause for all complex statements A at
O:
( ) i
i

s

A iff 1

g i, s, A

s

A iff 0

g i, s, A

For atomic statements, there is simply no need to rely on g for their evaluations, and by keeping (C) intact also at i O, we can keep a uniform account
of indices of all kinds, i.e. all of W. The basic idea, after all, was to have the

atomic formulas correspond to states of affairs, and that the former’s evaluations respect the latter’s; any job g might do for atomic statements is hence
already done by the Maresian set-up. All complex statements, though, receive
an evaluation, and for that matter a completely randomized one, so that nonprime and non-adjunctive indices are trivially provided for. Lastly, let us take
up again the question about the validation of the so far pernicious extraordinary impossibilities . Can it be ‘true’ at some impossible index that there is no
Lewisian plurality of worlds or that there are no transworld fusions? It most
certainly can, as g is in no way bound to ontological truth . At some index,
‘There are at least two Lewis-worlds’ is merely ‘false’. It hence seems that also
this problem has at last been solved.
With all of the above technicalities in place, it can be shown that quantification at the closed indices i C is not distorted by assignments at i O. This
is so far not obvious, as we can quantify into intentional attitudes, i.e. into
the scope of our intentional operator B such that e.g. Bob in the actual world
believes that all US Marine Corps lieutenant colonels are smart—regardless of
whether Bob is aware of that or not. As a de re belief, this implies that Bob
also believes of Oliver North that he is smart, as Oliver North is in fact a US
Marine Corps lieutenant colonel. If it now holds that
@

s

Bb x Lx

Sx ,
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it should also hold that if @
@

s

s
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Lo, then

Bb So.

However, as there may be j O, where assignments are randomized, in the
range of B, it needs to be shown that Universal Instantiation and Existential
Generalization
(UI)

xA x

(EG) A t

At
xA x

are indeed valid, i.e. preserve truth at @in all models. We show this by establishing that when two assignments agree on variables free in a formula A, for all
i

W , the following lemmas hold:
(i) i

s

A

(ii) i

s

A x:

i

s

t

A
i

s x δs t

A.

Accordingly, it needs to be shown that evaluations of formulas A are not affected
by variable assignments that agree on the values of variables free in A, and that
the evaluation of a substitution result of t for x in A (A x : t ) under s is
identical to the evaluation of A under the variant of s which assigns δs t to x.
With these results, it is easy to establish the validity of (UI) and (EG). The
proofs for all claims can be found in the technical appendix (5.4) to this chapter.
While this set-up is able to solve the problems of extraordinary and higherorder impossibilities that we set out to solve, and thus goes a long way with
regard to plenitude, it should be pointed out that also it not only also solves
the classical problem of logical omniscience18 , but in addition remedies the Intentional Barcan formula19 and its converse20 .
It seems that there is some leeway to toy with also the states of affairs themselves. For instance, it seems that they themselves can be put to work when it
comes to achieving the possible maximum of intentional faithfulness to agents’
attitudes. For instance, despite an undeniable sense of danger regarding semantic paradoxes, it seems possible to devise ‘linguistic ersatz’ states of affairs
18 If
A, then
Bt A. This is not valid in our setting as any logical truth can ‘fail’ to be
true at i O.
19 xB A x
Bt xA x . A countermodel is e.g. C
@ , O
j , B
@, j ,
t
g j , s, xA x
0 , and for complex A: g j , s x d , A
1 , for A
P t1 . . . d . . . tn , let
δs x d t 1 , . . . d . . . δ s x d t n
δ P, j .
20 B xA x
xBt A x . A countermodel is similar to the one given for the Barcan
t
1 , and for complex a g j , s x d , A
0 and for
formula, but let g j , s, xA x
A P t1 . . . d . . . tn , stipulate δs x d t1 , . . . d . . . δs x d tn
δ P, j .
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which are constituted by predicates and linguistic individuals. Instead of relating objects in our individual domain, such states of affairs express attitudes
towards linguistic representations themselves and not their extensions. While
this should certainly not be our sole strategy to handle impossible content for
reasons given in 2.3, such states of affairs can not only be used to model content
which is based on terminological errors, but also to incorporate non-derivative
, A, B, 1 can represent
attitudes towards complex statements. For instance,
an affirmative attitude towards A B, which however need not be related to
the content of either A nor B. Similarly, if John believes that dogs are agamas,
depending on where his error actually lies, we could represent this by a state
of affairs which affirms the identity of the positive extensions of the predicates
(D,A) involved
, δ D , δ A , 1 . Conceivably, other forms of deviant states
of affairs could be devised to faithfully capture agents’ attitudes; however, it is
not clear where to put such deviant states of affairs in the proposed logic, and
we already solved all problems that were originally on our list, the issue shall
not be pursued any further.
Another aspect I shall not discuss is the question of which conditional to
introduce into our logic. There are many things to be considered when choosing
a conditional semantics, and we could also opt for a pluralistic approach to conditionals, as does Mares in his (2004). Any commitment would require extensive
discussion, however, which for present purposes I consider to be besides the in
the end ontological point.21
Regardless of any possible extensions, it seems that the reading of Mares’s
system which I propose in this chapter overcomes the expressive limitations Restall’s and Berto’s proposals succumbed to, while still maintaining the Lewisian
analysis of possibility and its reduction of modality to ontology. This approach
therefore stands a good chance to provide a plenitude of representational impossibilities that is expressively rich enough to provide a principled solution to
the Granularity Problem and can therefore be considered satisfactory from the
vantage point of chapter 2. The system is ontologically conservative against the
backdrop of Lewisianism, and while nearly all of the sketched logic is taken from
Priest’s (2005) Modal Meinongianism, we only deal with objects that exist in
LMR.
Yet, some crucial questions were left open in the discussion so far. Nev21 If a conditional semantics is wanted, though, I gladly forward the reader once more to
(Priest 2005), section 1.5, where of course the evaluation at i O has to be altered to suit
our setting.
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ermind the Lewisian side of it all, what exactly is in Mares’s ontology now?
In particular, what precisely are states of affairs, and what are the polarities?
These questions need to be addressed to rule out the possibility that ‘ontological truth ’ creeps back into our representations and gives rise to impossibilities
relative to Mares’s account, as e.g. Kiourti has claimed. She maintains that
even though Mares’s
‘fine-grained proposal extends [LMR]’s ability to represent distinct
impossible propositions as true at distinct ersatz-worlds to some extent, it still cannot differentiate between some intuitively distinct impossibilities that involve necessarily coextensive properties.’ (2010,
87)
We therefore have to answer to this complaint, and verify that the ontology of
Mares’s proposal does not interfere with its representational potential. We have
to provide a general clarification of how Mares’s theory squares with the details
of LMR—e.g. a Lewisian analysis of properties lies at the heart of Kiourti’s
critique, but at present, it is unclear whether Mares is in any way committed
to it at all, which illustrates just how exigent a clarification of the underlying
ontology has become. The following section therefore addresses the ontological
issues that were left open so far.

5.3

Mares’s Ontology

5.3.1

Barwise and Perry’s Polarities

Mares credits Barwise and Perry with the creation of the ontology of situations
he exploits for his theory of impossible ‘worlds’. As he gives no further details
of that ontology, it will now be worthwhile to have a look at how Barwise and
Perry themselves characterise it, and to compare their formulations to those of
Mares’s.22
While Mares speaks of ‘indices’ and ‘states of affairs’, Barwise and Perry’s
central notion is that of a ‘situation’. They distinguish between real situations—
‘parts of the world’, as they elaborate—, and abstract situations, i.e.
22 A difference between the two approaches that was mentioned in passing already lies in
Mares’s rejection of ‘incomplete’ indices, whereas Barwise and Perry are primarily concerned
with partial information. However, remember that the postulated completeness of the indices
is a decision Mares solely takes to keep things simple, and not founded on any metaphysical
considerations. The question of completeness will therefore not be treated as prominent in
what follows.
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‘abstract mathematical objects used in situation semantics to represent real situations’ (Barwise and Perry 1983, 49).
The abstract situations themselves are grouped into
actual situations, which are characterised by ‘exact “correspondence” 23 to
real situations’;
factual situations, characterised as ‘correctly “classifying” real situations
as far as they go’
non-factual situations, i.e. ‘[t]he ones that get something wrong’ (cf. Barwise and Perry (1983, 50)).
Maresian indices are best understood as abstract situations in Barwise and
Perry’s sense, as they are representational in character. In contrast, real situations are intended as ‘chunks’ of reality, and against the backdrop our endorsement of LMR, this means that real situations can be understood as what has
frequently been referred to as ‘goings-on’ at worlds 24 .
Barwise and Perry are not concerned with questions of modal ontology or
the analysis of possibility, and for them, reality is exhausted by our actual world
and its inhabitants. But due to our previous commitment to the ontology of
LMR, there is no need to restrict ourselves this way. LMR thus provides us
with an abundance of non-actual real situations.25
Abstract situations now may, but need not, correspond to any ‘real’ goingson. As desired, the modal question of how possibility and impossibility are
separated is answerable by appeal to the vacuous analysis of impossibility: abstract situations that correspond to any (world-bound) Lewsisian reality represent possibilities, whereas those that do not correspond to any Lewisian reality
represent impossibilities.
23 The use of scare quotes in the characterisations of actual and factual situations is Barwise
and Perry’s, not mine. I am uncertain about their function, as neither ‘correspondence’ nor
‘classification’ appear to me as concepts that are in any way obscure in themselves, nor do they
seem to be used in any divergent interpretation in (Barwise and Perry 1983, 50). I include
them here to point the reader to the possibility that I am overlooking something.
24 As talk of ‘parts’ and ‘parthood’ carries a lot of mereological implications in the Lewisian
setting, I prefer to rephrase Barwise and Perry’s ‘parts of the world’ more neutrally as ‘goingson at the worlds’. (After all, we should not exclude truths from the viewpoint of the worlds
from consideration.)
25 Compare Bremer and Cohnitz (2004, 161), where its commitment to real non-actual situations is put forward as an objection to information theory. As Mares himself suggests LMR
as the underlying ontological foundation for possibilities in his hybrid, Bemer and Cohnitz’s
concern merely pushes at an open door in the present setting.
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Mares’s states of affairs now contain polarities, which are not intended to
represent any object in the chunk of reality that is being represented. This
classifies them as what Barwise and Perry call situation types. Situation types
are conceived as abstractions from particular situations — ‘abstracting away
from the where and when’ (Barwise and Perry 1983, 53), in order
‘[t]o provide the link between actual situations and their constituents,
and to capture the fact that two unique situations can be of more or
less the same type [...]. [M]any situations can be of the same type,
that among the invariants across situations are not just objects and
relations, but also congeries of such. The relation I now have to my
chair, that of sitting on it, is one I often had in the past and plan to
have again in the future.’ (Barwise and Perry 1983, 53, rearr.)
Specific situations, i.e. states of affairs in the strict sense of (Barwise and
Perry 1983), can thus be constructed by combining their situation type sn with
their particular spatio-temporal location l, so that a state of affairs in Barwise and Perry’s sense is a pair l, s0 .26 Situation-types s neglect the spatiotemporal specifics and are formally defined as extensional relations between
constituent sequences R, a1 , ..., an and the polarities, 1 and 0. The polarities
occur exclusively in situation types, as they are part of the representational
machinery whilst not of the represented reality.27
The metalinguistic interpretation of ‘1’ and ‘0’ proposed by Barwise and
Perry is ‘yes’ and ‘no’, respectively:
‘in s :

r, a, b; yes’

is their way of expressing that situation s includes the information R, a, b, 1 ,
whereas
‘in s :

r, a, b; no’

indicates that s includes R, a, b, 0 —but crucially not the absence of R, a, b, 1
from s. The ‘holding’ of information, as Mares calls what the polarities express,
26 Since we are working with LMR, Barwise and Perry’s assignment of spatio-temporal
locations brings with it certain complications—first and foremost, in LMR, there is a multitude
of disjoint space-times. This can be accommodated to suit Barwise and Perry’s states of affairs
by indexing of spatial and temporal systems. For present purposes, though, there is no need
to go this far.
27 This is emphasized in (1983) by Barwise and Perry’s insistence on the additional angle
R, a1 , ..., an , π )
brackets around the constituent sequences in their situation types (e.g.
that are omitted by Mares.
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can thus be illustrated with an analogy of testimony.28 A polarity 1 in a state
of affairs R, a1 , ..., an , 1 can be understood like a speaker’s assertion that the
objects a1 , ..., an stand in relation R, while a polarity 0 in its place matches
his or her denial that they do. As with genuine speakers, also the situationtheoretical denial that a1 , ..., an stand in R is not the same as staying mute
about whether they do stand in R, which in turn is the fitting analogue for the
case where s includes neither R, a1 , ..., an , 1 nor R, a1 , ..., an , 0 . This case is
captured in (Barwise and Perry 1983) by their incomplete situations, which, as
mentioned, are disregarded by Mares, who (to stay in the proposed metaphor)
is not concerned with such taciturnity, but rather with chatterers who assert
‘too much’—contradictions.
Just as the states of affairs lend themselves to a neat comparison with assertion, denial, and ignorance, they now allow us to make sense of veracity and
mendacity in the context of impossible intentions. While the actual objects
a1 , ..., an and actual relations R figure in the states of affairs, it is now possible
to be wrong (or to lie) about their factual relation anywhere—which inludes
their factual relation at any Lewisian worlds. It thus becomes possible to be
wrong about the modal facts, too. The polarities capture an agent’s attitude
towards this relation between the respective objects, but not necessarily the
truth about the objects and their arrangement. By assigning 1, it thus becomes
possible to claim that Ra1 , ..., an , while it is in fact not the case, or we simply
don’t know whether or not (as e.g. in the case of many metaphysical theories).
To get a clear picture of the complete ontology, let us finally ask what the
polarities are. Obviously, the polarities are not truth-values, and neither is it
advisable to identify them with literal truth-values.29 They may correspond to
truth-values, but they don’t have to: first and foremost, a polarity 1 represents
a truth-assignment, but on its own does not make any binding claims about
reality, as a literal truth-value does.
But as the relation between the polarities and literal truth-values amounts
28 Mares

himself favours an illustration in purely situation-theoretical terms:

‘We can think of states of affairs as basic pieces of information. Ra1 , ..., an , 1
is the information that R holds between a1 , ..., an and Ra1 , ..., an , 0 is the
information that R fails to hold between those objects. Negative information,
moreover, does not just reduce to the absence of positive information. Having
the information that it is not raining in Auckland right now does not reduce to
not having the information that it is raining in Auckland right now.’ (1997, 519)
29 As some have done. Compare (Bremer and Cohnitz 2004, 150), who mention in passing
that among the basic ontology of situation theory are ‘truth values’ 1 and 0 that are ‘also
called polarities’.
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to nothing but a possible correspondence, their ontology of the polarities themselves is irrelevant. We can use the actual truth-values as polarities, but just
about anything can fulfil their purpose just as well; however, this seems like an
unnecessarily confusing choice. They might just as well be understood as the
numbers 1 and 0, the numerals 1 and 0, or Oliver North and Bob Saget: as long
as they are distinct, they serve to do the job of differentiating assignments of
truth and falsity and obscuring the literal truth.
Having clarified the open ontological questions, let us finally turn to Kiourti’s
complaint that despite all previous appearances to the contrary, Mares’s account
of impossibility is not plenitudinous. According to her, while it is true that
Mares’s proposal is able to distinguish between various impossibility propositions, also he suffers a backlash of literalness. Whether this is indeed so will be
discussed in the following, final paragraph of this chapter.

5.3.2

States of Affairs and Coextensionality

The problem Kiourti diagnoses revolves around necessary properties, i.e. properties that are had by all individuals. On Lewis’s original conception, properties
are interpreted as the set of individuals instantiating the property in question.30
On this analysis, necessary properties are all analysed as the complete set of individuals W . Kiourti now claims that
‘[a]s long as all necessary properties are identified with the total set
of individuals and all impossible properties with the empty set, our
constructions will not be able to differentiate between intuitively
distinct such properties. [...] As long as we still take the properties
in the relevant sequence-constructions [=Maresian states of affairs]
to be sets of individuals, the structures will only be as fine-grained
as that identification can allow’. (2010, 87, rearr.)
Kiourti’s worry is that due to their identical extensions, Mares’s theory fails
to distinguish between necessary properties, even though there can be intuitive
differences between such properties31 . Such an intuitive difference, however,
renders it necessary to distinguish between them if the Granularity Problem is
30 Lewis defends a reductionist reading of this view of properties in his (1986); however,
I cannot but see his analysis as a merely heuristic step without any ontological analysis at
all—mainly for the reasons given in (Plantinga 1987), where Plantinga makes very clear just
how odd this analysis looks when compared to Lewis’s other ontological commitments.
31 After all, if there weren’t any intuitive discrepancy, it would be rather hard to explain
why we possess two distinct property concepts in the first place.
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what is at stake. For two properties F and G that are necessarily had by all
individuals, then, F, a, 0 and G, a, 0 ‘will not constitute distinct states of
affairs’, as Kiourti puts it, because
‘they will both attribute to individual a the lack of the relevant
property, constituted by the lack of the universal set of individuals
I’ (2010, 87)32 .
Kiourti concedes (cf. Kiourti (2010, 88)) that it is questionable whether there
are in fact any simple (non-compound, logically unstructured) properties for
which the problem actually arises, and for lack of the right kind of example,
proceeds to discuss necessarily coextensive properties in general instead. Necessarily coextensive properties are e.g. properties such as Being-Triangular
and Being-Trilateral which, albeit necessarily instantiated by the same set
of individuals, need not exhaust the whole set of individuals.
Now, while it is obvious that Kiourti assumes that Mares is committed to
the Lewisian analysis of properties, it is much less obvious to see where Kiourti
identifies Mares’s commitment to Lewisian properties in the first place. Mares’s
professed aim is to
‘convince a possible worlds theorist to adopt impossible indices. As
far as possible, I do not want to tell her that she also needs to adopt
other bits and pieces that she does not already accept for other reasons. [...] With regard to relations, [...] I try to stay as ontologically
neutral as possible. I do not assume any particular theory of relations here. As far as my current purpose is concerned, relations can
be Armstrongean universals, Platonic forms, or even functions from
worlds to sets of n-tuples of individuals.’ [...] (Of course, someone
who rejects relations altogether will be hard to please.) (1997, 519,
rearr.)
And as we know, Mares himself credits Barwise and Perry with his account of
states of affairs (Mares 1997, 519), but also in the relevant passages in (Barwise
and Perry 1983, 50-1), no commitment to any particular metaphysics of relations
is mentioned. Given this explicit declaration of ontological neutrality, Kiourti’s
32 What the ‘lack of the universal set’ by an individual is supposed to mean and how this
lack constitutes (and not merely represents) anything is left open, which left me wondering
whether I am lacking any sets or not. (The awkwardness of this formulation in my view
illustrates nicely that Lewis proposed his analysis of properties merely as a heuristic tool, and
not as an ontological reduction.)
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assumption that Mares endorses the Lewisian analysis of properties and relations appears rash—particularly so since this analysis is not even mentioned in
Mares’s own list of suggestions. It seems that she derives his commitment from
the mere possibility of combining Mares’s system with LMR, but the Lewisian
analysis of properties is neither entailed by its ontology of worlds, nor its analysis of possibility. One strategy to answer her complaint is therefore to question
whether anything in his theory forces Mares to endorse the Lewisian account
of properties, and if not, to check whether the problem arises for the relevant
alternatives. Mares is free to adopt, say, a Platonism about properties as an
alternative to the Lewisian reduction of properties to sets, and differentiating
co-extensional Platonic properties seems unproblematic enough, as they are not
individuated by their extensions. It hence seems legitimate to dismiss the whole
problem as inadequately motivated, as it is easily avoided.
But even if her assumption that Mares were forced to accept the Lewisian
analysis of properties were correct, her argument does not lead to any insurmountable problems for Mares’s approach. First of all we can note that Kiourti
herself conflates different aspects of Mares’s states of affairs in her discussion of
the problem. Kiourti sets up the problem for necessarily co-extensional properties as follows:
‘[A]ny construction intended to involve one property will simultaneously be a construction involving the other. For then, taking ‘A’,
for instance, to stand for Being-Triangular and ‘L’ for BeingTrilateral, the set of things A will be identical to the set L. So,
if A
L, the pair of sequences A, a, 1 and L, a, 0 will carry
the same content as the pair L, a, 1
adapted)

L, a, 0 .’ (2010, 88; notation

While this apparent identity of content seems like a legitimate complaint
that needs to be addressed, it is obscured by the subsequent explication of her
argument:
‘A subtle impossibility like a is triangular but a is not trilateral
is again indistinguishable from the explicit contradiction a is triangular but a is not triangular since they are both true at the same
ersatz-worlds; that is, any worlds which involve constructions that
attribute to a the property constituting the set of all triangular, i.e.
trilateral things (and its complement).’ (2010, 88; my emph.)
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These complaints are not the same. The first (for short: I) contends that the
content of two intuitively distinct states of affairs is conflated in Mares’s sytem,
which is a worry we have to acknowledge and answer. But the second complaint
(II) claims that the intuitively distinct states of affairs are conflated in Mares’s
system because what they express is true at the same indices (which are, after
all, Mares’s ‘ersatz worlds’).

Regarding (II), we have to ask what is meant with ‘truth’ when it is claimed
that a is triangular but a is not trilateral and a is triangular but a is not
triangular ‘are both true at the same ersatz-worlds’—after all, we have seen
that there due to the lack of correspondence of impossible indices to any modal
reality, there is no literal truth to impossibility statements in Mares’s hybrid
but only mere truth-assignments. Since it is impossible for Being triangular
and Being Trilateral to be different sets, we should accordingly not expect
any claim to their being distinct to be literally true anyway.

Furthermore, on a representational level, there is no reason for A, a, 1
and L, a, 0 , or A, a, 1 and A, a, 0 to be included in all and only the same
indices—neither in pairs, nor taken together. E.g. there is no obstacle to some
index i’s containing A, a, 1 and not L, a, 1 , but L, a, 0 instead33 . As a
matter of fact, given that the only restriction on index formation imposed by
Mares is their (minimal) completeness, nothing prevents any of the following
combinations of elements to be proper subsets ji of some index or other34 :

33 Indices containing neither L, a, 1 nor L, a, 0 , though, are prohibited by Mares’s decision to allow complete indices only.
34 Inclusion is marked by , exclusion by —.
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j1
j2
j3
j4
j5
j6
j7
j8
j9

A, a, 1






—
—
—
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A, a, 0



—
—
—




L, a, 1


—


—


—

L, a, 0

—


—


—


We see that in terms of truth-assignments, there is no necessary co-evaluation
at all at Maresian indices: a can be claimed to be triangular but not trilateral (cf. j3 , j6 ), and j6 shows that a can be claimed to be triangular and
non-trilateral, without claiming a to be also not triangular. In terms of truthassignments, it is therefore not true, as Kiourti claims, that a ‘subtle impossibility like a is triangular but a is not trilateral is again indistinguishable from
the explicit contradiction a is triangular but a is not triangular ’ (2010, 88).
But that is of course not what Kiourti had in mind. The problem is rather
that the distinctness of predicates in Maresian states of affairs is irrelevant for
their ontology, as they include the property itself and not our way of referring to
it as a constituent. Kiourti’s claim has to be that the semantic identity of states
of affairs such as L, a, 0 and A, a, 0 when A and L are co-extensional under all
interpretations determines their identity. Semantic identity means that despite
A35 —, all the semantic values of the
the obvious syntactic difference—L
syntactic constituents are identical in both states of affairs if they are analysed
as the same unique object, as they are on Lewis’s analysis of properties. It is
only here that necessary co-extensionality matters.
And this does create a problem, and for that matter one that in fact goes
far beyond Kiourti’s worry about limitations of expressiveness. If L, a, 0 and
A, a, 0 are semantically identical, we arrive at a contradiction on the meta-level
of Mares’s theory, as implicitly, their identity renders the partial descriptions
j2 , j3 , j4 , j6 and j7 of (index-)sets inconsistent. All of them include some state
of affairs involving the first of the properties (say, A), but at the same time
claim not to include the (according to Kiourti) very same state of affairs in a
different guise, namely the one with L instead of A (or vice versa). To illustrate,
j4 on Mares’s terms does not include A, a, 0 ; however, it does include L, a, 0 .
Given the necessary identity of A and L interpreted as sets, this would render
35 Overlining

serves as a name-forming device.
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the index-set inconsistent, as given that the predicates A and L indeed decided
the identity of the states of affairs in question, it would be claimed to both
include and exclude the very same object.
While Maresian indices qua sets are inevitably concomitant impossible objects in LMR, they are nevertheless intended to be consistent. Their inconsistency would fly in the face of Mares’s attempt to ‘show that a good deal can
be gained in semantics with no ontological cost by adding impossible worlds’
(Mares 1997, 517), as here and elsewhere, we have always counted the occurrence of inconsistent objects as significant ontological cost. If Mares were (a)
committed to the Lewisian analysis of properties, and to (b) states of affairs
containing those properties (i.e. those sets) in their unadorned form, then his
theory would be kaput. But we have already seen that he is not committed
to (a), and it seems questionable to impose onto him a commitment to (b).
Without any commitment to (b), however, the problem is easily remedied.
We could, for example, declare that properties P in indices are to be combined with their name, so that instead of properties P , indices contain pairs
P, P , i.e. combinations of the property itself, P , with a representation thereof,
P . If two intuitively distinct properties A and L are conflated by LMR so that
both are interpreted as the set S of objects, we can create different indices with
this one jumbled property S by pairing it with the properties we intuitively want
to keep apart: S, A , a, 1 and S, L , a, 1 are certainly distinct objects. The
threat of inconsistency is thus easily deflected, even if the Lewisian analysis of
properties is maintained. Kiourti’s argument therefore does not establish that
the expressiveness of Mares’s system falls victim to its underlying ontology.
Instead of adding a concluding section to this chapter, I will shift the final
discussion of Mares’s theory to the general conclusion of this thesis.
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Formal Appendix

As mentioned above already, the formal system set up here owes nearly everything to Priest’s semantics of intentionality as put forward in chapter 1 of
Priest (2005). Statement (1), which will be proven now, roughly corresponds
to Priest’s Lemma 1 on (2005, 26), and also we shall refer to it under the same
name (the differences to Priest’s version will be pointed out).
Lemma 1. For any index i, statement A, and term t, under two assignments s
and s that agree on the variables free in A it holds that
1. δs t
2. i

s

δs t
A

i

s

A

Let us consider i O first. Regarding 1, we know from the definition of
δ that the denotation of constants is independent from assignments so that
δs t
δs c
δ c
δs c
δs t , and that, by hypothesis, for x free in A it
holds that δs x
sx
s x
δs x , which serves as our basic case.36
For 2, if A is atomic, we have to show that i s P t1 . . . tn
i s P t1 . . . tn .
By 1, we know that δs t1 , . . . , δs tn
δs t1 , . . . , δs tn , and if the former
is δ P, i , so is the latter. As (C) holds at all i W, this case is the same
for i C.

For complex A at i
O, 2 follows trivially, since there we only have to
consider the workings of g. g is defined as spitting out the same value when
applied to the same formula A at the same index under all assignments s and
s that agree on the variables free in A. Accordingly, no recursion is necessary.
i

s

A

1 0

g i, s, A

1 0

g i, s , A

i

A

s

by def. of g

With this settled, also the proofs for i C are as they should be. The atomic case
is the same as above, and the proofs for
,
,
are entirely as expected.
and also the modalities do not require any special effort. The case for B
requires the previous proof for i O, as B ranges also over open indices; but
given the above, also B is unproblematic. Let us therefore turn to Lemma 2:
36 The case here is simpler than in (Priest 2005) as we have not introduced function symbols
into our language. If one were to do so,the proof would be as given there.
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Lemma 2. Fix any interpretation and let t x and A x be any term and formula. Let t be any term that can be freely substituted for x in these. Let s be
any evaluation of free variables. Then, if δs t
d:
1. δs

x d

t x

2. for all i

δs t t

W, i

s x d

Ax

i

s

At

Let us again begin with i O. For 1, our case is again simpler than Priest’s,
due to the absence of functions from our set of terms. Accordingly, in our case,
t if t

t t

t otherwise, and similar for t x .37

x and t t

Now, if t x is either a constant or a variable distinct from x, the result
follows trivially. For x, by hypothesis δs x d x
d δs t .
i
i

Again using 1 as our basic case, we proceed to 2. Let us again begin with
O. For A P t1 x , . . . , tn x :
s x d

P t1 x , . . . , tn x
δs

x d

t1 x , . . . , δs

δ s t 1 t , . . . , δ s tn t
i

s

x d

tn x
δ

δ

P, i
(by IH)

P, i

P t1 t , . . . , tn t

As above, the proofs for complex statements do not require any recursion, but
depend only on 1 and the definition of g, by which holds that g i, s, A t
g i, s x d , A x , where d
i

s x d

Ax

δs t . Accordingly,

1 0

g i, s x d , A x

1 0

g i, s, A t

i

At

s

This suffices already to show that at all i
i

s

A t . Let us hence turn to C.

As before, the case for atomic A at i

(by def. of g)

O it holds that i

s x d

C is the same as for i

Ax
O. For

37 Despite this collapse of complex terms into simples, I find that it does not hurt to keep
Priest’s notation, since as mentioned, an extension of the current proposal to incorporate also
complex terms is ultimately desirable, and Priest’s notation renders it very perspicuous how
this should be done.
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complex A, consider
i

Ax

s x d

The cases for

and

i

s x d

i

s

At

i

s

At

yB x

s x d

(by IH)

carry no secrets and are therefore left to the reader.

If A x is yB x , and y
trivially. If y x:
i

Ax

x, x is not free in A and the result follows

if for some/for all d

D, i

if for some/for all d

D, i

i

s

B x

s x d,y d

(by IH)

B t

y d

yB t

(Note that the second step is easier here than in (Priest 2005), as we do not
need to worry whether B x : t contains y free. t is either a constant or a
variable distinct from y.)

i

s x d

♦A x

for some/all j such that iRj : j

s x d

for some/for all j such that iRj : j
i

s

s x d

Bt

x

Ax

At

Bt A x :

for all/for some j such that δs

x d

t x Bij : j

for all/for some j such that δs t t Bij : j
i

(by IH)

♦A t

Lastly, the case of A
i

s

Ax

s

Bt

t

s

s x d

At

At

Note how the first step depends not only on the induction hypothesis, but also
on the work done by the definition of g at any open indices j which may be in
the range of B.
We are now in a position to establish
(UI)

xA x

(EG) A t

At
xA x .

Ax
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For (UI), assume that @

xA x . Accordingly, for all d D, @ s x d
A x . If d
δs t , Lemma 2 gives us that @ s A t . (EG) follows just as
quickly. Assume @ s A t and that d δs t . Lemma 2 again warrants that
@ s x d A x , and we hence establish that @ s xA x .38
s

38 Also this proof is virtually the same as in (Priest 2005, 30). I want to use this occasion
to acknowledge once more this chapter’s general indebtedness to (Priest 2005), but also to
express my sincere gratitude to Reinhard Muskens for his help with the technical fine-tuning
of Priest’s approach.

Chapter 6

Conclusion: The Truth About
Impossibility

As announced in the introduction, this thesis wants to contribute to both metaphysics and semantics. After five very different chapters, an assessment of its
success regarding this aim is finally due, which I will begin by summarizing
its dialectics. The first question that was addressed in this thesis was whether
there is a need for an ontology of possibility beyond the realm of actuality.
And the answer given in chapter 1 is ‘yes’. It was argued there that the main
reason for adopting the realistic analysis of possibility of LMR is that only its
non-representational account of worlds is able to give us the literal truth about
possibility, whereas representational accounts fail to do so. And for the reasons
given, only the literal truth does not stop short of proving a materially adequate
analysis of possibility.
A second question arose from the first: if there is a need for a designated
ontology of non-actual possibility, is there a similar need for a non-actual ontology of impossibility as well? And here, the answer is ‘no’. Regardless of all
immediate conceptual problems that the postulation of a literally impossible
ontology brings along, it was shown that there can be no general account of
the literal modal truth if modal truth includes the validation of any arbitrary
impossibility statement. Possible ontological facts cannot be literally falsified
in an extended Lewisian setting such as Kiourti’s IGR, as illustrated by the occurrence of extraordinary and higher-order impossibilities (cf. chapter 2). And
since the validation of arbitrary impossibility statements is mandatory for any
189
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account of intentional content that aims to solve the Granularity Problem , it
had to be concluded that concrete impossible worlds are inapt to serve as a
foundation of such a plenitudinous semantics. The subsequent in-depth discussion of Meinong’s theory of objects in chapter 3 made clear that the insistence
on the literal truth of intentional property ascriptions is what precludes such
plenitude, and both the theory of objects and IGR share this feature. Accordingly, in order to provide plenitudinous intentional content, there can be no
general literal truth to intentional characterizations. Instead, the literal truth
is a prerogative of actuality and possibility, as I argued in chapter 4, whereas
impossible content can only be provided for in terms of representational ‘truth’,
which is strictly speaking no truth at all.
Yet, in chapter 5 it was then demonstrated that a lot of care is needed to obscure all traces of the literal Lewisian truth about possibility in representational
accounts of ‘impossible worlds’. Restall’s and Berto’s ‘hybrids’ of possibilist
Lewisianism and impossibilist ersatzism are limited in their representational
capacities precisely due to their implicit reliance on the literal Lewisian truth
in their definitions of impossible ‘truth’. In order to overcome this problem,
a purely representational account of ‘impossible worlds’ was developed on the
basis of (Mares 1997) and (Priest 2005), and tailored explicitly for the task of
providing a plenitudinous semantics of intentionality. This Maresian system is
indeed able to ‘validate’ extraordinary and higher-order impossibilities , and it
thus seems to have won the challenge of plenitude. It has important advantages
over all of the other proposals discussed in this work.
To illustrate, in contrast to Kiourti’s proposal, no non-concomitant impossibles are postulated, i.e. it does not propose any impossibilia that are not
already part of the Lewisian ontology. And also otherwise it is ontologically as
conservative as its underlying ontology of possible worlds1 . As Mares himself
puts it:
‘Impossible worlds are “made from consistent stuff” available in possible worlds. Thus, in a very real sense, the present theory does not
violate our metaphysical intuitions; for all “real” things are consistent and obey all the other laws of metaphysics. Even impossible
worlds, although they make impossibilities true, do not themselves
have any impossible properties.’ (1997, 518)
1 As the suggested underlying ontology is LMR, this passage will garner some smirks among
the non-Lewisian readers of this thesis.
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Of course, Mares’s claim that ‘impossible worlds make impossibilities true’ needs
to be qualified, but he is right in that his ontology of ‘impossible worlds’ is
consistent. This is a big advantage over Kiourti’s elaborate proposal of concrete
impossibilia, which, as argued, cannot keep up with the difficulties that its
ontology creates, and which fails to provide plenitudinous content. It is thus an
important asset that consistent objects serve as the ontological foundation of
impossibilist semantics, and as we have seen, not even the threat of inconsistency
posed by necessarily co-extensional properties renders Mares’s theory of indices
inconsistent. And in contrast to the (just as consistent) hybrids of Restall and
Berto, it does provide content for all possible intentional acts, which includes
what has been called ‘impossible intentions’.
The benefit of simultaneous consistency and plenitude is obtained by the
conscious decision to abandon the literal truth of impossibility statements. As
we have seen, a ‘true’ impossibility statement is not literally true anywhere in
the Maresian system. Instead, its ‘truth’ is nothing but a random assignment—a
decision to call it true, while in fact it isn’t and couldn’t be.
The suggestion that there is no truth to impossibility statements, while certainly highly plausible outside of metaphysics, may now appear counter-intuitive
in the context of world-semantics, as such semantics are to some extent intended
to allay worries about truths that do not seem to be true in virtue of anything
actual. The idea is that what is not actually true may be true ‘somewhere else’,
i.e. in some non-actual reality. But since Mares approach stays ontologically
conservative, there simply is nowhere for impossibility statements to be true,
and as was mentioned in the previous paragraph, such an ontology is vastly
preferable. Furthermore, the eschewal of literally true impossibility statements
makes a lot of sense in a semantics targeted at models of intentional content. It
squares well with both indeliberate errors and deliberate suspensions of judgements in impossible intentions. I argued that in both such cases, there need be
no truth to the content in question. A Φed or Ψed impossibility statement A is
simply not strictly speaking true. If A were literally true in any (ever so remote)
reality, at least the case of agent a’s mere assumption or contemplation of of A
would not add up in our semantics, as its truth is likely to distort the agent’s
intentional attitude, as such ‘neutral’ attitudes already incorporate a’s belief in
A’s falsity. Similarly, we want agents that mistakenly intend A to come out
wrong, not right, since they are indeed committing a mistake in their endorsement of A. Mares’s system provides an intelligible way of ‘keeping truth where
it belongs’ in both cases: not to the statement that expresses the intentional
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content, but to the ascription of that intentional content to the agent.
Of course, giving up the literal truth of some area of discourse is not new
to philosophy, and even less to the metaphysics of modality. The adaptation of
(Mares 1997) I propose here can after all be called a form of fictionalism—at
least if fictionalism’s distinctive characteristic is the eschewal of literal truth for
a domain of discourse (cf. Eklund (2015)). However, I am reluctant to call
the proposal here fictionalist, since first of all, even though my main concern in
this thesis is the ontology of modality, what I propose in this thesis is not any
form of modal fictionalism. After all, Lewisian concrete worlds have here been
accepted since page 1, and no fiction is required that tells us the story of the
impossible indices. These are ersatz worlds, sets, and as such they are as real as
can be (unless one wants to be a fictionalist about sets, which I am not). The
‘fictionalism’ proposed here is neither introduced to legitimize talk about objects
that do not actually exist, of which LMR generously provides plenty, nor to
explain how we all, systematically, fall into error in certain areas of discourse. Its
task is to account for the very individual intentional and idiosyncratic attitudes
agents have, and all the ways in which these can fail to hit the mark of the
literal truth about anything.
It thus turned out that a notion of ‘ersatz’ truth is a mandatory component
of intentional semantics. In a sense, Meinong had realized this requirement, as
witnessed by the attention he devoted to the what he considered to be the most
fundamental of all intentional acts: assumptions (Annahmen; cf. 1902, 1910),
which he understood to be without any ontological or modal presuppositions.
But even though Meinong identified the systematic need for ‘irreality’ when
modelling intentionality, he sacrificed reality not with regard to truth, but with
regard to being in his theory of objects. He proposed to have literally true
property ascriptions also when there is (i.e. exists or subsists) no object to
‘carry’ those properties. What Meinong had not realized, however, that this
insistence on the literal truth of property ascriptions had certain repercussions—
importantly, it sufficed to reduce his theory to absurdity, since its literalness
entailed the existence of impossibilia, as we saw in chapter 3. The Maresian
insight is that instead of accepting a multitude of ontological complications,
we should rather keep a universe of (largely)2 possible and existent objects
and lie about them. Lies, after all, do not change the truth—as a matter or
fact, nothing can. However, Meinong’s work in the end seems like an attempt
2 Remember

the concomitant impossibles in LMR.
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to change reality, in order for it to conform to all our intentional errors and
suspensions in order for them to come out literally true. The Maresian system,
on the other hand, despite systematically overstepping its bounds, leaves the
literal truth intact.
I want to conclude the thesis by pointing out once more that among the
discussed theories of ‘impossible worlds’, the Maresian system developed here
is the only theory that has the means of providing a genuine solution to the
Granularity Problem . This benefit is on the one hand due to its abandonment of the literal truth of impossibility statements, but what was furthermore
necessary was the abandonment of logical closure at impossible indices, which
sets the presented proposal apart from the original (Mares 1997). And while it
shares this feature with (or perhaps better: owes this feature to) Priest’s Modal
Meinongianism, it does so without the multitude of non-existent objects which
Priest just as Meinong introduces in order to account for the literal instantiation of property combinations not had by any existent object. It is precisely this
turn to ‘systematic mendacity’, as I have taken the liberty to call randomized
truth-assignments for impossibility discourse, that enables the presented theory
to offer a systematic solution to the Granularity Problem without having to
introduce an more deviant ontology than already brought along by LMR.
I conclude that trading the literal impossible truth against mere truthassignments is a bargain both in semantics and in ontology. In the end, there
is nothing that cannot possibly be thought, believed, feared, or desired in the
Maresian semantics developed here, and the only bullet to bite is that many
of these thoughts, beliefs, fears, and desires, simply do not correspond to any
reality. But even if there is no literal truth to tell about impossibility, but I hope
to have demonstrated in this thesis that this is not all there is to say about it.
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